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Abstract
Alpha radiation presents a challenge for operators in the field of nuclear safety and security.
Due to the short range (few centimeters in air) and high stopping power, alpha particles
are conventionally detected with dedicated instruments in close proximity of the source.
However, the thermalization of an alpha particle in air causes an effect similar to northern
lights. The scale of this radioluminescence emission is very weak, but the increase in range
and number of signal carriers allows remote detection of alpha particles. This Thesis
investigates the light yield of this effect and its applications to alpha radiation detection.
An experimental approach is taken to estimate the amount of radioluminescence photons
per single alpha particle. Two different methods are employed for the measurement and
the result of 19 ± 3 photons/MeV is discussed in the light of previous works. In addition,
the emission spectrum is recorded in order to support the observations. This knowledge
is essential for quantitative performance estimations of the method.
Contamination screening at distances greatly exceeding the typical range of alpha particles
is studied by two-fold approach. First, three types of scientific-grade cameras are used to
image radioluminescence light of alpha radiation sources at a nuclear research facility. The
images are taken through translucent materials in darkness, and the feasibility implications
of this fieldwork are described. Second, the translation into operative use is facilitated by
development of a remote mapping system, optimized for use in an illuminated environment.
The system is based on single pixel detector with a telescope that is panned across an
area of interest. The process is automated in order to demonstrate its potential in nuclear
decommissioning applications.
Whilst the radioluminescence method enables remote mapping of alpha sources, further
analysis of the emitters requires gamma spectrometry. Here, the optical signals of
alpha particles are used to trigger a gamma measurement of materials which decay via
simultaneous emission of an alpha particle and a gamma ray. This allows focusing of
gamma measurement without collimators and provides an effective means to reduce
background level for the detection of minute amounts of material.
The coincidence method is also applied to direct detection of radon decay in air by
observing simultaneous photon detection events. For the demonstration, high speed
electronics are employed for list mode collection of radon events. The results are carefully
analyzed to maximize the potential of large measurement volume and the temporal
response of the method. The developed detection system is benchmarked and calibrated
against a leading commercial radon detector.
Overall, the results confirm that radioluminescence light can be successfully utilized for
in situ detection and characterization of alpha radiation sources. Moreover, the method
allows unprecedented approaches that may establish their niche in the coming years.
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charge coupled device
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electron-multiplying
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light-emitting diode

NaI(Tl)

sodium iodide (thallium activated)
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multichannel analyzer

MDA

minimum detectable activity

MDC

minimum detectable concentration

MOX

mixed oxide
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naturally occurring radioactive material
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normal temperature and pressure
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special nuclear material
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1 Introduction
Materials that spontaneously decay by emitting an ionizing particle are defined as
radioactive 1 . Today, these types of materials are handled in power production, industry,
research and medicine. The safe application of radioactivity would not be possible without
reliable radiation detectors, most of which have a pedigree that dates back to early years
of the nuclear era. Also, the prevalent best practices and regulations in radiological
protection are based on the capabilities of established technologies. The three intertwined
actions which together ascertain the safe and secure use of radioactivity are nuclear safety,
security and safeguards (3S). In brief, nuclear safety is implemented to protect people and
environment from radiation hazards 2 while nuclear security aims to protect the society
from criminal actions where nuclear materials are involved 3 . Nuclear safeguards can
be described as a set of actions which are agreed upon and performed to ascertain that
peaceful nuclear activities are not diverted into a weapons program 4 . These operations
are subject to high standards and therefore novel approaches are adopted conservatively.
Nevertheless, developing new methods can be beneficial to all fields of 3S.
Radioluminescence light is created when ionizing particles excite material to higher
energy states which decay by emitting an optical photon. Typically, it is exploited for
self-illumination in applications where extended operational time is required without
external power. Radioluminescence is also widely adopted for the detection of gamma
rays in crystals that create light upon absorption of a highly energetic photon. In all
these applications, the materials are selected for high light-yield and apt decay time to
fulfill the desired purpose. In contrast to the aforementioned approach, this work utilizes
the extremely weak radioluminescence emissions of air for the detection of alpha particles.
Hence, the selection of scintillating media is not made on the basis of light yield but
instead on the basis of abundance.
All ionizing particles excite radioluminescence in the atmosphere but the effect is best
observed with alpha particles. They have a high stopping power and for this reason their
range is only few centimeters in air 1 . Because the excitation takes place within this short
range from the radiation source, also the light emission is created within this relatively
small volume 5,6 . This has two implications: first, alpha particles can be detected from
distances which greatly exceed their typical range. Second, the detection can be performed
through translucent materials. The practical feasibility of these applications was not
identified until the beginning of the new millennium 7 , although the radioluminescence of
alpha particles in air has been known to scientists for more than a hundred years 8 .
A major challenge for the method is in differentiating between radioluminescence photons
and normal background light. Air converts the kinetic energy of an alpha particle into
optical photons with the efficiency of 10−5 order 5,9,10 . This means that the remote
detection capability is often achieved only in darkness, and even so, the light emission
1
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from a single decay event is still very hard to distinguish from instrumental background.
From this perspective, it is not surprising that the potential has been overlooked for a
century. Fortunately, recent developments of scientific grade cameras and photomultiplier
tubes together with advancements in optical filter manufacturing technology, have paved
the way for new applications in low light detection. The demand for these technologies
comes from other fields, which have sufficient critical mass for commercial use, but
the outcomes can be utilized in optical detection of alpha particles and other ionizing
radiations.
The need for new approaches in radiation detection is facilitated by the phase-out of
first generation nuclear installations 11 . This will be a major undertaking for the nuclear
industry and it is estimated that Europe alone will decommission close to 150 nuclear
power plants by 2030, which sets the expected market size to more than 80 billion
dollars 12,13 . It is distinctive that both the general audience and governments require
clearance projects to be carried out in a rigorous manner. Also the industry has a
strong incentive for efficient operations, since the commercial viability of nuclear power
production is defined by the cost of decommissioning together with expenses related to
disposal of spent fuel.
In addition to power plants, there will be a number of old nuclear research facilities
decommissioned in the upcoming years. Many of them were built during the onset
of commercial nuclear power, and their service life will come to an end soon. The
prevalent problem with the early facilities is that they were not necessarily designed with
decommissioning as a priority. To add to this problem, the knowledge of past activities
can be lost as senior workers retire. The decommissioning of research facilities also differs
from projects in the power industry since these facilities tend to be unique, and therefore,
standard procedures are not easily established. Furthermore, the location and type of
radioactive contamination is usually well known at power plants, whereas in research
facilities separated materials may have been handled. Some of them can be very difficult
to detect if their presence is not expected.
The substantial size of the upcoming decommissioning market is a major attraction for
companies and innovators in the field of radiation detection. With regard to optical alpha
imaging, it is very important to identify the most fruitful application areas to coordinate
research and development efforts accordingly. At power plants, alpha contamination can
be found in the primary circuit but to a lesser extent in other parts of the facility. A more
prominent application area may be found in the decommissioning of fuel fabrication facilities and reprocessing plants where alpha contamination is a common concern. However,
decommissioning should not be regarded as the only application of radioluminescence
based alpha particle detection.
The central concern in nuclear security is the use of radioactive material as a poison or as
a means to inflict disruption 14 . Especially materials and sources out of regulatory control
pose a risk to the public and may proliferate to criminal or terrorist purposes. A prime
example of the risk is the assassination of Alexander Litvinenko with radioactive polonium
in 2006 15,16 . The incident left traces of polonium in numerous locations and attracted
a lot of media interest. The related forensic investigation and contamination screening
was a laborious effort because alpha-active polonium can only be detected with surface
contamination probes in close proximity. In order to raise preparedness for this kind of
malevolent acts with alpha radiation sources, optical detection tools can be developed
to asses the situation from a stand-off distance. The instruments may also find use as a
payload on robotized vehicles or in automated screening applications.

1.1. Aim and scope of the work

1.1
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Aim and scope of the work

The applications of optical alpha particle detection have been studied by several research
groups around the Globe since it became recognized as a potential remote detection method
by the pioneering works of Baschenko 5 and Lamadie 6 in 2004 and 2005. Outside of Finnish
institutes, the number of peer-reviewed journal articles on the topic currently stands at
six 5,6,10,17–19 while most works in this field are published as conference proceedings. In
Finland, the topic has been studied by Tampere University of Technology (TUT) and
Säteilyturvakeskus – Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) since 2008.
The first goal of this Thesis is to determine the radioluminescence efficiency (i.e. photon
yield) of alpha particles in air. There is currently no consensus on this subject, as very
few studies exist. The aim is to measure the yield with an accuracy and precision that is
sufficient for basic feasibility estimations. The experimental work is performed in normal
indoor conditions. The spectral properties and environmental aspects affecting the yield
are discussed in the light of electron studies, which are readily available in literature.
The second goal is to advance methods for remote detection and analysis of alpha radiation
sources. For this purpose, scientific grade cameras are employed and a remote mapping
system is developed. The imaging study has the most overlap with previous works and
its scope is in different camera technologies and in their application in a real environment.
The development of light-tolerant alpha contamination mapping system builds on the
research conducted at TUT earlier 20 , but this work takes the approach to a next level in
terms of detection capability, light tolerance, and measurement automation. The located
sources are analyzed by triggering a gamma spectrometer with radioluminescence photons
of alpha particles. Previously, this method has been realized with conventional alpha
detectors which are replaced with the optical approach in this work.
The third goal is to harness radioluminescence photons for the direct detection of radon
decay. This is achieved by using coincidence counting with list mode data acquisition.
The approach aims for rapid radon response by utilizing a large measurement volume
and highly sensitive photon detectors.
In conclusion, this Thesis is a description of applied research work at the intersection of
optics and nuclear physics. The main goals of the work can be summarized as follows:
• To determine the radioluminescence yield of alpha particles in air
• To develop remote surface contamination detection and analysis methods
• To demonstrate direct optical detection of radon decay in air
In all demonstrations, the target is in verifying the principle by using commercial off-theshelf (COTS) components and laboratory instruments. The engineering efforts required
to increase technology readiness are beyond the scope of this work.

4
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Outline of the Thesis

This Thesis is based on six Publications which present the results of the work carried
out between 2012 and 2016. The experimental work described in these Publications is
summarized in Chapters 2-4 of this Thesis. The Chapters are structured to provide an
overview on each subject area after which the current experiments and the main results
are described. A discussion on the implications for practical applications concludes the
Chapters.
The excitation of radioluminescence light and quenching effects are covered in Chapter 2.
The experimental part of this Chapter is focused on the radioluminescence yield of alpha
particles in air, studied in Publication I. In addition, the spectrum of radioluminescence
light is measured to give insight on the effect. The results are compared with previous
works and potential improvements for the experiment are discussed at the end of the
Chapter.
Publications II-V present the surface contamination detection and analysis techniques
that are summarized in Chapter 3. The remote detection of alpha sources with cameras
and a dedicated telescope system is presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The alpha-gamma
analysis of located sources is introduced in Section 3.4. A more detailed description of this
technique is available in the Thesis of Dr. Sakari Ihantola 21 , also featuring Publications IV
and V. This Chapter also includes application examples of the aforementioned techniques
that have not been previously published.
The optical radon measurement of Publication VI is presented in Chapter 4. It contains
an introduction to radon after which the optical method is described and demonstrated.
The final remarks include comparison with established radon detection technologies and
discussion on potential causes of detector background.
Conclusions and implications of the current work are summarized in the final Chapter 5
together with a future outlook. The original Publications are included in the appendices
of this Thesis.

2 Radioluminescence in air
Radioluminescence light is produced when ionizing particles excite material to higher
energy states which then relaxate by emitting optical photons. Radioluminescence of
alpha particles was discovered for the first time already in 1903 by William and Lady
Huggins 8,22,23 . At the time, the observations of Rutherford and Curie had suggested that
radium emits positively charged particles, but their structure was not yet identified to be
similar to that of helium nuclei. The discovery of Huggins was that ultraviolet (UV) light
is emitted by a radium source, and furthermore, the emission wavelengths correspond to
the spectrum of molecular nitrogen, when excited by electric discharge. Later on, the
band spectrum of nitrogen was extensively studied and used for observation of cosmic
rays, while the optical emissions of alpha radiation were left with little role in the scientific
debate. In the context of astrophysics, the widely adopted term for the emissions induced
by cosmic rays is “air fluorescence”, although the excitation is not of optical origin.
Despite the differences in the primary particles, optical emissions of alpha radiation
sources and cosmic rays share the same de-excitation characteristics, thereby providing a
solid basis for air luminescence studies of alpha particles.

2.1

Interactions of alpha particles

Alpha particles are emitted in the spontaneous decay of heavy elements. They consist of
two protons and two neutrons, which produces a net of two elementary charges. Due to
this charge, Coulomb force is the main mechanism governing the interactions of alpha
particles with matter. In contrast to electrons, the double charge of alpha particles
intensifies the Coulomb interaction, and therefore, their energy loss per unit length
is high. The energy loss is typically presented as a function of range with a Bragg
curve, shown in Figure 2.1 for 5.5 MeV alpha particles. As observed in the fundamental
investigations on radioactivity and structure of atoms 24,25 , alpha particles mostly interact
with electron clouds of other atoms and only very rarely collide directly with an atomic
nucleus. Moreover, light electrons are more likely to change direction upon collision
with much heavier alpha particles due to conservation of momentum (mα /mβ ≈ 7300).
Consequently, alpha particle trajectories tend to be straight in thin media.
Figure 2.1 shows that the typical alpha particle range is in the order of few cm in air at
normal pressure, but is limited to a few µm in liquids and solids 26 . This is explained by
the high linear energy transfer, and therefore alpha particles are commonly described
as non-penetrating type of radiation. For the same reason, external exposure is not
considered harmful, as alpha particles are absorbed in the outer surface layers of skin
before they reach living cells. However, this type of radiation is very dangerous if ingested
or inhaled due to high damage potential for living tissues of the human body 27 .
5
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Figure 2.1: Energy loss of 5.5 MeV alpha particle as function of range in dry air at normal
pressure (so-called Bragg curve). The curve is calculated from stopping powers reported in 26 .

Alpha particles in MeV energy range can ionize a great number of molecules and atoms
during passage through media. The released electrons acquire kinetic energy from the
alpha particle in accordance with the conservation of momentum, and these so-called
secondary electrons∗ can further ionize other molecules and atoms. The mass ratio of
colliding particles sets the upper limit for energy transfer in an elastic collision. In an
alpha-electron interaction the limit is 4mβ /mα Eα ≈ Eα /1800 1 . Hence, the thermalization
of an alpha particle is a cascade of at least several thousands of collisions. The temporal
duration of this process is in the range of a few nanoseconds 1 .
The aforementioned interactions apply to beta particles as well, since they are electrons
ejected in radioactive decay process. In contrast, gamma rays are highly energetic photons,
and as such, they carry zero charge. Their ionizing nature arises upon absorption or
scattering from an electron, which causes the electron to travel through media with the
kinetic energy acquired from the photon. The main differences of these radiations to alpha
particles are twofold. First, the energy released in beta or gamma decay is somewhat
lower than in alpha decay on average. Second, their linear energy transfer is much smaller
than that of alpha particles. Hence, the ion production of these radiations is less intense
and distributed over significantly larger volume.

2.2

Spectrum of nitrogen

Atmospheric air consists of nitrogen (78 %), oxygen (21 %) and argon (1 %) together
with trace amounts of other gas species. The aim of this work is to utilize atmosphere as
an abundant scintillator, and for this purpose, the emissions of molecular and ionized
nitrogen are best suited. Nitrogen has several narrow emission peaks at the near UV
region which are an integral part of the auroral emission spectrum 28 , and can reveal the
presence of other ionizing particles too. The benefit of UV region is that the amount of
natural background light is less intense with respect to visible wavelengths. Additionally,
detection of UV photons is facilitated by their energy, which allows higher detection
threshold to reduce spurious signals from e.g. thermal effects. The scintillations of other
∗ Secondary

electrons are also known as delta electrons or delta rays 27 .
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atmospheric gases could also be used for the purpose, but their emissions are either weak
or located at less desirable wavelengths 29 . Therefore, this section will describe the origin
and characteristics of nitrogen spectrum only.
Nitrogen is a diatomic homonuclear molecule and its spectrum has been thoroughly
studied because of its significance for different fields of physical sciences. The atoms of a
nitrogen molecule are bound together with a triple covalent bond. This type of bonding is
very strong and inhibits further reactions with other atoms under normal conditions. The
spatial structure of the diatomic molecule allows two degrees of freedom for its movement.
First, the molecule can rotate around its center of mass. Second, the atoms can oscillate
around their equilibrium points. Both the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom
are quantized in energy, which means that only discrete energy states are allowed. This
gives rise to rotational and vibrational spectrum of the molecule.
In addition to the movements of atomic nuclei, the state of electron cloud is central in the
definition of a molecular energy. Molecular orbitals describe the electronic state and are
formed by superimposition of atomic orbitals of free atoms. A molecular orbital can be
bonding or anti-bonding, depending on the energy with respect to corresponding atomic
orbital. Bonding orbitals are of lower total energy than the corresponding atomic orbitals,
whereas anti-bonding orbitals are destructive and higher in energy.
The ground state electron configuration of a nitrogen atom is 1s2 2s2 2p3 . The 1s electrons
have little role in the formation of molecular orbitals since their overlap is small. The
bonding molecular orbitals are mostly formed by 2p orbitals. In ground state, the electron
configuration of a nitrogen molecule is 30
(σg 1s)2 (σu∗ 1s)2 (σg 2s)2 (σu∗ 2s)2 (πu 2p)4 (σg 2p)2 .

(2.1)

Here, σ is used for orbitals which are cylindrically symmetrical with respect to intermolecular axis and π is used for asymmetric orbitals. The subscript “g” stands for symmetry
and “u” for anti-symmetry to inversion through the center of the molecule. The asterisk
denotes the anti-bonding character of the orbital. 30
The total energy of a molecule is formed as a sum of rotational, vibrational and electronic
components. The optical spectrum results from allowed transitions between these states.
The rotational transitions have small energy separation and the corresponding photons
are emitted deep in the infrared (IR) range. The contribution of rotational transitions in
the molecular spectrum in UV region is small, but can be observed with systems of high
spectral resolution. There is no need or benefit to resolve these transitions in stand-off
radiation detection applications.
From the practical point of view, the characteristic peaks of nitrogen spectrum in the UV
region are explained by vibronic transitions. They correspond to electronic transitions
which are accompanied by a change in the vibrational state. Each electronic state has a
characteristic electron distribution, which results in different bond length and strength
for each state. Hence, the states have distinct potential energy curves with a range of
vibrational states. The vibrational states are denoted with a quantum number υ, which
takes non-negative integer values.
As a homonuclear diatomic molecule, the spectrum of nitrogen can be described with
relative ease by using the quantum mechanical approach. If the rotational energy levels
of nitrogen are omitted, the molecule can be approximated as two masses which are
connected with a spring. Furthermore, each stationary energy state can be described with
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a wavefunction ψ(r), where r is the separation from the molecular equilibrium distance.
A classical starting point for the analysis of molecular states is the time-independent
Schrödinger equation
~2 d2 ψ(r)
−
+ V (r)ψ(r) = Eψ(r).
(2.2)
2µ dx2
This is a differential equation and its eigenvalue E corresponds to the energy of molecule.
The potential V (r) arises from the combined effect of molecular binding and nuclear
repulsion forces. It is often described with so-called Morse potential. The equation for
this asymmetric potential is
V (r) = De (1 − e−β(r−re ) )2 ,

(2.3)

where De is dissociation energy
p of state, re is the intermolecular equilibrium distance,
and β is defined by β = 2πω0 c µ/2De . In this expression, µ is the reduced mass of the
molecule and ω0 is the fundamental frequency of vibration in wavenumbers. 31
By using the Morse potential of 2.3 in the Schrödinger equation 2.2, one can solve the
eigenstates of each vibrational level of a molecule 30,31 . The solution for vibrational
quantum state υ is
1
1
Evib
= ω0 (υ + ) − ω0 x0 (υ + )2 + . . . , υ = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
hc
2
2

(2.4)

This can be used to model the energy of a molecule at a certain vibrational state. The
estimation requires that anharmonicity x0 and fundamental frequency ω0 are known.
The Morse potentials of the most noteworthy electronic states of nitrogen molecule are
plotted in the energy diagram of Figure 2.2. The required constants were taken from
the extensive compilation of Lofthus & Krupenie 32 . Although the diagram is based on
well established constants, it should be noted that Morse potential is an approximation.
The diagram also shows the 2P and 1N transitions which are the most important band
systems of nitrogen.

Excitation of nitrogen
Excitation of radioluminescence is mostly due to secondary electrons which are released
by alpha particles. The 2P band of the nitrogen molecule cannot be directly excited
from ground state, since this would require transition from a singlet to a triplet state.
In other words, the total spin of the system is not conserved, which is forbidden by the
so-called Wigner spin rule 33 . Yet the excitation is possible via an exchange of low energy
electron 34,35 . This is described with
−
1 +
∗
3
e−
s (↑) + N2 (X Σg ) −→ N2 (C Πu ) + et (↓),

(2.5)

−
where e−
s and et stand for a secondary and thermalized electron, respectively. This is
the main excitation path for neutral nitrogen molecule and relaxation from higher states
to this state is not considered to be significant 36 . However, it is possible that some of the
excitation arises from the recombination of ionized molecule 35 . This process is described
as follows
+
2 +
∗
3
e−
(2.6)
s + N2 (X Σg ) −→ N2 (C Πu ).
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Figure 2.2: Selected energy levels of N2 molecule illustrated with Morse potential plots, using
molecular constants from Lofthus & Krupenie 32 . The first three vibrational levels (υ = 0, 1, 2)
are also depicted on the excited states. The most important radiative transitions of nitrogen
2 +
molecule are in the 2P system (C3 Πu → B3 Πg ) and 1N system (B2 Σ+
u → X Σg ). The ground
state of neutral molecule is X1 Σ+
.
g

The once-ionized nitrogen molecule emits light in the 1N system. The excitation takes
place simultaneously with the ionization
−
+∗
1 +
2 +
−
e−
s + N2 (X Σg ) −→ N2 (B Σu ) + et + es .

(2.7)

The excitation efficiency of secondary electrons is highly dependent on their energy. The
most effective excitation of 2P band system is observed with 14-15 eV electrons 37–41 . The
interaction probability vanishes rapidly towards lower energies and decreases somewhat
slower towards higher energies. At 200 eV, the efficiency is already reduced by two orders
of magnitude. For the 1N band system, the excitation cross-section peaks at 100 eV 42 ,
where also the highest ionization cross-section is observed 41 . It is interesting to note
that alpha particles produce ten times more nitrogen ions than excited states of neutral
molecule 43 while most of the light is still emitted by 2P bands of neutral nitrogen.
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Table 2.1: Quenching constants (10−10 cm3 s−1 ) at 20◦ C temperature for major nitrogen
transitions. The values are averages of different works listed in Table 5.9 of reference 29 . Large
values correspond to strong quenching effect.
Molecule
N2
O2
H2 0

2P(υ 0 = 0)

2P(υ 0 = 1)

1N(υ 0 = 0)

0.1
2.4
5.5

0.3
2.9
5.4

3.9
5.3
16.0

The majority of the nitrogen molecules in excited states relaxate by non-radiative collisional
quenching. Hence, increasing number density of the gas (pressure) has a decreasing effect
on the light yield. Furthermore, different molecules have different quenching efficiency,
depending on their electron structures. The most important quencher in air is oxygen,
but also nitrogen can quench its own emissions. Water vapor has even higher quenching
constant than oxygen but the effect is less pronounced due to its lower abundance.
Quenching rate constants of these molecules are listed in Table 2.1 to demonstrate their
effect on radioluminescence yield. The constants increase proportionally to square root of
temperature. 29
A molecule in an excited state can relaxate by spontaneous photon emission at any given
time. The rate of quenching and spontaneous emission processes define the dominating
de-excitation route. The intensity of an emission band is proportional to the Einstein
coefficient and Frank-Condon factor of the transition 44 . The former is the emission
probability per unit time for given state. Frank-Condon factor is the overlap integral of
vibrational wavefunctions of the lower and higher energy state 44 . Alternatively, it can be
described using the famous Frank-Condon approximation which states that transitions
between electronic states are much faster than the consequent changes in intermolecular
distance. For this reason, the factor is favorable for transitions between states that have
approximately equal intermolecular distance (see Figure 2.2) 29 . The Einstein coefficients
and Franck-Condon factors are available in the literature 45 .

Measurement of radioluminescence spectrum in air
Each band in the radioluminescence emission spectrum corresponds to a spontaneous
transition from one electronic state to another. In order to illustrate the spectrum, a
measurement was performed with a monochromator (Horiba iHR 550) and a low dark count
rate photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Perkin Elmer, MP-1982P). The radioluminescence light
of a 32 MBq 241 Am alpha source was collected to the monochromator input by a single
lens. A high activity source is preferred for the measurement as very small portion of the
isotropic emission can be guided through the monochromator. The spectrum is revealed
by scanning the spectral bandpass of the monochromator by turning the grating. The
grating has 1800 grooves per millimeter which in combination with 1 mm slits provides
a spectral bandpass of 1 nm. The recorded radioluminescence spectrum is presented in
Figure 2.3.
The result corresponds to the widely known spectrum of molecular nitrogen as expected.
However, during this work some emissions at below 280 nm wavelengths were observed
in laboratory trials in normal air. These emissions became the main motivation for
Publication III, and in order to gain insight on the matter, the scan was repeated at
200-300 nm wavelengths with adjusted parameters for this Thesis. The emissions in deep
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Figure 2.3: (a) Radioluminescence emission spectrum of air excited by Am-241 alpha particles.
The spectrum is measured with monochromator (1 mm slits) and it is corrected for the instrument
response. The most intense transitions are labeled. (b) Deep UV radioluminescence emissions
measured with a monochromator and PMT. Larger slit size (2 mm) was used to reveal peaks
at below 280 nm wavelengths and here the count rates are scaled to allow comparison with (a).
Both spectra are recorded with 220 s integration per point.

UV are weak and a long acquisition time (220 s per point) was used together with wide
(2 mm) monochromator slits. The result is shown in Figure 2.3b, which verifies that
there are emission peaks also in this region. The recorded spectrum shows a consistent
structure, and therefore, it is plausible that the observed bands are created by some lesser
known processes or molecules. Some of the peaks correspond to band heads of nitric
oxide as reported by Danielak et al. 46 , but further and more focused investigations are
definitely needed.
The interesting feature of this wavelength region is that the amount of background light
is very low both indoors and outdoors. Indoors, the UV emissions of lamps are limited
by absorption in the glass of the lamp. Outdoors, the absorber is ozone in the upper
atmosphere which prevents the so-called solar blind wavelengths (220-280 nm) from
reaching ground level 47,48 .
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The potential of this wavelength region has been recognized earlier by Ivanov et al. who
used a solar blind camera for alpha imaging 49 . In addition, a technical report describing
the amount of light emitted was published in 2013 50 . This report concludes that the
radioluminescence yield in this region is around 0.08 solar blind photons per one MeV of
energy deposited by a typical alpha particle. However, Figure 2.3b may show the first
spectrally resolved measurement of radioluminescence in solar blind region. This was first
published in a project deliverable 51 .

2.3

Radioluminescence yield

Light production of ionizing particles is based on the conversion of kinetic energy into
excitation energy of spontaneously luminous molecular states. Optical emission competes with non-radiative relaxation and only a fraction of the initial kinetic energy is
converted into optical photons while the rest is released via non-radiative relaxation. The
luminescence efficiency of electrons is widely studied since they are the key constituent
of cosmic rays 29,52–57 . The information is used as a calibration parameter for cosmic
ray (air fluorescence) telescopes, which observe the energy deposition and distribution
of cosmic rays in upper atmosphere 44 . Although the vast majority of astrophysicists
use electron sources for air fluorescence studies, the results concerning de-excitation are
directly applicable to alpha particles and vice versa 36 . However, the excitation efficiency
needs to be studied separately, since electrons are much lighter than alpha particles and
carry only one elementary charge.
The first time that gas luminescence studies gained momentum was in 1950s and ’60s,
when the emerging PMT technology enabled fast measurement of low light levels. In
these works, the scintillation properties of gases were extensively investigated, and in
many cases alpha sources were utilized 9,43,58–65 . The focal point of these works was in
the luminescence of nitrogen, noble gases, and their mixtures. The interest is explained
by their relatively high light yield, which showed potential for gas proportional counting
applications.
Some of the early works describe the characteristics of air luminescence. Already Huggins 8
noted that its spectrum corresponds to band spectrum of nitrogen, and his observations
have been verified by numerous authors later on. Quantitative studies on the absolute light
yield are rare, and the reason may be that air was not considered especially interesting for
practical applications 66 . One of the earliest reports on the light yield of alpha particles is
published by Duquesne and Kaplan in 1960 9 . The authors presented a detailed analysis
of the measurement geometry and concluded that approximately 60 photons are created
in air by 4.6 MeV alpha particles.
The interest in alpha particle scintillation studies was re-established in 2004 by Bashenko,
who proposed that the luminescence of air can be used for remote detection of alpha
particle sources 5 . Bashenko estimated that the light yield of 239 Pu alpha particles is 30
photons in the 300-400 nm region in normal air. The value was determined by collecting
radioluminescence light onto an UV sensitive film that has a know sensitivity.
Self-absorption of the source has an effect on alpha particle energy and on the radioluminescence yield. Therefore, quantitative contamination measurements with the optical
approach require detailed knowledge of these effects. In 2009, Bachelor et al. performed
investigations with filter samples and also estimated the alpha particle radioluminescence
efficiency which resulted in value of 1.3 · 10−5 17 . The wavelength range was not specified
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Figure 2.4: (a) Measurement of photon count rate as function of distance from alpha source.
(b) Measurement of photon yield as function of alpha particle energy loss. The Figure was
originally presented in Publication I.

in the article, but the authors compare their result to a literature value 67 that refers to
337 nm wavelength.
In 2009 and 2010, yield studies were performed at Tampere University of Technology
and the results were 200 and 400 photons per one particle with approximately 5 MeV
energy 20,68 . However, the latter result was due to a mix-up of calibration certificate which
lead the authors to believe that the source had an activity of 1.2 kBq while it actually
contained 4.2 kBq. This resulted in overestimation of radioluminescence yield by a factor
of four. At the same time, Chichester and Watson estimated the the yield is between 20
and 200 photons per particle 10,69 .
The motivation for further studies on the radioluminescence yield of alpha particles was
stimulated by the low number of earlier works and a high variation in results. It was also
clear that uncertainties need to be minimized which is best achieved by using conceptually
simple experimental setups. Two different methods for the yield measurement were used
in the investigations presented in Publication I. The experimental setups are shown in
Figure 2.4.
The setup in Figure 2.4a was used to measure photon count rate as function of distance
from an alpha source (239 Pu, 53.9 kBq, Eα ≈ 5.1 MeV). Since the radioluminescence
photons are emitted in random directions as a result of spontaneous luminescence, it is
assumed that the number of photons per solid angle is uniform in the hemisphere, where
the source itself does not subtend the emissions. It is also assumed that reflections from
the source surface are negligible. Under these conditions, the signal intensity reduces
according to the geometrical scaling (1/R2 ). This relation can be described with equation
NS+B = AS · Y · QE · Ω + NB ,

(2.8)

where NS+B is the total pulse count rate (signal and background), AS is the surface
emission rate of alpha source, Y is the number of photons per alpha particle, QE is
the detector quantum efficiency, Ω is the geometrical efficiency, and NB is the detector
background count rate.
The photon count rate was measured at ten source-to-detector distance (SDD) values and
model, based on Equation 2.8, was fitted to the data. Photon yield Y and background
count rate NB were used as fitting parameters. The latter was included in the fitting
due to reflected photons which elevate the detector background, even though the light
shielding box had black matte aluminum foil lining the surfaces. The result of the fitting
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Figure 2.5: (a) Photon count rate as function of distance from 54 kBq alpha source. (b) Photon
yield as function of alpha particle energy loss.

was 99 photons per one alpha particle. The data set is shown together with the fitted
curve in Figure 2.5a.
The alternative method for the yield measurement employed a coincidence technique.
The setup is shown in Figure 2.4b where a passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS)
detector was used to count and measure the energy of incident alpha particles. The UV
photons of alpha particles were used as a trigger signal for the alpha spectroscopy system.
By measuring the singles and UV-gated alpha spectrum it was possible to estimate the
absolute alpha detection efficiency of the PMT. This is related to the photon yield with
simplified version of Equation 2.8
P = Y · QE · Ω,

(2.9)

where P is the alpha particle detection efficiency of the PMT. It is calculated by dividing
the relevant area of gated alpha energy spectrum by the same area in an ungated spectrum.
This approach removes the alpha emitter calibration from the list of uncertainties. However,
background still exists due to random coincidences and the relatively large PIPS detector
may reflect photons if not shielded properly.
The energy loss within the field of view (FOV) of the PMT was adjusted by changing
the distance between the alpha source and the PIPS detector. The energy loss was
calculated using the measured energy spectra and assuming typical Bragg curve behavior,
as described in Figure 3 of Publication I. The photon yield is presented as function of
energy loss in Figure 2.5b. This plot confirms that the relation of energy loss and photon
yield is very linear at these energies. Regression analysis shows that the radioluminescence
yield is 18.5 photons per each MeV of energy released in air.
The results of both methods are in reasonable agreement and the average of the two is
19 ± 3 per one MeV of energy released into air in normal temperature and pressure (NTP)
conditions. This agreement gives confidence to the methods, but there are certain factors
that can have a strong effect on the photon yield estimate. As an example, the yield is
always subject to ambient temperature, pressure and humidity. The most pronounced
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Table 2.2: Radioluminescence yield of alpha particles in literature.

1951 58

Grün & Schopper,
Koch & Lesueur, 1958 70
Duquesne & Kaplan, 1960 9
Baschenko, 2004 5
Chichester & Watson, 2011 10
Publication I, 2014
Thompson, 2016 19

Wavelengths (nm)

Eα (MeV)

Photon yield

Gas

300 - 400
220 - 520
300 - 400
300 - 400
200 - 650
1N & 2P bands

5.3
4.7
4.6
5.1
4-5
1
1

1000
900
60
30
20-200
19 ± 3
18.9 ± 2.5

N2
N2
air
air
air
air
air

effect in indoor applications is expected from humidity due to its natural variation and
high quenching constant of H2 O molecules (see Table 2.1).
The effect of humidity was studied with a brief test in Publication I. For the measurement,
an alpha source (241 Am, 13 kBq) was enclosed in an air-tight casing with a UV transmissive
window for the observation of photons. This setup was used to measure photon count
rate in dry air and in nitrogen in addition to room air. The temperature of the room was
21◦ C at the time of measurements and relative humidity remained close to 43 %.
In this experiment dry air provided 7 % more signal than room air, while nitrogen
produced a signal enhancement by a factor of 6. Since gases are extremely sensitive to
even the slightest amounts of impurities, these results serve as general guidelines only.
Nevertheless, the test with dry air confirms that humidity has a notable effect on the light
yield. The result with nitrogen is compatible with the observations of Duquesne 9 and
Hannuksela 20 , both reporting a signal increase by a factor of 5 when no special attention
is paid to the gas purity or dryness.
The results of other yield studies are presented in Table 2.2 to allow comparison with the
current work. The reported values are in agreement to the order of magnitude at best
and the differences may be related to calibration issues with detector response or source
activity. In contrast, astrophysicists have a good consensus that the light yield of electrons
is close to 20 photons per MeV in dry air at NTP conditions 54–56 . The result of this work
(19 ± 3 / MeV) is in agreement with this consensus and actually this could be expected.
The reason is that while electrons and alpha particles have different charge, they still
produce a swarm of secondary electrons in the media which are primarily responsible
for the excitation of radioluminescence emitting molecular states. The difference is that
alpha particles deposit their energy in a shorter range because the Coulomb interaction
is stronger than for electrons. Yet any saturation effects are not expected because the
number of excited molecules remains low in gas phase. This is contrary to solid state
scintillators which usually produce less light with alpha particles than with electrons.
Recently, Thomson et al. developed an air fluorescence model using Geant4 19 . The
model can be used to predict air fluorescence yield of alpha, beta and gamma rays.
It considers only 2P and 1N band systems of nitrogen which are the most significant
emissions in air. The simulation process starts with the interactions of primary particles
and finalizes with quenching and de-excitation. The atmospheric input parameters of the
model include ambient temperature, pressure and humidity. Using the same conditions
as described in Publication I, a good agreement (within 0.5 MeV per alpha particle)
was found between the experimental results and the simulation model. However, the
dependance of energy deposition and photon yield was found to be slightly non-linear in
the simulated range (0-10 MeV), which is in contrast to conclusions of Publication I. In
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any case, the non-linearity is subtle, and does not disqualify the linear approximation for
the majority of practical estimations.
There are several ways to improve the measurement of radioluminescence yield. As
noted before, the de-excitation mechanisms of radioluminescence emitting states are
subject to quenching, and therefore, the ideal measurement would be performed in a
large casing that can be stabilized with regard to temperature, pressure and humidity.
It would also be beneficial to use an alpha source that contains only one nuclide to
reduce fluctuation in particle energy. The experiment also calls for absolute calibration
of the PMTs although this can be somewhat challenging 71 . A way to mitigate the
challenge of detector calibration would be to measure the relative luminescence yield of
alpha particles against electrons, which are thoroughly investigated by astrophysicists. A
particle accelerator with alpha and electron beam output capability would provide an
ideal test bed for this purpose.

3 Surface contamination detection
and analysis
Alpha particle detection has a pedigree that dates back to the early 1900s. Therefore, the
technology of conventional detectors is well-established and excels in applications where
close proximity of an alpha source can be reached. This Chapter introduces conventional
alpha particle detection principles and their practical features, but the main emphasis is
on the optical detection and imaging techniques which were investigated in Publications II
and III of this Thesis. The isotopic analysis of located sources is presented in Publications
IV and V by utilizing alpha-gamma coincidence measurements.

3.1

Alpha radiation detection

Thanks to Ernest Rutherford and his students, Geiger and Marsden, it is well-known that
scintillations of single alpha particles can be visually seen on zinc sulfide (ZnS) films 24,25 .
Even today, silver-activated ZnS films have a significant role in large-area alpha particle
detectors. The popularity is based on their high light-yield and low cost. The material
produces more than 10 000 photons per one MeV of absorbed energy 1 and the sensitivity
for gamma rays is low if utilized as a thin film. When this material is combined with a
light guide to a PMT in an optimal manner, low detection limits can be reached since a
detection efficiency of 33 % (4π) is achievable with a background of below 3 cpm 72 . On
the other hand, the energy resolution of ZnS scintillation is rather poor and the material
is opaque to its own emission. Hence, it is not very useful for alpha spectroscopy.
Another common detection principle is based on ionization of gases. These systems employ
chambers in which an electrical potential is used to collect or multiply the charge created
by an alpha particle. The applied voltage defines the operation region of the system
together with filling gas and its pressure. The systems are categorized as ionization
chambers, proportional counters or Geiger-Mueller tubes on the basis of operational
characteristics. Each of them have their benefits and disadvantages. 1
Today, semiconductor devices provide numerous solutions for alpha particle detection
and measurement. The simplest option is to utilize a commercial photodiode which
features a low background and good energy resolution with a very low cost 73 . However,
PIPS detector is a more typical choice for alpha spectroscopy in science. This is a silicon
detector especially designed for high energy resolution and large active area. For the
most exquisite energy resolution, silicon can even be used in calorimetry configuration as
described by Horansky et al. 74 .
Although the alpha particle spectroscopy systems are currently dominated by silicon,
scintillation detectors are often used for surface contamination monitoring at decommis17
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sioning sites. As an example, the widely-used Berthold LB 124 series relies on ZnS(Ag)
film with entrance window areas ranging from 170 cm2 to 345 cm2 . The popularity of this
and other scintillation detectors is related to their moderate cost and large active area
which facilitates the screening process. However, the manual labour required to inspect
materials with these tools prior to release or final repository incurs major costs to the
whole industry.

3.2

Camera imaging

Surface contamination screening with conventional methods is very time consuming,
causing an interest towards less laborious radiation imaging systems. However, these
systems have rarely been used for radiological characterization at decommissioning sites
before this century. Yet the first gamma cameras which comprise a scintillator plate and
PMT matrix date back to 1950s 75,76 . These systems were developed for medical imaging
applications, and since then, gamma cameras have become standard tools in the field.
In contrast, alpha imaging was proposed by Imbard and Pineau with a patent entitled
“Remote α Source Location Device and Method” as late as in 2001 7 . The patent considers
the use of an optical system and a suitable detector as a means to remotely detect alpha
radiation. Moreover, the potential for signal enhancement in certain gases is discussed.
However, in scientific literature the first demonstration of remote alpha imaging was
published by Sergiy Baschenko in 2004 5 . In this study, an UV sensitive film was used
to photograph a 37 MBq alpha 239 Pu source from a distance of 30 m in darkness. In
addition, Baschenko placed a 185 MBq 60 Co next to the alpha source to prove that the
radioluminescence of air is rather insignificant under gamma irradiation. For this reason,
alpha sources can be imaged even under intense gamma fields.
The pioneering, in situ alpha imaging experiments at nuclear installations were reported
by Lamadie et al. in 2005 6 . As noted by the authors from Commissariat à l’énergie
atomique et aux énergies alternatives (CEA), the need for an alpha camera arises from
practical experience on decommissioning work with actinides∗ , which are hard-to-detect
with gamma cameras due to their low gamma yields. Hence, alpha imaging can be
regarded as a complementary technique for gamma imaging.
Lamadie et al. used a scientific-grade charge coupled device (CCD) camera in darkness in
the study. The main implications of the work were that UV cameras can be used to detect
alpha contamination at nuclear facilities and images can be taken through translucent
materials to inspect e.g. gloveboxes. The camera was able to detect contamination levels
down to few hundred Bq/cm2 in laboratory environment with an exposure time of five
hours. In field experiments, the performance was sufficient for the observation of MBq
activities through 10 mm of plexiglass with a 600 s exposure time. The authors concluded
that the limits of detection are dependent on the level of darkness that can be achieved
in the field.
The continuation of alpha imaging work at CEA was described by Mahé et al. 78–80 In
these proceedings, the CCD camera was replaced with an intensified CCD (ICCD). The
new approach also included image acquisition by frame summing (25 Hz rate) instead of
a single exposure of desired length. Further development was the testing of interference
∗ Actinides are metallic elements with atomic numbers from 89 to 103. Natural uranium and thorium
are part of the group but the majority of actinides are synthesized via nuclear transmutation. Typically
actinides decay by alpha emission and all of the elements are radioactive and -toxic. 77
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filters to suppress background light, but their performance was found to be insufficient
to enhance detection under illuminated environment. In overview, these reports show
insightful examples of glovebox characterization and real time monitoring of a clean-up
process with optical techniques.
Very advanced systems for stand-off detection have been developed by Bubbletech Industries in Canada approximately at the same time with Baschenko and CEA. Their long
range imager comprises six ICCD cameras and it was featured in CBRNe World magazine
in 2006 81 . The article shows that high alpha activities can be detected with this system
at distances of several hundreds of meters and even beyond 1 km. The company has
also developed a wide field alpha imaging system which suits decommissioning and crime
scene investigation purposes 82,83 . Likewise to the long range imager, this system exhibits
a high technology readiness level. However, the filter performance imposes a limitation to
its application under illumination 84 .
The motivation to develop sophisticated optical systems may arise from the need to
detect special nuclear materials (SNMs)† from a distance. This capability would be useful
for combating illicit trafficking of these materials and the passive observation of their
secondary signatures could be an elegant approach for this purpose. This was proposed
by Seidler et al. in patent application in 2002 86 . The indirect detection of SNMs at
stand-off was also addressed in US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency call in
2009 87 . These applications do not target detection of alpha radiation but rather the
radioluminescence effects of neutrons and gamma rays in the atmosphere. Hence, the
physical principles are similar as with alpha particles, but the practical challenges are
even greater due to low local ionization yield. It is worthwhile to note that the long range
of optical photons is the major motivator for these approaches, despite the low conversion
efficiency.
The optical detection of alpha and gamma sources has been investigated in the recent
project of Sandia National Laboratories 88 . One of the motivations in this three-year
long project was to improve long range radiation detection capabilities to benefit postdetonation nuclear forensics applications. The report contains a comprehensive collection
of experiments indoors and outdoors with both alpha (MBq range) and gamma (TBq
range) radiation sources. The images were acquired by using electron-multiplying CCD
(EMCCD) and CCD cameras. The successful demonstrations of gamma source detection
via radioluminescence of air are few in numbers, and in this work, a 150 Ci 60 Co source
was imaged at 75 m distance with 1 h exposure. The report concludes by endorsing
hyperspectral techniques to improve confidence levels in the detection.
The interest towards alpha imaging can also be identified in nuclear safeguards. In
this field, alpha imaging could have potential in verification and sampling of plutonium
work. Specifically, imaging could verify declared work activities and even identify some
undeclared work activities as suggested by Chichester et al. 89 . Furthermore, swipe
sampling is in central role in safeguards and it is essential that samples are taken from
spots which are abundant with actinides. With further development optical systems may
find use in pinpointing the best sampling areas, and in this way, the risk of taking a
sample with practically zero activity would be significantly reduced. This would incur
savings in operational costs of regulatory bodies because each sample needs to be treated
as an evidence material, requiring careful transportation and handling.
† The most important SNMs are plutonium and uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the isotope
235 85 .
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An interesting application of alpha imaging could be the verification of nuclear warheads.
Jessica Feener has investigated this in her PhD Thesis 90 and published a number of
proceedings about the results 91–93 . The aim of the work was to investigate if radioluminescence imaging can be used for verification of warheads, and secondly, if the technique
can reveal sensitive information about these components. The discussion is centered
around uncanned warheads which directly expose fissile material to air and thereby enable
radioluminescence imaging. The conclusion of the work is that highly enriched uranium
turns out to be too weak of an alpha emitter to reveal any detailed warhead designs. On
the other hand, alpha yields of fissile plutonium are much higher, but these were not
thoroughly investigated during the course of work. Hence, further experiments would be
needed to ascertain the achievable amount of image detail in this case.
In Publication II of this Thesis, the detection performance of alpha imaging cameras
was investigated by using three different technologies in relevant test environment. The
cameras used were iXon3 897 and iStar 320T, both manufactured by Andor Corporation.
iXon3 is an EMCCD camera which uses on-chip signal multiplication to enhance the
signal before analogue-to-digital conversion. This helps to overcome the noise floor caused
by readout process to detect very low light levels. The camera also has the conventional
CCD readout amplifier which allows comparison of these technologies by using the same
instrument. iStar is an intensified camera and it utilizes the photoelectric effect for the
initial conversion of a photon. Hence, the operation principle is analogous to a PMT, but
an ICCD sensor has a pixelated (microchannel plate) signal amplification. The readout
is achieved by converting the electron burst into light by a phosphor screen which is
optically connected to a CCD sensor. All of the aforementioned camera types have been
previously employed for alpha imaging and here they are compared side-by-side in a field
test.
The camera images shown in Publication II and in this Thesis were acquired with light
shielding in darkness, which helps to maximize the UV signal level. On the other hand,
the use of filters to allow imaging in an illuminated environment is desirable but not
feasible in practice. This is due to the fact that the cameras have a wide spectral response
from UV to IR wavelengths and achieving sufficient blocking level in this wide range poses
a challenge for absorptive filters. However, single interference filters were used during the
work to enhance signal-to-background ratio (SBR) in some experiments where imaging
was limited by optical background permeating through the light shield.
The established approach to alpha image processing with high resolution cameras was
introduced by Lamadie et al. 6 . Briefly, this method is based on the superimposition of an
alpha UV image and a visible light image, which provides a visual localization of alpha
activity. The image processing steps used in this work are presented in Figure 3.1 with an
EMCCD image of a mixed oxide (MOX) fuel pellet. The UV image was acquired with
100 s exposure with electron-multiplying (EM) gain of 300. The first image processing
step is to remove the bright spots created by gamma rays and cosmic particles. The
second step is to apply a low pass filter to smoothen the image. Finally, the processed
UV image is superimposed on a daylight image, captured with the same camera. The
underlying daylight image is in grayscale while the UV image is in appropriately scaled
color map.
The experiments were performed at the Institute for Transuranium Elements (ITU) in
Karlsruhe, Germany. ITU is a nuclear research institute of the European Commission and
it has access to many radioactive and nuclear materials that are not commonly available
elsewhere. At ITU, the materials are handled either in gloveboxes or shielded cells
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: Two MOX fuel pellets imaged in glovebox with EMCCD camera. The image
processing steps are as follows: (a) the original UV image with 100 s exposure in darkness,
(b) the spots of gamma rays are removed, (c) a low pass filter is applied, (d) the UV image is
superimposed to a visible light image.

which are also known as “hot” cells. Gloveboxes are used to provide physical protection
and separation of the hazardous materials while shielded cells have additional radiation
absorbing glasses that are designed to stop gamma rays.
Publication II describes the imaging of alpha active samples in a glovebox. The imaging
was performed through a quartz glass window to enhance the transmission of UV light. The
plexiglass used in ITU gloveboxes allows transmission down to 360 nm, and therefore, the
special window is not mandatory for these experiments. However, the broad transmission
of quartz allows the whole nitrogen emission spectrum to be used for the detection.
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Considering that the glovebox is not originally designed to be light-tight, it was quite
tedious to darken the box completely for alpha imaging. The light shielding was done by
carefully covering the glovebox with black rubberized fabrics (BK5, Thorlabs). Practical
challenges arose not only from covering every joint and fold of the fabric with black tape,
but also from making sure that light does permeate through the fabric itself. In the final
stage before experiment, the box was covered with at least two layers of fabric, but still
the imaging was limited by optical background within the box.
The main results of Publication II can be summarized to three key points. First, the
imaging of MBq level alpha activities is feasible by applying a light shield to a standard
glovebox. The use of a quartz window for viewing enhances detection but is not mandatory
(see Figure 3.4) with this glovebox. Second, the ICCD camera provided the best detection
performance in the field test. Thirdly, filters can be used to improve selectivity for UV
light and pixel binning helps to enhance signal to noise at the acceptable cost of image
resolution. These main results are also described in the figures of Publication II.
In addition to the glovebox experiments described, the camera system was utilized for
the imaging of hot cell facilities at ITU. These are used for the handling of highly active
materials and irradiated fuel. The cells are heavy installations with vast amounts of
concrete and steel, and therefore, they are inherently more light-tight than gloveboxes.
The viewing into a cell takes place through thick lead glass windows that usually have
yellow appearance resulting from poor transmission in the UV and blue region. In addition,
the last barrier of modular cells is made of plexiglass to keep all active material within
the module.
Radiation shielding glasses typically exhibit a cut off at 400 nm wavelength 94,95 which
dictates that the imaging needs to be performed at the visible region. Figure 2.3 shows
that there are some emissions that could be used for the purpose. Despite the expectation
of significant optical losses, feasibility tests were performed with the same instrument
configuration as in the glovebox experiments. The preparation of the experiments was
now more straightforward since only the cell window required shielding for external light.
Two different hot cells were imaged for alpha activity. The first cell is used for fuel
fabrication and it contained approximately 10 mg of 241 Am in a glass crucible, which
could be used as reference point. The exposure time was 5 min for the image shown
in Figure 3.2a. This substantial amount of 241 Am is clearly visible in the image even
though light leaks from the ceiling of the cell severely hinder the detection. Despite the
positive detection of 241 Am in the crucible, the optical background is clearly too high for
a practical contamination screening application in this cell.
The second cell was a part of post-irradiation examination facility and it was previously
used for polishing of spent fuel. Thus a widespread contamination could be expected
within. The imaging was performed as before, but with an extended acquisition time of
60 min. The result is shown in Figure 3.2b where one hot spot at the back of the cell and
a bottle clearly show signs of radioluminescence. Moreover, the back wall shows some
faint signs of light emission which could well be explained by contamination. As before,
the visible points represent only the highest activities.
Figure 3.2c demonstrates a scenario related to nuclear security. For this test, an improvised
laboratory was staged in a room at ITU. Two alpha sources (241 Am, 13 MBq and 37 MBq)
were contained in quartz bottles and placed alongside other items on the table. Again,
the superimposition of a daylight image and UV image clearly revealed the location of
open sources. The total exposure time was 5 min for the UV image with EM gain of
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(a)
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(f)

Figure 3.2: (a) Shielded cell for fabrication of fuel pellets. Macroscopic amount of 241 Am is
visible in a glass crucible (arrow). All other spots are either light leaks from above or instrument’s
lights. (b) Hot cell facility for the analysis and polishing of irradiated fuel. Hot spots and a
contaminated bottle can be identified. (c) Demonstration of crime-scene alpha imaging scenario.
241
Am alpha sources (37 MBq and 13 MBq) are packed in quartz vials and seen as two bright
spots. (d) Additional crime-scene imaging demonstration with 32 MBq 241 Am stripe. The
image was acquired with a conventional telephoto lens at TUT. (e) Imaging of a 5.6 MBq 239 Pu
planchet and (f) an alpha active solution, both in a glovebox-integrated light-tight chamber. The
color maps are scaled for each image separately.
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300. However, the sources could be detected with 1 min exposure if needed. The light
shielding was performed by covering the door frames with tape and a very good level of
darkness was achieved with minimal effort.
Figure 3.2d is another example of crime scene imaging. The special feature of this image
is that it was taken with a conventional telephoto lens (Cosmicar No. 84611, 12.5 mm,
F/1.4) which is not designed for use with UV light. For this reason, the UV image is
formed only by the emissions at around 400 nm wavelength. However, the wide aperture
of this lens compensates the losses and allows the imaging of a 32 MBq source in 100 s
time. Based on the result, it is probable that this lens would have worked well for the
scenarios shown in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b.
Figures 3.2e and 3.2f show alpha imaging with a dark chamber that is integrated to a
glovebox. The design enables rapid and safe sample manipulation through the back lid of
the chamber. Also, an excellent darkness level is achieved without the need for tape seals
in the glovebox. In Figure 3.2e, a 5.6 MBq 239 Pu sample is placed in the chamber and
imaged with 200 s exposure. The imaging was repeated with four similar samples and
the analysis is shown later in this Chapter.
In Figure 3.2f the alpha emitter (plutonium) is dissolved in nitric acid solution. The
light emission of this solution is an unexpected result and it was observed both in a
plastic bottle and in the quartz vial shown here. The light could be generated in the
solution itself or at the container surface. Some observations of light emission from glass
under alpha particle irradiation can be found in literature 60 , and also, a light yield of
few photons per alpha particle in water was reported by Duquesne 9 . More recently,
Yamamoto et al. reported observations of light emission by alpha particles in water using
an EMCCD camera 96 . Yamamoto suggests that the light is emitted by radicals created
in water by alpha irradiation and the light yield is much lower than with air.
The dark imaging chamber shown in Figure 3.2e was not available at the time of measurements for Publication II. This chamber enables imaging with nearly non-existent
optical background which is beneficial for the investigation of detection limit defined by
the camera instrument itself. This was briefly studied with the EMCCD camera and the
plutonium planchettes used in Publication II. The results of 300 s exposure times with
these samples are shown in Figure 3.3a. The average signal level is shown as function of
planchet activity together with the corresponding signal to noise value in Figure 3.3b.
The signal is calculated as a mean of pixels in a rectangular area that fits the whole
scintillation hemisphere. The noise is the standard deviation of pixels in a no-signal-area
of each image. The experiment confirms that this lens and camera combination can detect
MBq sources and the relation of UV signal and alpha activity is linear.
In conclusion, the detection capability for MBq level alpha sources in a glovebox was
demonstrated with different camera technologies. This result and the experience that
optical background limits the detection in-field are consistent with the studies conducted
at CEA earlier. The fieldwork showed that light shielding of gloveboxes is a painstaking
process which would be hard to translate into standard operating procedure. However,
a specific imaging room could be established at sites where there is a large number of
gloveboxes at the end of their service lives. In the case of shielded cells, the situation
is better since the cells are often inherently light tight and only the window requires
covering.
The camera imaging experiments of this work represent a technology demonstration which
can be significantly enhanced. For operative use, the light shielding of the gloveboxes
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Figure 3.3: (a) UV signal as a function of 239 Pu activity on planchet. The images were acquired
with the setup shown in Figure 3.2e, using EMCCD camera with exposure time of 300 s and
EM gain of 300. (b) Signal-to-noise ratio of the measured signal levels.

should be standardized to reduce the time required for preparations. The technological
improvements can include camera objectives with higher light collection capability, which
is achieved by lowering the f number and by increasing the diameter of the lens. Moreover,
the physical size of the camera sensor used was very small (8.2 mm x 8.2 mm) and
therefore it limited the FOV. For comparison, most digital single reflex cameras have
sensor dimensions of 25.1 x 16.7 mm (APS-C format). In this sense, ICCDs have a slight
competitive edge over EMCCDs since large sensors are more readily available. In terms of
sensitivity, the ICCD camera was found to provide slightly better SNR than the EMCCD
camera. In light of these points, the ideal camera for alpha imaging is based on ICCD
sensor.
It is important to note that the images presented in Publication II were acquired through
a quartz window which enhances the transmission of UV light. In operative scenarios,
quartz glasses are not available without special preparations and it is likely that gloveboxes
would be imaged through plexiglass or even lead glass. This attenuates deep UV emissions
and forces the use of detection wavelengths close to 400 nm or above. This has some
implications for practical work. First, it is not mandatory to use UV objectives since
many commercial lenses provide sufficient transmission at the blue edge of the visible
range. This reduces the lens cost significantly. Second, the silicon-based CCD sensors
have excellent quantum efficiency (QE) at above 400 nm wavelengths, and therefore,
those may provide better performance than ICCD cameras. Also, the availability of high
performance optical filters is very good for these wavelengths.
Figure 3.4 shows the transmission properties of two plexiglass types. The first sample
is manufactured by Röhm AG and it is widely used for gloveboxes at ITU. Premac
is a trade name for plexiglass that has been added with lead to enhance absorption
of gamma rays (manufactured by Wardray Premise Ltd). The transmission of this
material is shown for two thicknesses (12 mm and 35 mm). The convolution of nitrogen
spectrum with transmission curves suggests that ITU sample transmits 18 % of the total
radioluminescence light while the thinner Premac transmits 7 %. Sometimes Premac is
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Figure 3.4: Optical transmission of plexiglasses that are typically used for gloveboxes. The
curves are shown for standard plexiglass (Röhm AG) and two different thicknesses of Premac
(Wardray Premise Ltd) which has added lead to enhance absorption of gamma rays. The
transmissions of Premac are based on vendor specification while Röhm plexiglass was measured
with a spectrophotometer. The most important nitrogen band heads are shown as in 97 .

used in conjunction with other materials which provide additional physical protection and
this can further reduce transmission. With regard to heavily shielded cells, lead glasses
are usually thicker and have even lower anticipated transmission than the materials shown
here. It is not possible to estimate the transmission properties of gloveboxes in general
and usually it is best to confirm feasibility with onsite testing.

3.3

Telescope scanning

Telescopes are used to observe remote objects with a narrow FOV. They are built
using either reflecting or refracting components. In optical alpha particle detection,
the radioluminescence signal decreases with the well-known geometric scaling (1/R2 ).
Therefore, it is obvious that detection at very long distances is only possible if geometrical
losses are compensated by increased source activity. However, telescopes may find use
also at shorter ranges where the narrow FOV can be used to detect and localize sources
without the need for image formation.
A simple stand-off alpha particle detector can be constructed from a telescope objective,
PMT and a suitable filter. This design concept has been used in some of the first
demonstration systems 20,68,98,99 . The popularity of the approach is further justified by
low weight and cost of components. On the other hand, it does not allow the screening of
a large area with single exposure which is one of the key arguments for alpha imaging.
The central point of the trade-off is that a telescope collimates light by design. This allows
simple utilization of interference filters which are designed to operate at normal incidence.
Moreover, since image formation is not necessarily required, the number of interference
filters can be increased without considering distortions which arise from multiple reflective
surfaces. The goal of these developments is to create a system that can be effectively
operated in an illuminated environment.
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Hand-held alpha UV application (HAUVA) device was developed at TUT during 20092010. It uses the aforementioned approach to detect radioluminescence light under
artificial light. The key feature of HAUVA is that the optical signal is split with a
polka-dot beam splitter into two channels. The first channel measures the number of
photons within the whole passband (300-340 nm) and the second channel observes only a
narrow band close to 300 nm for background estimation. With this principle it is possible
to perform background reduction and reveal the amount of true signal, provided that the
characteristics of background spectrum are well-known. However, this detection principle
would significantly benefit from custom filters which were not available at the time of
development. The main lesson from the work was that multiple interference filters are
needed to enable radioluminescence detection in an illuminated environment. In terms
of detection performance, HAUVA is able to detect >10 kBq alpha sources from 50 cm
distance with few seconds integration time, but detailed analysis is not available. It is
tolerant for light-emitting diode (LED) lamps, but any fluorescent light raises background
level to several hundred counts per second (cps) and beyond.
The development of HAUVA type detection system was continued in Publication II by
targeting even higher tolerance for visible light. In other words, the best compromise
between light tolerance and sensitivity was experimentally investigated. Again, the goal
was approached by stacking interference filters to create a solid rejection of visible light
while maintaining good transmission for the selected signal band. Two different filter
sets were developed to address the specific challenges of different lighting environments.
Under UV-free lighting, the main emission peaks of nitrogen can be used to achieve high
signal count rates. Examples of this lighting include LEDs, fluorescent lights with superb
UV filters, and low pressure sodium lamps. On the other hand, the typical illumination
in an industrial installation is white fluorescent lighting and the lamps cannot always be
shut off or replaced to facilitate optical alpha detection. Therefore, it was necessary to
seek solutions for this environment as well.
When near UV region is free from significant background light, a good choice for detection
wavelength is 337 nm since it has the strongest emission peak (see Figure 2.3). Moreover,
this peak is away from visible region which is beneficial because the spectral output
of light sources generally reduce towards short wavelengths. Typical pass bands of
interference filters could simultaneously cover several nitrogen emission peaks to collect a
maximal portion of the radioluminescence signal. However, in this case any overlapping
light sources could rapidly accumulate background level since their spectrum is often
continuous. Therefore, a decision was made to minimize the width of the pass band for
near UV detection.
The narrow pass band for 337 nm wavelength was implemented using three interference
filters (FF01 – 340/12 – 25 and 2 x FF01 – 335/7 – 25, Semrock Inc). The number of filters
is a trade-off between signal band transmission and rejection band blocking. Moreover,
additional filters do not have any effect on the SNR ratio within the signal band. Absorptive filters could not be considered for the purpose since narrow and steep pass bands are
difficult to achieve with this technology. Also, achieving a high off-band rejection ratio
usually requires a thick absorptive layer.
Finding a wavelength that would allow optical alpha particle detection under white
fluorescent light is a challenge. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.5a where the measured
emission spectrum of typical fluorescent light (Master TL-D 830, Philips) is shown. The
spectrum consists of sharp peaks together with continuous emission that extends down
to 300 nm wavelength. It is likely that the continuum emission arises from a delayed
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Figure 3.5: Spectra of typical light sources which are very challenging for optical alpha particle
detection: (a) white fluorescent light and (b) solar light at ground level. Both prevent the use of
near UV region for radioluminescence detection but also cut off at 290 nm wavelength (vertical
dashed line in (b)). The spectrum of the lamp was measured with monochromator and the solar
emissions are shown as in ASTM G173-03 reference spectrum 48 .

fluorescence process of the phosphor and it leaves little room for optical alpha detection
in near UV region. Fortunately, rigorous experimental work revealed that there are very
weak emissions at below 300 nm wavelength which can be used for detection in most
environments. The best results were reached using filters with pass band close to 260 nm
(3 x FF01 – 260/16 – 25, Semrock Inc). An extensive collection of other typical background
spectra is available in the dissertation of W.C. West, entitled “Background UV in the 300
to 400 nm region affecting the extended range detection of radioactive material” 100 .
The total response of a photon counting system results from the combination of filter and
detector characteristics, and therefore, careful selection of detector response can further
reduce unwanted background signals. The response of an optimal detector would roll off
towards long wavelengths immediately after signal band. For measurements at 337 nm
wavelength, this could be achieved with novel gallium-nitride (GaN) photocathodes.
However, only image intensifiers are currently available with this cathode and there is
no information on typical background levels. Hence, an ultra bi-alkali photocathode was
selected for near UV detection. Its QE exceeds 30 % at UV wavelengths but unfortunately
the response also extends to 700 nm. This photocathode type is mostly available with a
diameter of 8 mm and the PMT model selected was H10682 – 210 (Hamamatsu).
For measurements at 260 nm wavelength, it is possible to use a cesium telluride (CsTe)
photocathode which is sensitive to below 320 nm wavelengths. This type of PMT is
often described as "solar blind" detector, meaning that it is not sensitive to sunlight.
However, this operational capability is only achieved in combination with a suitable filter
because solar radiation extends down to 300 nm wavelength (see Figure 3.5b). The PMT
selected for this purpose (H11870 – 09, Hamamatsu) was equipped with 21 mm diameter
photocathode and quantum efficiency of 13 % at the signal wavelength. The filter stack
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Figure 3.6: Transmission spectra of filter stacks and QE curves of the PMTs utilized in
the radioluminescence mapping device. The transmissions of the filter stacks are based on
experimental verification with a spectrophotometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu Corp.) while the PMT
curves are reported as in manufacturer specifications.

transmissions and photocathode quantum efficiencies are shown in Figure 3.6 together
with the radioluminescence spectrum.
The telescope was designed using the Galilean approach in order to keep the device as
compact as possible. The goal of the design was to maximize light collection from a single
point source and the work was initiated with ray-tracing software (FRED) while the final
assembly was optimized on an optical bench using radioactive sources. The telescope
objective is a 100 mm diameter lens and the optical components were selected on basis of
availability (i.e. most are COTS components). The current design leaves room for later
optimization, but performs well in demonstrating the capabilities of the approach. Beam
splitting was not performed to separate signal from background which means that the
system was operated as simple counting detector. However, it is clear that a well-designed
background measurement would enhance the reliability of the detection.
In contrast to HAUVA, which was designed for hand-held operation, the new telescope
assembly was mounted on a motorized pan-tilt head which was fixed on top of a tripod.
This enables automated screening of surfaces without the need for operator presence
during measurement. The device is shown in Figure 3.7 without the peripheral devices,
which include a data acquisition card, laptop, and power supplies. The small camera on
top of the telescope is used to record visible light images of the scene.
For the experiments described in Publication III, the pan-tilt head was programmed to
scan a user-defined area with 1◦ steps. This allowed some overlap for adjacent points
since the FOV of the telescope was 3.4◦ with the CsTe and 2.5◦ with the ultra bi-alkali
photocathode. This difference arises from the different diameters of the photocathodes
used. The scanning was performed on a point-by-point basis, which is time consuming but
enables straight-forward analysis of the results. The grid of overlapping scan points was
interpolated to create a continuous contamination map. The interpolation was performed
using interp2 function of Matlab with ’cubic’ option and 0.25◦ grid resolution. The
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Figure 3.7: Radioluminescence mapping device.

outcome is similar to images acquired with cameras in the previous Chapter and can
be overlaid with an visible light image. In the future, this should be replaced with 3D
scanning that also considers the changes in detection distance.
The time required to scan a certain surface depends on the size of the area, scan resolution,
and acquisition time. The movement and settling of the pan-tilt head from one point
to another takes few seconds. The acquisition time t sets the minimum detectable
activity (MDA) according to Currie’s definition 101 (α = β = 0.05) ‡
M DA =

√
LD
2.71 + 4.65 NB t
=
.
NS t
NS t

(3.1)

Here, Ns and Nb are the signal and background count rate, respectively. The detection
limit applies for paired observations where signal and background are measured using
the same acquisition time. The signal count rate is expressed in counts per time unit
per alpha activity. In this work, all scans were performed using 10 s acquisition for each
point.
The calibration of the telescope system was performed at ITU using 239 Pu and 241 Am
samples. The activities ranged from 100 kBq up to 36 MBq. The count rates observed
with the two different nuclides were scaled to equal alpha particles with 5 MeV energy.
This enabled the analysis of signal count rate as function of source activity which is needed
for the MDA calculation. The results are shown in Figure 3.8. According to linear fitting,
‡ According to Currie’s definition, α stands for the probability of false positive (type I) error and β
for the probability for false negative (type II) error. LD is the net signal level which can be a priori
expected to lead to detection.
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Figure 3.8: Performance calibration of the telescope with (a) CsTe and (b) bi-alkali PMTs.
The count rates are scaled to equal alpha particles with 5 MeV energy.
Table 3.1: MDA estimates at 1 m distance in 10 s time.

Air

Nitrogen

Argon

4

0.4

-

kBq

CsTe (250-270 nm)

800

6

2

kBq

Bi-alkali (330-340 nm)

0.3

0.03

-

kBq/cm2

CsTe (250-270 nm)

30

0.2

0.07

kBq/cm2

Bi-alkali (330-340 nm)

Table 3.2: Relative signal enhancement in N2 and Ar.

Nitrogen

Argon

Bi-alkali (330-340 nm)

10

< 0.2

CsTe (250-270 nm)

150

420

the CsTe has a sensitivity of 3.2 cps/MBq while the bi-alkali exhibits 820 cps/MBq at
the cost of higher sensitivity to visible light. These numbers form the basis of MDA
calculation shown in Table 3.1.
This table shows the MDAs in nitrogen and argon in addition to air. The numbers
are based on the measured relative signal increases shown in Table 3.2. The tests were
performed at TUT with the gas-tight casing that was also applied in Publication I.
It should be emphasized that these multiplicative enhancement factors are strongly
dependent on the measurement bands which were defined by the used filter stacks in
this case. Furthermore, gas purity and residual humidity can have a drastic effect on the
results. Here, the gas chamber was simply flushed with the gases which best reflects the
situation in industrial applications. In conclusion, argon and nitrogen provide significant
enhancements to solar blind detection of alpha radiation, and importantly, they are used
as a shielding gas for certain processes in the industry 102,103 .
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An example of the radioluminescence mapping is shown in Figure 3.9. This experiment was
performed at ITU in a laboratory room that could be sealed from external light if necessary.
Two 241 Am alpha sources (13 MBq and 36 MBq) were used in this demonstration. In
addition, two control samples were used to rule out false positives due to reflection of
background light. The first control was a circular plate of Spectralon which has a very high
reflectivity from UV to IR wavelengths 104 . The second control sample was a zero-activity
planchette in a quartz vial.
The lighting conditions of the experiment were selected to illustrate the light tolerance of
the system. Figure 3.9a shows the experiment with CsTe PMT under white fluorescent
light and 3.9b with the bi-alkali PMT under white LED bulb (5W). In both cases, the
sources are easily resolved from the background, which consists of intrinsic detector
background, reflections, and to a lesser degree, from background light. The negligible
contribution of visible light is confirmed by the Spectralon reflection standard which is not
resolved in either of the experiments. However, the vial with the blank source is visible
in Figure 3.9b. The probable reason is reflected radioluminescence light that originates
from the alpha sources. The same effect is not observed with the Spectralon plate as it is
located in front of the sources.
The maximal detection range and applicability of this technique is defined by three main
factors:
• Photon flux created by the source
• Optical background at the detection band
• Intrinsic detector background
The first depends on the source activity and its surface characteristics. It is also subject
to geometrical scaling where signal level is inversely proportional to the square of the
detection distance. This can be somewhat compensated by using large collection optics,
but the radius of the input lens needs to grow linearly with the detection distance to
balance out any increase in detection distance.
The optical background is defined by ambient lighting. Practically any lamp whose
spectrum overlaps with detection wavelength renders the method incapable to detect
even moderate activities. Therefore, a more typical challenge is that light in the stop
band affects the system so that background levels increase. If the intrinsic background
limits the detection, it may be beneficial to consider cooling systems which can reduce
the thermal background of detectors.
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Figure 3.9: Radioluminescence mapping of 241 Am samples in quartz vials. The leftmost sample
has an activity of 36 MBq while the rightmost has an activity of 13 MBq. The distance between
the telescope and samples was 1 m. Figure (a) shows the experiment under normal fluorescent
light using CsTe photocathode while (b) is acquired under LED light with bi-alkali photocathode
PMT. The measured points and the final interpolated map are presented for both cases.
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Alpha-gamma analysis

The two preceding sections describe how alpha active materials can be remotely detected
by radioluminescence imaging and photon counting. However, these techniques cannot
identify different radionuclides without prior knowledge on substances present at the
site. The number of radioluminescence photons created by an alpha radiation source
depends on the particle energy, self-absorption, and activity of the source. The isotope
identification would require knowledge on how many photons are created per particle, but
given the unknowns and uncertainties, the estimation is not feasible in field conditions.
Gamma spectroscopy is an established method for nuclide identification. It is based on
the measurement of highly energetic photons which are emitted by atomic nucleus upon
transition from a high energy state to a lower state. Similarly as in optical spectroscopy,
the energy of the emitted photon equals the energy difference between the states. For this
reason, the photon is the fingerprint of the radionuclide and provides a means for isotope
identification. These highly energetic rays are able to penetrate materials much better
than optical photons and their stopping is governed by the atomic number of the media.
A scintillation crystal is typically used for gamma ray spectroscopy. The possible interactions of gamma rays and material are absorption, Compton scattering and pair
production 1 . Photoelectric absorption is the most favorable for nuclide identification
because all energy is transferred to an electron inside the crystal. The electron excites
molecules of the crystal to luminous states which decay spontaneously. This creates a
photon pulse whose intensity is proportional to the energy absorbed by the electron.
In contrast, Compton scattering is an inelastic process where a photon transfers only
a part of its energy to the crystal. This is problematic for identification as part of the
photon energy may escape the crystal. Photoelectric absorption is typical for low energy
photons while the probability of Compton scattering increases with photon energy. Pair
production occurs at very high energies, when a photon interacts with electric field of an
atomic nucleus and produces an electron-positron pair.
The directionality of gamma measurement is rather poor due to the fact that only heavy
materials, such as lead, are effective for collimation. Therefore, gamma spectroscopy
provides information on the amount and type of radionuclides present at the site, but
gives only crude estimations on the location of the material. If collimation is not available,
detector can be moved towards increasing count rates to locate sources, but this approach
is not especially convenient. Another challenge is related to detection of trace quantities of
active material which may be buried in the background spectrum of natural radioactivity.
These issues can be addressed by using alpha-gamma coincidence detection for nuclides
that decay by emitting gamma rays in conjunction with alpha particles.
Gamma rays are emitted as a side product of alpha decay if the daughter nucleus stays
in an excited state after particle emission. This is characteristic to actinides and the
prime example is 241 Am. Roughly every third alpha particle of 241 Am is accompanied by
a 59.5 keV gamma ray, resulting from the excited state of 237 Np that has a half-life of
68 ns 105 . Hence, the emissions are emitted almost simultaneous. By focusing on these
coincident events, it is possible to reduce the background of gamma detection significantly.
This benefit comes at the cost of reduced detection efficiency but it is acceptable under
certain conditions. Previously, alpha-gamma coincidence measurements have been applied
to laboratory analysis using conventional alpha detectors 106 . Publications IV and V
describe the application of this technique by utilizing radioluminescence for alpha particle
detection.
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Figure 3.10a shows the basic components required for optical alpha-gamma measurement.
Radioluminescence photons are collected with a lens objective to a PMT which produces
digital pulses upon photon detection. The collection efficinecy of the objective has a
major effect on the coincidence count rate, since the product of alpha (α ) and gamma
(γ ) detection efficiencies defines the total efficiency of coincidence detection
Pc =  α  γ .

(3.2)

A geometric scaling gives adequate estimates on the detection efficiency of gamma rays
while the optical alpha particle detection is highly dependent on objective and filter
characteristics.
(a)

(b)

PMT trigger
Gate delay
Gate open
Figure 3.10: (a) Alpha-gamma coincidence measurement with PMT and gamma detector.
Latest instruments can handle the trigger generation digitally while older instruments often need
additional hardware for creating analogue gate signals. (b) Timing diagram of alpha-gamma
coincidence gating. A PMT pulse triggers the delay timer after which the acquisition gate opens
for a fixed time period. Although the emission of an alpha particle and gamma ray is often
almost simultaneous, the propagation of gamma pulse is usually notably delayed in the signal
acquisition electronics to justify the use of gate delay.

Several different detector types can be used for gamma spectrometry in this application.
An ideal choice would exhibit high energy resolution together with a fast time response.
In both Publications IV and V, high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector was used for
gamma detection. It has a very high energy resolution which is especially important in
X-ray region where there are several adjacent photopeaks. However, the charge collection
process from a HPGe crystal takes time, and therefore, the length of the coincidence
window has to be kept rather long (few µs). This increases the number of random
coincidences which contribute to the background signal. The expected count rate of
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random coincidences can be estimated with the equation
Nrandom = Nα Nγ τ,

(3.3)

where τ is the length of coincidence window. Nα and Nγ are the singles count rates of
alpha and gamma detectors, respectively. Typical alternatives for the HPGe are sodium
iodide (thallium activated) (NaI(Tl)) and lanthanum(III) bromide (LaBr3 ) crystals which
have their own benefits and trade-offs 107 .
The gamma spectrum can be recorded with a multichannel analyzer (MCA) that has
a gate input for use in coincidence applications. The gate signal is generated from the
PMT pulse by introducing a short delay after which the gate is enabled for a desired time
period. The gate signal timing diagram is depicted in Figure 3.10b. It is beneficial if both
the alpha-gated and singles spectrum can be recorded simultaneously. In Publication IV,
this was achieved by using two MCAs, but an attractive option is to use list mode data
acquisition. In list mode, a time stamp and some parameters of the signal pulse are
saved to a data file. This allows detailed post-processing, and also, the adjustment of
coincidence window afterwards.
An example of optical alpha-gamma analysis is shown in Figure 3.11, where the technique
was used in conjunction with the telescope of Section 3.3 to analyze a triple alpha
source under high gamma environment. The telescope was focused on the alpha source
that contains 239 Pu,241 Am and 244 Cm with respective activities of 1720 Bq, 1871 Bq
and 466 Bq. The gamma background was elevated with a 133 Ba source (approximately
30 kBq).
The gamma detection was performed with a LaBr3 crystal (BrilLanCe 380, Saint Gobain),
which has a fast primary decay time of 16 ns 108 that allows the utilization of short
coincidence windows. Generally this material also has a high light yield and good energy
resolution, but they are not realized at low energies which are in the main role with 241 Am.
The crossover of energy resolution takes place in favor of NaI(Tl) at around 100 keV 109 .
The alpha and gamma signals were fed into input channels of a fast digitizer (DT5751,
Caen) for list mode data acquisition. The results were later processed with a coincidence
window of 500 ns. The singles spectrum is shown in Figure 3.11a and the alpha-gated
spectrum in Figure 3.11b.
The peaks in the singles spectrum belong to the 133 Ba source and internal contamination
of LaBr3 110 . It would be difficult to notice the presence of 241 Am in the singles spectrum
without any prior knowledge. However, when the alpha-gate is applied to the gamma
spectrum, the 59.5 keV emission of 241 Am starts to dominate and only few random
coincidences are observed. The downside is that the coincidence detection efficiency is
very low, in the order of 0.01 cps. Without any gating applied, the average count rate
of LaBr3 was 561 cps while the PMT saw 13 cps in total. In retrospect, a higher alpha
detection efficiency would have been achieved by using only the filter and PMT part in
close proximity to the source. The telescope was designed for use at longer detection
distances and provides little in benefit in this geometry.
The results shown here and in the Publications IV and V verify that radioluminescence light
can be used to focus gamma measurements of alpha-gamma active materials. Furthermore,
the method can be used to detect low activities which would otherwise be overwhelmed
by more active gamma sources. The successful application of this technique is highly
dependent on the collection efficiency of the optical system. Both alpha and gamma
detector efficiencies scale with 1/R2 dependance, and therefore, the total coincidence
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Figure 3.11: Results of alpha-gamma coincidence measurement with radioluminescence mapping
telescope and LaBr3 crystal (both at 20 cm SDD). (a) Singles gamma spectrum without UV gate.
The 59.5 keV emission of 241 Am is buried in the background of 133 Ba and internal contamination
of LaBr3 . The trigger rate of LaBr3 was 561 cps. (b) Alpha-gated gamma spectrum in which
241
Am is clearly visible. The coincidence count rate was 0.01 cps due to low efficiency of the UV
detector.

count rate scales with 1/R4 . This effectively limits the maximal detection range because
diminishing true coincidence count rate rapidly reaches the level of random coincidence
count rate. Hence, the best potential lies in close geometry applications where the optical
approach has other benefits. An example of this could be non-destructive analysis of
samples which are sealed in plastic bags to ascertain their integrity. These types of needs
can be identified in nuclear safeguards and forensics applications.

4 Radon detection
Radon gas is the most significant source of ionizing radiation in the environment. It causes
half of the population’s annual radiation dose in Finland and more than 40 % globally 111 .
The only known health concern of radon is lung cancer and the number of related cases is
estimated to be 200 per year in Finland 112 . In United States, the number of radon related
lung cancer deaths is around 10 000 - 20 000 annually 113 . It is difficult to distinguish
between adverse effects of smoking and radon, because most people who develop lung
cancer are exposed to both and as a result there is a certain degree of uncertainty in
the estimations. Nevertheless, it is obvious that radon is hazardous to human health
and causes a financial burden to society. Recently, there has been debate whether the
dose coefficient of radon should be doubled 114,115 . This change would emphasize the
significance of radon mitigation even further.

4.1

Radon monitoring

Radon is generated in soil in the decay chain of uranium series, presented in Figure 4.1.
Natural uranium (238 U) originates from time before formation of Earth and it has nothing
to do with nuclear activities of the humankind. Radon (222 Ra) is born after alpha decay
of radium (226 Ra), and unlike other materials in this decay series, it is a gaseous substance.
It has a half-life of 3.8 days which is sufficiently long for the atoms to emanate from the
ground into buildings. Interestingly, this “radioactivity which diffuses from radium as if
gaseous in its nature” was already observed by Sir and Lady Huggins during their studies
on radioluminescence of alpha particles in early 1900s 8 .
In addition to being gaseous, radon has a noble electron configuration which makes it
chemically inert and prevents it from accumulating in the human body. However, one
radon atom produces three alpha particles since its progenies (218 Po and 214 Po) are also
alpha active. These are solid materials which effectively adhere to surfaces and also to
respiratory tract. Therefore, the adverse health effects are mostly related to these nuclides
rather than radon itself. The decay chain also includes two beta decays which inflict some
cell damage, but at a smaller scale than alpha particles. The half-life of 210 Pb is long,
and therefore, it can be considered as a stable nuclide within the time span of a typical
radon measurement.
There are many isotopes of radon and they all are radioactive, but only two of them
have significance for public health. In addition to uranium series, radon is also born in
the decay chain of natural thorium. This isotope 220 Ra has a short half-life of 4 s and
therefore it usually decays before reaching housings. However, it may have some role in
areas which have a lot of thorium in the soil. The identification of the isotopes presents a
challenge for radon detectors but there are solutions for this 117 .
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Figure 4.1: Dominant decay scheme of uranium series with half-lives 116 . Radon is created by
spontaneous decay of natural radium. The half-life of 3.8 d is sufficient for radon to emanate
from the ground into housings.

The classic radon detector is based on ZnS, similarly to many early and current alpha
contamination probes. In 1950s, Henry Lucas invented a scintillation cell that carries
his name and became widely adopted for fast radon measurement 118 . The inner walls
of these cells are coated with ZnS so that radon and its progenies within the cell emit
alpha particles onto the scintillator. The light pulses are observed with a PMT which
usually enables good signal to background ratio. The background level of best Lucas cells
is limited by alpha-active impurities contained in detector materials. However, the energy
resolution of this design is limited by the varying light yield of ZnS and challenges in
achieving uniform light collection geometry.
Another large volume approach for the detection of radon gas is based on ionization
chamber. When an ionization chamber is used in the proportional counting regime, it
has some energy resolution which is necessary for nuclide identification. However, the
challenge is that radon decay may take place anywhere within the chamber volume and
this complicates the signal analysis.
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In Publication VI, the radioluminescence photons created in alpha decay are harnessed
for the optical detection of radon. This approach enables direct detection of radon decay
with good efficiency. Also, the detector is very scalable because physical size limitations
are not especially stringent. The large volume is also the key in achieving high signal
count rate. On the other hand, the energy resolution of the optical approach is limited
by the number of generated photons (approximately 100 for 222 Ra) and pronounced by
losses in the photon collection and detection process.

4.2

Optical detection principle

The photons created in radon decay are emitted in random directions. In free space,
their detection would be difficult unless an exceptionally high radon concentration is
present. The detection efficiency for single decay events can be increased by using a highly
reflective measurement volume. In essence, the volume is an optical resonator where
multiple reflections take place before photons are absorbed in the reflective walls or they
escape through ports. For radon detection, two PMTs in coincidence counting mode are
needed. This enables separation of alpha particle events from dark counts of the PMTs.
The optical radon detection system is shown in Figure 4.2. An integrating sphere was
selected to be used as detection volume because they exhibit high diffuse reflectance which
is also well-characterized by the manufacturer. The diameter of the sphere (SPH-8-3
AdaptaSphere, Labsphere) is 20 cm and average reflectance for nitrogen emission was
calculated to be 97 %. In addition to high sphere reflectance, it is necessary to use large
area PMTs to collect as many photons as possible from a single decay event. Here, two
inch PMTs (9829QB, ET Enterprises) with high QE characteristics were selected for the
purpose. The data acquisition was handled by using online coincidence detection feature
of a fast digitizer (DT5751, Caen) with 32 ns window.

FILTER

Integrating
Sphere

P

AIR

PMT

PMT

Digitizer

PC

Figure 4.2: Optical radon detection setup. The pump (P) moves air into the detection volume
through a HEPA filter which removes radon progenies from the air. The Figure was originally
presented in Publication VI.

Air was continuously pumped into the measurement volume through a filter that removes
radon progenies and other impurities from inlet air. This is important since the amount
of radon progenies in room air can vary significantly. The varying fraction of daughter
atoms would make calibration challenging because they represent 2/3 of the total number
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of alpha decay events at a certain radon concentration. When the filter is employed, only
radon can enter the detection volume and it can be assumed that each radon decay is
followed by two additional alpha particles of the uranium series.
The digitizer stores events in list mode with 1 ns time resolution and integrates the pulse
charge in two time windows of different length. This enables separation of fast and slow
pulse components which are needed for the calculation of pulse shape discrimination (PSD)
parameter. It is typically used in neutron-gamma discrimination 119 but the principle
is applicable to radon, provided that fast electronics are available. The PSD figure is
calculated from the integrated charges with equation
P SD =

Qlong − Qshort
.
Qlong

(4.1)

The integration windows start 1 ns after trigger level is crossed. The length of the short
window was 7 ns while the long window was 50 ns throughout this work. The values
were experimentally selected to create the best possible separation of alpha particles from
other events.
The evolution of a radon flash within the integrating sphere is a multifaceted process.
First, the alpha particle is absorbed in air during its 5 ns flight time. The excitation
of nitrogen molecules is instantaneous and the luminous states emit all photons within
few ns lifetime. The emitted photons stay in the sphere until they are absorbed either
in the sphere wall or in the PMT photocathodes. The highly reflective walls of the
sphere act as a pulse stretcher which enables the evaluation pulse shape using the PSD
parameter described above. The theory of integrating spheres is widely studied and hence
the approximate duration of the flash can be estimated by calculating the product of the
average number of reflections 120 M and average path length within the sphere 121 L
t=

1
1
ρ
2
·M ·L= ·
· d.
c
c 1 − ρ(1 − f ) 3

(4.2)

In this equation, c is the speed of light, ρ is the average sphere reflectance for nitrogen
emission, f is the fraction of port area to sphere surface area (0.031), and d is the diameter
of the sphere. It does not consider absorption which is negligible in air at short distances
at these wavelengths 47,122 . According to this calculation, the estimated average lifetime
of a photon in the sphere is 7 ns.
The experimental work showed that the PSD analysis improves selectivity for radon decay
events while the more intuitive approach with pulse energy spectroscopy did not produce
the desired result in the initial tests. Simple coincidence counting without any further
signal processing provides excellent detection efficiency, but this comes at the cost of high
background signal. A major part of this background corresponds to pulses which resemble
single photoelectron pulses and the origin of this signal is not fully understood at the
moment. Nevertheless, the PSD analysis reduces background level by a factor of three.
The method is described in Figure 4.3 which shows that the PSD values of coincident
pulses accumulate to four main regions in a two dimensional histogram.
The designated regions of the histogram have different response to changes in radon
concentration. This is presented in Table 4.1 where the correlation of UV coincidence count
rate and radon concentration is shown together with corresponding background signal
levels. Type A events have a PSD of around 0.2 which is typical for single photoelectron
pulses. The coincidences in this region respond to changes in radon concentration but
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of coincident pulse shapes in the optical radon detector. The histogram
is based on events recorded during a two week measurement period. The peak value in region A
is 45 000.
Table 4.1: Signal and background count rates in specified areas of Figure 4.3.
Area

Radon response (cps/Bq/l)

Background (cps)

0.8
1.8
4.6

1.6
1.2
0.6

A
BC
D

with low SBR. In regions B and C one PMT is triggered by only one photoelectron while
the other detects a longer pulse, and hence, the SBR is better for radon effects. In region
D, the highest response to radon is achieved together with the lowest background. As a
compromise between count rate and background level, regions B, C and D were selected
for the final radon signal calibration.

4.3

System response

The optical radon detection system was tested and benchmarked against AlphaGuard
detector (Saphymo GmbH) which is among the leading instruments for rapid radon
detection. It is based on proportional counter design which suggests ability to perform
alpha spectroscopy to a certain degree. For the measurements, the detectors were deployed
at Optics Laboratory of TUT which is located at ground level. The ventilation of this
property is operational during extended office hours only. During nights and weekends,
radon levels rise significantly due to radon diffusion from the ground. An example of this
daily variation is clearly observed in Figure 4.4a.
As seen in the results, the agreement between AlphaGuard and optical detector is excellent.
However, the agreement is achieved by calibrating the optical signal against the data
provided by AlphaGuard. The calibration was performed by using data points of late
afternoon and early morning hours, because in these the radon concentration is at its
most stable. The calibration curves are shown in Figure 4.4b.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Radon concentration in an office property measured with AlphaGuard and
UV signals of 222 Rn and 218 Po. The variation arises from ventilation which operates during
office hours only. (b) Calibration of UV signals with AlphaGuard. The calibration is presented
with and without the contribution of 214 Po. (c) Step response test using clean scientific air and
radon-containing room air (870 Bq/m3 ). The start and stop of the radon feed are indicated with
the vertical lines. The result verifies that the slowly settling 214 Po has to be addressed in rapid
measurement applications.

The calibration curves are shown for two distinct cases: The first is shown for the total
signal with all detected alpha decay events of 222 Rn, 218 Po and 214 Po. The second
includes the contribution of 222 Rn and 218 Po only. Although the latter option detects
lower number of events, it has a fast response to changes in radon concentration. This
is related to 214 Po that grows slowly into the measurement volume. By analyzing the
decay chain in Figure 4.1 it can be shown that it takes more than two hours before 214 Po
reaches secular equilibrium with 222 Rn and 218 Po. Therefore, fast radon measurements
require that the signal of 214 Po is separated from the other two.
In this case, the identification of 214 Po decay was achieved by observing the nearly
coincident emission of 214 Bi beta and 214 Po alpha particles. The particles are emitted
within a short time interval because the half-life of 214 Po is only 164 µs. Another solution
could be based on the pulse energy spectroscopy, but this approach was not thoroughly
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investigated. However, it was used as an additional parameter to filter out the desired
events with enhanced confidence. The background-free detection efficiency for these
events was 2.5 %, assuming that decay products do not leave the measurement volume.
The blue curve in Figure 4.4a was obtained by subtracting the estimated amount of 214 Po
from the total alpha signal.
The estimation of 214 Po contribution to the total signal requires knowledge of its detection
efficiency. In order to study this, it is necessary to assume that Po attaches to sphere
surfaces and produces light only upon emitting alpha particles towards air. In this case,
the theoretical upper limit for detection efficiency is 50 %. The same assumption was
made for 218 Po although it is likely that bigger portion of this nuclide is airborne at the
time of decay, because the half-life is only 3.1 min.
The slow stabilization of 214 Po is demonstrated in a step response test shown in Figure 4.4c.
Here, the evolution of UV signal is shown with and without the contribution of 214 Po.
The figure also contains the modeled responses for both cases. The models were fitted
to the experimental data by using detection efficiencies as fitting parameters. It was
observed that a good agreement between the model and experiment was achieved when
the detection efficiency for radon was set to 0.7. It was assumed that both polonium
isotopes were detected with equal efficiency which found good agreement to the data at
0.4. Using this value, the subtraction of 214 Po signals was possible. It would be interesting
to develop the method towards better independence of this polonium signal in the future.
In conclusion, the optical radon detector provides exceptional signal count rate in a
volume that is not limited by the range of alpha particles. Therefore, the statistical
quality is very high but this comes at the cost of high background. Due to the high
background, the full potential of the large measurement volume could not be exploited in
the detection of low radon concentrations. The minimum detectable concentration (MDC)
of the device was calculated with Currie’s method (α = β = 0.05) with the assumption of
well-known background 101
√
LD
2.71 + 3.29 NB t
M DC =
=
.
(4.3)
NS t
NS t
Here, NS is the slope of the calibration curve and NB is background count rate. The
detection limit is 12 Bq/m3 for 1 h measurement when 214 Po is in equilibrium within
the detector. If the signal of 214 Po is subtracted, the MDC is 15 Bq/m3 with 222 Rn and
218
Po alone.
In order to fully verify the capabilities of the optical approach, extensive testing would
be required under varying environmental conditions. These experiments have not been
performed to date, but studies on air fluorescence yield show that the method would
benefit from decreasing temperature and humidity 29 . Additionally, it would be important
to reduce the component cost of the device before further steps towards commercialization
in radon applications. One way to achieve this would be to utilize only one low background
PMT for the measurement. This would rule out the detection of low concentrations but
could potentially work already at 100 Bq/m3 radon concentration.
The performance of the optical radon detector is listed with leading radon detection
technologies in Table 4.2. The performance of commercial instruments is reported as in
manufacturer specifications 117,123 . The Table verifies that commercial instruments have a
lower signal count rate but they still provide better detection capability due to their low
background. The optical detector would have the lowest relative uncertainty in a rather
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Table 4.2: Comparison of online radon measurement technologies.
Detector
This work
Alpha Guard
Radon Scout

Sensitivity
(cps/Bq/l)

Background
(cps)

Volume
(dm3 )

Effiency
(%)

Range
(Bq/m3 )

6.5
0.8
0.4

1.8
<0.0002
<0.0002

4.2
0.56
0.25

0.52
0.48
0.53

12...
2...2e6
2...2e6

unusual application where a high activity is measured with a short integration time. This
strengthens the conclusion that further developments should be directed towards reducing
the background of the optical system. Also, it should be noted that the background of
any radon detector increases in use due to accumulation of 210 Po within the detection
volume. In the case of AlphaGuard unit used in this work, this accumulation contributed
to a background signal equal to 11 Bq/m3 radon concentration. This is usually addressed
with regular device calibrations.
The efficiency column in Table 4.2 refers to detection of all alpha particles (222 Rn, 218 Po,
214
Po) within the measurement volume per time unit in secular equilibrium. Interestingly,
all detectors seem to have approximately equal detection efficiency. This is a positive
result for the optical approach because it justifies the use of large detection volume.
The limit for the maximal measurement concentration was not studied in this work, but it
is expected that very high concentrations could be measured. Air is a very fast scintillator
and the integrating sphere does not stretch the flashes beyond 100 ns. Therefore, pile-up
effects are not easily observed from the physical point of view. For example, in 2 MBq/m3
radon concentration the presented detector would have an alpha particle event every
40 µs on average. This is a reasonable event rate for a PMT in photon counting, although
it would present a challenge for the list mode data acquisition used in this work. High
concentrations could also be tackled by single channel or current mode measurements in
extreme cases.
An application for the presented device may also be found in surface contamination
detection of small objects. The 20 cm diameter sphere would fit small tools that need
to be screened for alpha or beta emitters. The benefit of the approach is in the integral
measurement of contamination. This allows single measurement for an object without
maneuvering the detector or object to achieve full coverage. In other words, the integral
measurement principle reduces the maximum missable activity which is important for
practical applications. The 1 h detection limit of the device (12 Bq/m3 ) equals to an
alpha activity of 0.05 Bq in the detection volume, which as an integral value, is more
than sufficient for alpha contamination screening of most objects 124 . However, physical
objects reduce the optical efficiency of the sphere due to absorption of photons. For this
reason, maintaining a high detection efficiency for small items may require increase in the
number and size of PMTs.

4.4

Considerations on background

The source of the background signal (1.8 cps) was not identified in Publication VI.
However, the potential causes are discussed here on the basis of literature. The presence
of so-called naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMs) can always be expected
when a measurement of radioactivity is performed. The most critical locations are the
inner coating of the detection sphere and the windows of the PMTs. Assuming that
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the observed background signal is induced by an alpha active NORM, the total activity
within the sphere would be 4.5 Bq (40 % detection efficiency). This equals to average
activity of 0.004 Bq/cm2 on the inner surface of the sphere. This activity level would be
difficult to detect experimentally, and hence, the contribution of natural radioactivity can
not be ruled out.
A constant nitrogen purge into the detection volume increases the background level (in
BCD regions) by 50 %. This is a clear indication that at least a part of the background
is due to ionizing radiation within the detection volume. The only and yet subtle change
in the PSD plot can be observed in area where both pulses have a PSD of about 0.8.
Judging from the behavior of radon decay events which are loosely concentrated around
PSD of 0.6, the observed change in nitrogen is due to particles which have a high total
light yield in the sphere. This suggests that there are heavy ionizing particles in the
sphere also when it is flushed with radon-free gases.
One form of natural ionizing radiation are muons which are created by interactions
of cosmic particles in upper atmosphere. The muon flux at ground level is less than
1 muons/cm2 /min which means that a few muons pass through the 20 cm diameter sphere
every second. The linear energy loss of a muon is about 2.2 keV/cm in air at ground
level 125 . By making a crude estimate that their light yield is similar to alpha particles
(19 photons/MeV), the number of created photons in the sphere is less than one per muon.
For this reason, the interactions of muons with air molecules are not a likely reason for
any multiphoton background events in optical radon measurement. On the other hand,
muons may interact with the sphere surface or with the PMT windows. It is known that
relativistic particles cause Cherenkov radiation in glass and the rate of muon events is
approximately 15 per minute at ground level for a two inch PMT 126 . These Cherenkov
emissions contribute to the coincidence background in this experiment since the light
propagates easily from one PMT to another via the reflecting sphere. A similar effect
may also arise from NORMs such as beta-emitting 40 K which is known to be present in
PMT glass 126 .
The expected background count rate of two PMTs in coincidence mode is actually higher
than proposed by Equation 3.3. This is due to extraneous light emission of PMTs as
noted by several authors 127–129 . There are numerous independent causes for these effects
and they are especially relevant to systems where discrimination level is set for photon
counting 127,128 . Furthermore, the light emissions tend to overlap with nitrogen bands 127
and hence filters can not be used to overcome the challenge.
The contribution of extraneous emissions can be investigated by analyzing the list mode
data acquired during the experiments. If a PMT emits light in coincidence setup, the
emitting PMT has an excellent geometry to detect its own emission and the emitting
PMT is likely to detect the pulse first. While the magnitude of these emissions may vary,
it is expected that some of the mechanisms produce large pulses to the emitting PMT
and only a small portion of the light travels to the receiving unit. The charge ratio of
coincident pulses is plotted in Figure 4.5, by dividing the charge of smaller pulse with the
charge of larger pulse. An anomaly is observed for charge ratios smaller than 0.1 and
this could be related to an extraneous emission effect. The temporal behavior supports
this assumption since the big pulse is predominantly observed before the smaller one.
Moreover, the incidence rate of these events does not change under nitrogen purge as
shown in the Figure 4.5. This supports to the assumption that the initiating light pulse
is produced within the PMTs.
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Figure 4.5: Charge ratios of background coincidences in clean scientific air and nitrogen. An
anomaly is observed for pulse pairs which have a charge ratio smaller than 0.1. The incidence
rate of these events does not change under nitrogen purge and they do not respond to changes in
radon concentration at all. These events may be related to spurious light emission of PMTs.

A further investigation of pulses with charge ratio smaller than 0.1 reveals that they are
not affected by changes in radon concentration. Hence, they can be filtered from the
data without loss in signal, although this was not implemented in this work. The total
contribution of these pulses is close to 10 % of the observed background in regions BCD
(see Figure 4.3). In conclusion, this analysis suggests that at least the aforementioned
part of the background signal is related to light emission processes within the PMTs.
On the other hand, the increase in nitrogen atmosphere verifies that a substantial part
of background events are caused by ionizing radiation within the detector. It would be
essential to investigate if this radiation can be mitigated in future designs. Significant
reduction in the background level would unveil the full potential of the optical method in
rapid measurement of very low radon concentrations.

5 Conclusions and discussion
The results presented in this Thesis confirm that air can be successfully used as a
scintillator to detect alpha radiation in practical applications. Whilst the remote detection
sensitivities are far from the typical free release limits of alpha contamination, the systems
are progressing towards levels which could be relevant for characterization applications in
nuclear industry. The main results of this work can be categorized under three topics:
photon yield study, surface contamination detection and analysis, and radon detection.
The quantitative performance estimation requires exact knowledge of the radioluminescence efficiency of alpha particles and this was investigated in Publication I. The study
concluded that the light production of alpha particles is 19 ± 3 photons/MeV, which
is close to the conversion efficiency of electrons at comparable energies. The result is
expected since secondary particles are the most important exciters of luminous states in
gas phase. The study also showed a linear dependency between photon yield and alpha
particle energy loss, which is widely observed for electrons too.
A key argument for radioluminescence imaging is the capability to measure through
translucent materials. This was demonstrated in Publication II where a camera system
was deployed at a nuclear research facility. The camera was used to image alpha active
materials that were in gloveboxes and in shielded cells. The purpose of this work was to
gain understanding on practicalities of fieldwork and to test the performance of different
camera technologies in darkness. Both the EMCCD and ICCD camera were able to detect
MBq level alpha sources within the glovebox with an exposure time of a few min. Thick
lead glasses elevate the detection limit in shielded cells, but the experiments verify that
some hot spots can still be identified. In addition to ambient optical background and its
spectrum, the limit of detection with a camera is always affected by light transmission of
windows and characteristics of the lens. Furthermore, the trade-off between FOV and light
throughput has implications for the selection of the lens. The benefit of camera-based
alpha detection is in the high resolution and information content of the images.
The experiences with camera imaging facilitated the development of light-tolerant detection
capabilities presented in Publication III. In this work, an automated radioluminescence
mapping device was developed. The system is based on single pixel scanning which
enables the use of filters that have a high tolerance for background light, as long as the
light does not overlap with the detection band. The system can be used under UV-free
lighting to detect alpha sources with a 4 kBq activity (1 m distance, 10 s integration).
Under normal lighting, the device can detect 800 kBq sources with similar parameters.
The system can be quickly deployed for an automated alpha screening mission, but it is
best suited for free space detection. The reason is that most translucent materials have
limited transmission in UV region, and therefore, a new filter would need to be developed
for use in the vicinity of 400 nm wavelengths.
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Coincidence techniques for alpha contamination analysis are presented in Publications IV
and V, where radioluminescence photons of alpha particles are used to trigger a gamma
measurement. This suits to the analysis of the actinides which decay by simultaneous
emission of an alpha particle and gamma ray. The utilization of alpha gate enhances
signal to noise ratio by reducing background of gamma spectrum drastically. Additional
benefit comes from the ability to focus the gamma measurement to a certain point by
optics.
In Publication VI photon-photon coincidences are used for direct detection of radon
decay in air. The conversion of signal carriers into optical photons enables large detection
volumes to be used with high detection efficiency. This provides fast response and high
signal count rate for the measurement, but the inherent background of the system limits
detection of very low radon concentrations. The current system is capable of detecting
12 Bq/m3 concentrations in 1 h measurement time.

Prospective applications
The imaging and mapping systems presented in this work are best suited for remote
characterization applications in nuclear industry. The technique can be regarded complementary to gamma cameras in the detection of actinides. In contrast to gamma cameras,
radioluminescence imaging is strictly surface specific, providing a means to assess the
amount of open contamination. Alpha imaging systems may be applied to in situ sensing
of contaminated facilities, buildings and waste packages. Outdoor applications can also
be identified for sufficiently light-tolerant systems.
The user benefits from remote characterization by receiving an improved picture of the
radiological state of the facility. This information can be used to make informed decisions
in planning and executing decommissioning work. Furthermore, the approach allows for
automated or vehicle-borne information gathering. This limits the time spent in hazardous
areas and enables remote screening of spaces which are difficult to access otherwise. The
increased detection distance also helps to prevent instrument contamination.
The optical alpha screening of gloveboxes and shielded cells is shown to be technologically
possible. However, this requires light shielding because most UV emissions are blocked by
the materials used in their construction. The light-shielding of an operational glovebox is
rather tedious due to the transparent structure and numerous feed-throughs, whereas in
the case of shielded cells, the light shield can be more easily applied.
The decontamination of a shielded cell is a process that can span several months, because
the work is performed with telemanipulators, and methods to characterize contamination
within the cell are very limited. A typical challenge can be a cell from which all material
is removed, but the dose rate still remains high. In this situation, alpha imaging may
help to identify the problem areas since only optical photons are transmitted through the
lead glass. Imaging can also be used at the beginning of the process to identify hot spots
so that contamination is not spread to clean areas during the course of work.
As noted before, solar blind techniques can be insensitive to visible light but they can
not operate through most windows or plexiglass. Therefore, their use is limited to freespace applications at old installations. However, it would be easy to make new facilities
compatible with this technology if remote alpha detection is regarded as potential need
in the future. The use of nitrogen and argon as protective gas further emphasizes the
potential because these gases increase the radioluminescence yield of alpha particles. In
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solar blind region, the signal enhancement can be as high as two orders of magnitude which
enables detection of few kBq point sources regardless of lighting used (see Table 3.1).
Additional need for free-space alpha particle detection can be identified in the field of
nuclear safety and security. To date, nuclear materials have been released in at least two
accidents where aircrafts carrying nuclear weapons have crashed to the ground. The most
famous cases are the Palomares incident of 1966 and the Thule incident of 1968 130,131 .
In both accidents, some of the warheads on-board the planes were damaged and nuclear
material was dispersed into the environment. The resulting contamination is very tedious
to locate since nuclear warheads are primarily based on 239 Pu which is a strong alpha
emitter but has rather low gamma yields. Therefore, it is obvious that an optical alpha
detection system would be a useful tool to guide cleanup in such cases. The same applies
to scenarios where alpha active material has been dispersed with malicious motives.
The concept of optical radon measurement is attractive due to the unique characteristics
of radioluminescence light. This application also differs from the aforementioned examples
in a sense that light shielding does not pose practical challenges. The achieved signal count
rates were high and the response was fast. However, the potential of the large measurement
volume was not fully unveiled due to the background signal which limited the measurement
of low concentrations. Moreover, the detector is not viable for commercialization before
current components can be replaced with low cost alternatives. At present, the small
item screening application could be the most interesting way forward.

Future outlook
The detection concepts described in this work represent demonstrations with a technology
readiness level equal to 5, according to NASA definition 132 . The commercialization of
the demonstrators would require efforts especially in the fields of systems integration
and software development. The aim of the current work was to develop proof-of-concept
designs using COTS components which naturally leaves room for future improvements.
The key enabling technologies of radioluminescence detection are filters and detectors.
As an example, narrow-band and high performance absorptive filters would be needed
for a scanning camera system that tolerates background light in the visible region. The
utilization of an imaging detector would make alpha contamination mapping faster and
the results more appealing to the end user. However, this is not possible with filters
that are readily available from component vendors. Military applications are important
facilitators for development in this branch of photonics and potentially these outcomes
can be translated to optical alpha particle detection in the future. Furthermore, it is clear
that spectral identification would help to avoid false positives in the detection.
The prospect of significant operational savings or improvements in safety are usually
required before an investment is made to translate new technology into operative use.
The challenge of optical alpha particle detection is to achieve detection limits that would
be especially appealing to the industry. Although there is definite interest towards this
technology, the relatively high detection limits easily turn the table towards technology
push rather than market pull. The gap can be bridged by two-fold approach. First, the
performance of the current systems can be further optimized and any progress in filters
and detectors should be utilized. Second, the dialogue between nuclear operators and
instrument developers should be strengthened to identify cases where this technology
would be best applied.
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Abstract

Alpha particles can be detected by measuring the radioluminescence light which
they induce when absorbed in air. The light is emitted in the near ultraviolet
region by nitrogen molecules excited by secondary electrons. The accurate
knowledge of the radioluminescence yield is of utmost importance for novel
radiation detection applications utilizing this secondary effect. Here, the radioluminescence yield of an alpha particle is investigated as a function of energy
loss in air for the ﬁrst time. Also, the total radioluminescence yield of the particle
is measured with a carefully calibrated 239 Pu emitter used in the experiments.
The obtained results consistently indicate that alpha particles generate 19 ± 3
photons per one MeV of energy released in air at normal pressure (temperature
22 °C, relative humidity 43%) and the dependence is found to be linear in the
studied energy range from 0.3 MeV to 5.1 MeV. The determined radioluminescence yield is higher than previously reported for alpha particles and
similar to the radioluminescence yield of electrons at comparable energies. This
strengthens the evidence that the luminescence induced by charged particles is
mostly proportional to the energy loss in the media and not very sensitive to the
type of primary particle.
Keywords: radioluminescence, air ﬂuorescence, alpha particles, optical detection
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1. Introduction

The alpha-induced luminescence of air can be utilized for remote detection of open alpha
emitting radioactive sources [1–5]. The motivation for the optical approach arises from the fact
that luminescence light can convey decay information far beyond the range of an alpha particle.
This enables remote and safe detection of highly hazardous alpha emitters by photon counting
devices and sensitive cameras. Since the optical method is not limited by the range of the
particle, signiﬁcant advancements can be achieved in decontamination and safety inspection
applications. Furthermore, it is possible to monitor contamination through ultraviolet (UV)
transmitting materials such as plexi and lead glass, without breaching the containment [5, 6].
The technique has been demonstrated in ﬁeld tests by independent research units and it has
the potential to evolve into an industry-standard procedure in the future [3–5, 7]. An
important design parameter for all promising applications is the luminescence efﬁciency of air,
which is widely studied for electrons, but publications regarding alpha particles are few in
number.
Light emission induced by alpha particles in air was ﬁrst observed by Sir William and
Lady Huggins in the early years of the 20th century [8]. At the time, the emission spectrum was
recorded with a ﬁlm spectrometer and found to be coincident with the band spectrum of
nitrogen. It was concluded that the radioluminescence mostly originates from 2P and 1N band
systems of molecular and ionized nitrogen, which are known to emit light in the spectral region
from 300 nm to 430 nm [9]. In the 1950s, the recently invented photomultiplier tube (PMT)
catalyzed further studies on the scintillation properties of different materials and the effect was
widely examined in noble gases but also in nitrogen and air [10–12]. One of the earliest reports
to quantify the number of photons generated by a single alpha particle in air is described by
Duquesne and Kaplan in 1960 [13]. The result of 60 photons per one 4.6 MeV particle was
achieved with a PMT equipped with a quartz window. More recently in 2004, Baschenko used
UV-sensitive ﬁlm for the measurement which resulted in 30 photons per alpha particle from a
highly active 239 Pu emitter [1]. In 2011, Chichester and Watson concluded that the yield is
between 20 and 200 photons per one alpha particle in the 4–5 MeV energy range [2]. In this
retrospect, quantitative studies on alpha particle luminescence yield are fairly rare, mainly due
to the fact that practical implementations for detection purposes have only recently started to
emerge.
The physics of electron-induced luminescence in air is widely studied by the astrophysics
community [14–20]. The comprehensive set of knowledge acquired from electron experiments
can be directly applied to alpha particle studies, since emission characteristics and de-excitation
of nitrogen molecules are independent of the preceding interactions. However, the excitation
efﬁciency should be studied independently for alpha and beta particles, since there are
differences in the mass and charge of the initial particle. It is noteworthy that the luminescence
is mostly induced by collisions with secondary electrons and nitrogen molecules in both cases
[20].
In this work, the absolute radioluminescence yield of alpha particles is studied with two
conceptually simple experiments which are designed for accuracy and repeatability. First, the
optical emission from a calibrated point source is observed with a PMT as a function of sourceto-detector distance (SDD). This result is then used to calculate the total luminescence yield
along the alpha particle track. Second, a passivated implanted planar silicon (PIPS) detector is
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Table 1. Activities of different isotopes in the emitter. The method of measurement is

indicated in the ﬁrst column. Note that the activity of
ratio of 241Pu/ 239 Pu in the original solution.

241

Pu is calculated from the atomic

Method

239

240

238

PIPS
HPGe

48.3 ± 3.1%
49.1 ± 4.1%

4.0 ± 3.1%
3.1 ± 20%

0.41 ± 3.1% 1.2 ± 6.5%
—
1.32 ± 3%

Pu (kBq)

Pu (kBq)

Pu (kBq)

241

Am (kBq)

241

Pu (kBq)

20.1 ± 3.1%
—

utilized to record a UV-gated alpha spectrum. This enables the measurement of luminescence
yield as a function of deposited energy, reported here for the ﬁrst time. In addition, a brief
supplementary experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of humidity on the
luminescence yield. The obtained results are summarized to give a precise and up-to-date
estimate of alpha particle radioluminescence yield in air.

2. Experimental methods
2.1. Calibrated alpha emitter

The 239Pu alpha emitter used in the experiments was prepared from a nitrate solution by
electrodeposition on a steel planchet. The work was conducted by the radiochemistry laboratory
of the Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority and the solution was certiﬁed by the
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements. The solution contained mostly 239 Pu
and had minute amounts of 238 Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 241Am, and 242Pu as impurities. The 15 mm
diameter planchet was uniformly covered to a 1 mm distance from the edge with the active
material, and it was left uncoated to achieve a sharp energy peak and uniform emission of alpha
particles.
The alpha source was carefully studied by alpha and gamma spectroscopic measurements
to verify the surface emission rate and the amount of active material. The alpha measurement
was performed with a PIPS detector in a vacuum and the gamma analysis was conducted with
an HPGe detector (Canberra, BE5030). A summary of the results is presented in table 1. The
activity of 241Pu is estimated from the atomic ratio of 241Pu/ 239 Pu in the original solution since,
as a weak beta emitter, it could not be measured directly. It is assumed that the atomic ratio of
the original solution is not affected by the electrodeposition process.
As presented in table 1, the vast majority of alpha particles are emitted by 239 Pu. The total
alpha activity of the emitter is 53.9 ± 1.7 kBq , which is calculated according to the PIPS
measurements, since they are the best to represent the surface emission rate. In addition, the data
imply that activity-weighted average alpha decay energy of the emitter is 5.1 MeV. The
plutonium source also contains a signiﬁcant quantity of beta-particle-emitting isotope 241Pu.
Fortunately, the total energy deposited to air by these low-energy beta particles (average energy
5.2 keV [21]) is over 2600 times smaller than the energy deposited by the alpha particles. Thus,
their contribution to the total light emission can be neglected.
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Figure 1. Relative intensities of nitrogen emission bands and smooth quantum

efﬁciency curve of the photomultiplier tube. The intensities of nitrogen bands are
measured by Ave et al [9].
2.2. Measurements with calibrated point alpha emitter

The total luminescence yield along the alpha particle track can be measured by placing a singlephoton sensitive detector at a known distance from a radiation source. The alpha particles ionize
air in a half-sphere that has a radius equivalent to their range in air. This scintillating hemisphere
can be observed as an optical point source from a sufﬁcient distance. The emission of photons is
isotropic, and therefore, the photon ﬂux spreads evenly over the full solid angle. Under these
conditions, the luminescence yield can be measured from every direction that is not subtended
by the source itself.
In this experiment, a channel photomultiplier (Perkin Elmer, MP-1982P) with a low-noise
bi-alkali photocathode was used to count the luminescence photons. This module exhibits an
extremely low dark count rate (below 0.5 s −1) making it suitable for measuring low photon ﬂux
signals while still maintaining a large, 15 mm diameter active area. The detector is sensitive to
photons at a wavelength range from 165 nm to 650 nm, and the quantum efﬁciency is calibrated
by the vendor to be 18.3% at 410 nm. The average quantum efﬁciency for nitrogen emission
was estimated to be 20.3%. The value was obtained by adjusting the catalogue spectral response
curve with the efﬁciency reported by the vendor and weighting the value with the relative
intensities of the main nitrogen emission bands. The emission intensities are quoted as in the
work of Ave et al [9] and these are presented together with the quantum efﬁciency curve in
ﬁgure 1. A traceable, end-to-end calibration of the photon counting module was not performed,
but the spectral response data provided by Perkin Elmer are in good agreement with state-ofthe-art calibration techniques [22].
For the measurements, the radiation source was placed on a steel pole so that the PMT
observes the scintillating volume from the side (see ﬁgure 2 (a)). This geometry minimizes the
contribution of the photons that are reﬂected from the emitter planchet to the detector.
Furthermore, the emitter pole was attached to a remote-controlled slide so that the SDD could
be varied from 200 mm to 600 mm. The whole assembly was enclosed in a cardboard box to
protect it from external light. The inner surfaces of the box were covered with matte black
aluminum foil to prevent the reﬂection of light. Also, a 30 mm iris was positioned in front of the
photomultiplier to further reduce the contribution of scattered photons. The iris was positioned
4
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Figure 2. (a) Photon counting setup with variable source-to-detector distance. (b) Setup

for UV-gated alpha energy measurement. The distance between emitter and PIPS
detector was adjustable.

close enough to the detector (25 mm) for the photocathode to act as a limiting aperture (ﬁeld
stop) in this system. Lastly, a remote-controlled shutter plate was placed in front of the iris to
enable the measurement of the detector dark count rate.
2.3. Measurements with alpha-UV coincidence

The radioluminescence yield as a function of alpha particle energy loss in air was measured
using alpha-photon coincidences. The alpha emitter was attached vertically to a holder on a
translation stage, and a PIPS alpha detector was placed on the opposite side of the emitter
planchet (see ﬁgure 2(b)). Both the emitter and the detector were covered with a circular
diaphragm made of black foil (Acktar, Vacuum Black) to mitigate reﬂections. The 5 mm
diameter aperture of the diaphragms collimated the alpha beam to a cylindrical shape and
therefore, the size of the optical source was signiﬁcantly smaller than given by the total lightyield measurement.
The PMT was placed at a 150 mm distance from the center of the optical source. The
distance was chosen so that the point-source approximation is valid while maintaining a
sufﬁciently high photon count rate. A 10 mm diameter aperture was placed close to the PMT
window to reduce the acceptance angle of the detector. The distance between the surfaces that
cover the alpha emitter and the PIPS detector was adjustable from 3 mm to 53 mm (ﬁgure 2(b)).
As in the ﬁrst experiment, the whole measurement setup was enclosed in a light-tight box with
black matte aluminum foil lining the inner surfaces.
The alpha detection system consisted of a PIPS detector (Canberra) and a multichannel
analyzer. This instrumentation was used to record the alpha energy spectrum in both singles and
gated mode. The gate signal was generated from the digital PMT output pulse by introducing a
short delay and extending it to 1 μs. The acquired spectra were analyzed to reveal the average
count rate and mean energy of detected alpha particles. At each measured point, the calculation
was limited to those particles that were included in a 200 keV wide energy window around the
main alpha peak.
The energy loss along the track of an alpha particle is described by the Bragg curve,
presented in ﬁgure 3. This curve was used to estimate the amount of energy that is absorbed in
the ﬁeld of view of the PMT. The photons generated just after the emitter and just before PIPS
are not visible to the PMT due to mechanical collimation of the alpha beam. The amount of
energy that is producing detectable luminescence emission was calculated by subtracting the
losses and the measured residual energy from the assumed initial particle energy.
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Figure 3. Principle of alpha particle energy loss calculation in UV-gated PIPS

measurement. Short ranges just after the emitter (A) and before PIPS (C) detector are
not visible to the PMT due to mechanical collimation of the alpha beam. The residual
energy (D) is absorbed in PIPS detector and used to estimate the energy loss (B) in the
ﬁeld of view of the PMT. The Bragg curve shown here represents the energy loss of a
5.1 MeV alpha particle in air and it is calculated using the stopping power reported in
the NIST Astar database [23].
3. Determination of radioluminescence yield
3.1. Radioluminescence yield of calibrated point alpha emitter

Alpha-particle-induced photons are emitted in an isotropic manner from the vicinity of the
radiation source. This point emitter can be approximated as an optical point source if observed
from a long distance. Under this assumption, the probability that one alpha particle is detected
with the PMT is

P = Y · QE · Ω .

(1)

Here, Y represents the luminescence yield in photons per particle, QE is the detective quantum
efﬁciency of the PMT, and Ω is the geometrical efﬁciency of the setup. The latter can be
estimated from the ratio of detector window area and the surface area of a sphere that has a
radius equivalent to SDD. The absorption of air at these wavelengths is low and can therefore
be neglected in the analysis.
The probability of detection can be used to estimate the photon count rate in an experiment
where an alpha emitter is observed with a PMT. Now, the alpha emitter surface emission rate AS
has to be included in the equation together with the background count rate NB . The total count
rate is expressed as

NS + B = AS · Y · QE · Ω + NB.

(2)

This equation can be solved for Y to estimate the luminescence yield. In this work, the equation
is ﬁtted into experimental data using Y and NB as free parameters.
The measured net photon count rate (i.e. corrected for the dark counts) is shown as a
function of SDD in ﬁgure 4. At each point, the gross and dark count rate were determined
6
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Figure 4. Photon count rate as a function of source-to-detector distance. The values are

corrected for the detector dark counts. Inset: net photon count rate multiplied by the
square of SDD. The constant value veriﬁes the applicability of equation (2).

separately with the help of the remote-controlled shutter. The acquisition time was adjusted so
that the combined statistical uncertainty of the net count rate is less than 0.5% at each point. A
nonlinear least squares method was used to ﬁt equation (2) to the data. The resulted yield was
99 photons per alpha particle, and the background count rate was 2.7 pulses per second. This
implies that the 5.1 MeV alpha particles observed here produce 19.4 photons per each MeV of
energy released in air. A detailed uncertainty analysis is presented in section 4.
The measured points and the ﬁtted curve are in good agreement in ﬁgure 4. This veriﬁes
that equation (2) describes the signal evolution reliably as a function of SDD. It is necessary to
notice that the presented count rates are free from the intrinsic detector background but not
totally free from the contribution of scattered photons. These photons give rise to the
background term in equation (2) and its average value is revealed by letting NB ﬂoat freely in the
ﬁtting process. With this method, the effect of reﬂections is minimal to the value of the
luminescence yield estimate Y. The weakness is that only the average count rate of reﬂections is
evaluated and therefore, it is necessary to assume that the contribution is similar irrespective of
the position of the radiation source. The validity of this approximation can be tested by using
the product of true net count rate and the square of the SDD as a ﬁgure of merit. The inset in
ﬁgure 4 shows the product over the span of different SDDs and the value stays constant. This
veriﬁes that the point source approximation is valid and the amount of reﬂections is reliably
estimated.
3.2. Radioluminescence yield as function of deposited energy

In the gated setup, the PIPS detector is triggered only after the detection of an optical photon.
This enables the coincident measurement of luminescence yield and the residual kinetic energy
of the particle that is absorbed in the detector. With this information, it is possible to estimate
the energy that the trigger particle deposited to air. The calculation is based on knowledge of the
initial alpha particle energy and stopping power of air, acquired from the NIST database [23].
7
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Figure 5. The alpha particle energy spectra in the UV-gated experiment. Both the
singles and UV-gated spectra are shown for two measurement points which correspond
to the longest and shortest alpha particle path length in air.

In this experiment, the energy loss in air was adjusted by varying the emitter-to-detector
distance with a linear translation stage. To demonstrate the effect of UV gating and distance
adjustment, the energy spectra of alpha particles in the ﬁrst and last measurement point are
shown in ﬁgure 5. The detection efﬁciency of the PMT was calculated from this information by
dividing the alpha peak areas in UV-gated and un-gated singles alpha measurement. The alpha
particle luminescence yield is related to this detection efﬁciency with equation (1).
It is noteworthy that this experiment does not require emitter activity calibration and no
assumptions are made on the geometrical distribution of emitted particles. All the observed
alpha particles are conﬁned to the cylindrical volume by virtual collimation. The particles that
are detected by the PMT but do not hit the PIPS detector are not affecting the result, since they
are not included in either spectrum. Instead, a random coincidence between an uncorrelated
photon and alpha particle can be recorded. The rate of these events is described with the
equation

Nrandom = Npmt · Npips · τ,

(3)

where Npmt is the count rate of PMT, Npips is the singles count rate of PIPS detector, and τ is the
length of coincidence window. According to this model, the expected contribution of random
events was always less than 2% of the total count rate at each measured point. The equation was
applied in the analysis to correct the measured data for random coincidences.
The photon detection efﬁciency was measured at nine different emitter-to-PIPS-detector
distances, which all represent different energy loss in air. This information was used to calculate
the luminescence yields at corresponding energies. Only the part of the alpha track that is
visible to the PMT is included in the energy loss calculation (see section 2.3). The resulted data
are presented in ﬁgure 6 as a function of deposited energy. Linear regression shows that the
number of generated photons increases with a slope of 18.5 photons per each MeV of energy
released. The constant term in the regression analysis is 1.7 photons per alpha particle which
may be attributed to the scattering of photons and systematic uncertainties in the energy
8
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Figure 6. Number of photons as a function of alpha particle energy loss in air. The slope

of the ﬁtted line is 18.5 photons per each MeV of energy released in air.

calculation. The result is in good agreement with results obtained in section 3.1, where the yield
was measured to be 19.4 photons per MeV. Therefore, it can be concluded that the energy
transfer into optical photons is linear in the whole examined range from 0.3 MeV to 5.1 MeV.
3.3. The effect of gas atmosphere

During the experiments above, the humidity, temperature and pressure of the laboratory air
were monitored with appropriate instruments (Vaisala, HMP75 and MKS Instruments, A900
PiezoSteel). The relative humidity was measured to be 43 ± 5% at a 22 ± 0.5 °C temperature
and the total pressure was close to 99 000 Pa. The variation in temperature and pressure in
indoor environment is expected to be too small to have signiﬁcant effect on the
radioluminescence yield. However, humidity can affect the results, since water molecules,
together with oxygen, are effective quenchers for excited nitrogen molecules [15].
In this work, the effect of humidity was brieﬂy investigated with a similar setup as
described in section 3.1. Here, a 13 kBq 241Am alpha emitter was placed in an air-tight steel
casing and the photon ﬂux was measured through a UV-fused silica window with the PMT. The
casing was evacuated with a vacuum pump between experiments and a mass ﬂow controller
was used to provide 2 l min−1 gas ﬂow through the chamber to ascertain gas purity during
acquisition. The dimensions of the chamber were too small for absolute yield measurements,
but the relative signal strength was recorded in three different gases including laboratory air
(RH 46%), dry air (21.4% O 2 in N 2 , Aga gas) and pure nitrogen (99.9999%, Aga gas). All the
gases were measured at 21 °C temperature.
The photon count rate of this experiment was intentionally kept low by adjusting SDD to
15 cm and by using a metallic collimator on top of the emitter to reduce the number of particles
reaching the ﬁeld-of-view of the detector. Furthermore, the metallic collimator provided a shield
from gamma rays which could induce scintillations in the silica window. The SDD used here
ensured that the average number of photoelectrons created per particle was below 0.04 in
nitrogen. In this case, the Poisson statistics prove that more than 98% of detected events consist
9
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Table 2. Relative light yield in different gas atmospheres at 21 °C temperature.

Gas
Room air
Dry air
Nitrogen

Net count rate (s −1 )

Relative signal

14.3 ± 0.2
15.3 ± 0.2
85.8 ± 0.6

1.00
1.07
6.00

Table 3. Systematic uncertainties of the experiments.

Source

Uncertainty

Yield uncertainty
(3.1)

Yield uncertainty
(3.2)

QE of PMT
Radius of detector area
Source-to-detector
distance
Surface emission rate
Total

±12%
±0.20 mm
±2 mm

±12%
±5.4%
±2.8%

±12%
±8.1%
±2.8%

±3.2%

±3.2%
±14%

—
±15%

of single photoelectron emissions. Hence, the linear dependence of single photon count rate and
photon yield is well justiﬁed for all the gases in the analysis. The background-subtracted net
count rates are presented in table 2.
The obtained results conﬁrm that the strongest luminescence is observed in nitrogen,
which is due to the lack of humidity and oxygen. Secondly, dry air provides 7% more signal
than humid room air. However, the difference may be even higher, since the dry air used here
had slightly elevated oxygen content. More detailed studies on quenching properties can be
found in the literature [15, 20].
4. Uncertainty analysis

The uncertainties of the experiment consist of a systematic and a statistical part. The statistical
error in the photon counting experiment of section 3.1 was kept below 0.5% by using long
acquisition times. In the gated experiment, a small statistical uncertainty arises from the random
occurrence of alpha-photon coincidence events. The total uncertainty due to statistical factors is
expected to be small, since best-ﬁt methods are used to unveil the luminescence yield in both
analyses.
The most signiﬁcant systematic uncertainties result from the calibration of the photon
counting unit and from the determined geometrical factors. The detective quantum efﬁciency of
the PMT is assumed to have an uncertainty of ±12%. This ﬁgure considers the accuracy of
typical absolute calibration methods but also leaves marginal for errors that arise from the
multispectral composition of nitrogen emission [24]. The geometrical aspects include the radius
of the detector active area and source-to-detector distance which together deﬁne the photon
collection efﬁciency. In addition, the calibration of the alpha emitter introduces a small
uncertainty together with the assumption of uniform alpha emission. However, this does not
affect the UV-gated measurement as the optical efﬁciency is estimated from the ratio of detected
alpha particle events. Each systematic uncertainty is presented in table 3 and the total is the sum
in quadrature of all the contributions.
10
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In the previous analysis, the photon absorption is considered to be negligible at these
wavelengths and short distances. Also within the ionization volume, the absorption is small,
since excited molecules are rare and short-lived. Reﬂections from the emitter planchet are not
included because the surface is oriented perpendicularly to the detector window and its
reﬂectivity is fairly low. The good agreement of results further implies that neither emitter
reﬂections nor beta luminescence are a concern in section 3.1. In conclusion, the most
signiﬁcant uncertainty is related to the calibration of the photon counting module.
5. Discussion

On average, the two different experiments show that each MeV of energy released creates 19
photons in normal air with 43% relative humidity. These photons originate mostly from 2P and
1N band systems of nitrogen and they are emitted in the near UV region from 300 nm to 430
nm. The total conversion efﬁciency from kinetic energy into luminescence is 6.7 × 10−5 if a
representative wavelength of 350 nm is chosen for all photons. The obtained radioluminescence
yield is higher than in the previous studies [1, 13, 25].
It is known that the role of the primary particle is minor in the ﬁnal excitation of nitrogen
molecules. The absorption of charged particles in air is a process where the initial kinetic energy
is transferred to low-energy secondary electrons via a cascade of collisions. These electrons
induce the luminescence and their emission cross-sections are known to peak at low energies.
The major bands of 2P system are best excited by 15 eV electrons and the emission crosssection effectively vanishes for energies exceeding 100 eV [26, 27]. On the other hand, the
excitation of 1N(0,0) band is most efﬁcient at 100 eV and has some tail to above 1 keV [27].
Despite this, the most photons are due to low energy electrons and 2P bands, since the
contribution of 1N system is small in the total light yield under normal pressure. For these
reasons, it is apparent that luminescence is excited only after a signiﬁcant number of
electron–electron interactions.
The light yield in dry air would be 20 photons per one MeV of energy released, when the
measured luminescence efﬁciency is corrected for the humidity of room air. For comparison,
recent studies on electron beams in dry atmospheric air estimate that the luminescence
efﬁciency is between 17.6 and 20.8 UV photons per one MeV of energy released [17–19].
These values are obtained with electron energies ranging from 0.85 MeV up to 50 GeV, and it
has been reported that the conversion efﬁciency is constant over a broad energy range [28].
Given that alpha particles release comparable amounts of energy and through similar
interactions as electrons in cited investigations, the similarity of the results is evident.
Consequently, these results strengthen the evidence that luminescence yield at high particle
energies is ﬁrst and foremost proportional to the energy loss in air.
6. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to accurately measure alpha particle radioluminescence yield in air.
To do so, two independent experiments were conducted, consistently indicating that alpha
particles generate 19 ± 3 photons per one MeV of energy released under typical indoor
conditions. A linear dependency between photon yield and energy loss is well adopted for
electrons in astrophysics and here, it is experimentally conﬁrmed for alpha particles in the
11
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studied energy range from 0.3 MeV to 5.1 MeV for the ﬁrst time. Furthermore, the determined
radioluminescence yield is on the same level with the results of recent electron beam
experiments and thus, higher than previously reported for alpha particles. The obtained results
are essential for all emerging applications that utilize the UV method for the detection of alpha
radiation.
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Cameras sensitive to ultraviolet light can be applied to detection of surface contamination induced by
alpha particle emitters. When absorbed in air, alpha particles excite nitrogen molecules and the radiative
relaxation creates a faint light emission. This radioluminescence can be used for detection purposes,
provided that background lighting levels are low. In this work, three low-light sensitive camera
technologies (CCD, EMCCD and ICCD) were utilized in a nuclear facility, and their performance in
detecting alpha emitters was investigated. The results show that low readout noise is essential for the
detection of radioluminescence, as it allows short exposure times to be used. The ICCD camera was found
to perform slightly better than the EMCCD camera in the ﬁeld, while both enable the detection of MBq
level alpha activities in 100 s in the test conﬁguration (camera-target distance 0.5 m). Overall, the
cameras and techniques used in this study are shown to be effective in detecting alpha emitters in a
standard glovebox. This technology can be applied to nuclear security, safety and safeguards, when
stand-off detection of alpha emitters is required.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Detection of alpha-particle-emitting sources via radioluminescence of air has recently gained increasing interest [1–8]. The
technique suits the optical measurement of all ionizing radiations
but is especially useful for the detection of alpha particles. This is
due to their short range and high ionization capability, which
cause the air in the proximity of an emitter to luminesce. Hence,
an image taken in total darkness will reveal point emitters as small
scintillating hemispheres, whereas widespread surface activity
emits light more evenly. The technique is attractive for safety
and security purposes, since it enables convenient and remote
detection of alpha-particle-emitting materials that are highly
hazardous but tedious to detect with conventional means.
The radioluminescence imaging is based on observing optical
photons which are induced during the passage of charged particles
through air. The most intense light emission occurs in the near
ultraviolet (UV) region, between 300 nm and 400 nm, due to the
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radiative relaxation of nitrogen molecules [9]. The conversion
efﬁciency of alpha particle kinetic energy into optical radiation is
of the order of 20 photons per MeV released in dry air at normal
pressure [10]. For this reason, the light emission of alpha emitters
is always rather weak, but still strong enough for detection
purposes, provided that the level of background UV lighting is
sufﬁciently low. Because the signal is at single photon levels, the
intrinsic noise level of the camera sensor has to be low to allow
long exposures times. Additionally, high-end readout electronics
are required for detection. For these reasons, scientiﬁc grade
cameras need to be utilized to achieve the desired noise performance and high UV sensitivity.
An emerging method to investigate an area for alpha contamination is to acquire two images, one conventional image under
normal lighting and another UV image in complete darkness.
Then, the images are processed and superimposed so that the
alpha emitters, revealed in the UV image, are seen as bright spots
on top of the conventional daylight photograph [3]. The conventional image provides coordinates for the contamination and the
UV image contains quantitative information on the activity of the
alpha emitter, since the intensity of radioluminescence is proportional to the total energy loss in air of the alpha particles emitted
[10]. However, accurate quantitative measurements require exact
knowledge of the background lighting level, and therefore, they
are best suited for applications where complete darkness is
ensured. Also, the self-absorption of the emitter affects the
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2. Experimental methods
2.1. Camera technology
The electron-multiplying camera selected for this work was
iXon3 897 and the intensiﬁed camera was iStar 320T, both from
Andor Corporation. The cameras utilize a CCD for the imaging
sensor but they use a different approach to amplify the initial
charge induced by a photon. The EMCCD technology relies on
signal ampliﬁcation on the silicon chip, while the ICCD is based on
a traditional image intensiﬁer.
The EMCCD camera has two different output ampliﬁers. The
conventional readout enables the device to be used as a traditional
scientiﬁc CCD camera when long exposure times can be applied.
The EM readout is suited for the measurement of minute amounts
of light very rapidly. The detection of weak signals is based on
impact ionization during charge transfer in the EM ampliﬁer and it
is voltage controlled. The optimum multiplication factor is just
high enough to make the number of noise electrons of analogueto-digital (AD) conversion process negligible compared to the
number of signal electrons. For this reason, the most signiﬁcant
noise contributions in this camera type are dark current of the
sensor head and electron emission during charge transfer process.
The latter can be optimized by selecting high transfer speed to
obtain less spurious electrons at the cost of reduced charge
transfer efﬁciency. The camera uses multi-stage thermoelectric
cooling to counter dark current and the sensor temperature varied
between  85 1C and  95 1C during the experiments. Only air
cooling was used and the ambient temperature in the laboratory
was between 22 1C and 28 1C.

The ICCD technology is based on the photoelectric effect. In this
camera type, a photoelectron emitted from the photocathode is
multiplied in the micro-channel plate (MCP) and the resulting
electron cloud produces light in the adjacent phosphor. The image
is then acquired with a CCD that is optically connected to the
phosphor. The gain of the intensiﬁer is controlled with the voltage
applied to the MCP. This camera also utilizes cooling of the sensor
to reduce dark current, but the temperature requirements are not
as stringent as with the EMCCD, since the signal is already
ampliﬁed before the CCD. Instead, the most signiﬁcant noise
contribution is the thermal emission of electrons from the photocathode and therefore, the best noise reduction would be achieved
by cooling the photocathode. During the experiments, no photocathode cooling was applied but the sensor was electrically cooled
to  35 1C.
The major difference between the two cameras is that the EMCCD
is based on a silicon sensor (model UVB) which has higher sensitivity
to UV light than the photocathode-based ICCD (photocathode model
Gen 2 (W-AGT, -E3)). On the other hand, the ICCD reaches its
maximum sensitivity in the UV region and cuts off already at
900 nm, whereas the EMCCD exhibits the highest response in the
visible region and the tail extends up to 1100 nm. This broad response
can be a hindrance, if ﬁlters need to be utilized to suppress natural
light. The quantum efﬁciency (QE) curves of the cameras are presented
in Fig. 1a together with highlighted near UV region (300–400 nm),
where the most intense nitrogen emission takes place. The spectral
lines of nitrogen, based on the relative intensity measurements of Ave
et al. [9], are shown in more detail in Fig. 1b. According to the data, the
average QE for the total radioluminescence signal of nitrogen is 38%
and 20% for the EMCCD and ICCD, respectively. Both cameras have
high sensitivity to visible light, which is not desirable for UV selectivity,
but can be well used to produce conventional photographs to locate
radioactive sources.
The imaging lens systems used in this work are a commercially
available UV objective and a variety of lens combinations speciﬁcally
designed for the task. The simple objectives were constructed of planoconvex and aspheric fused silica lenses (e.g. 49-695, Edmund Optics)
and used in the demonstrative imaging. These single and two lens
conﬁgurations provide a good light throughput with a limited ﬁeld-ofview (FOV). A camera objective (UV1228CM, Kogaku) was acquired for
the side-by-side comparison of the cameras. This objective has a focal
length of 12 mm and good image quality, but fairly low light collection
efﬁciency (F/2.8).

2.2. Imaging procedure and radioactive samples in-ﬁeld
The images presented in this work were captured during two
different measurement campaigns at the Institute for Transuranium Elements in Karlsruhe, Germany. There, the imaging
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radioluminescence yield and has to be accounted for when
quantitative measurements are conducted [11].
The alpha imaging concept was originally proposed and
demonstrated by using conventional ﬁlm photography techniques
[1,2]. Yet the pioneering in-ﬁeld measurements were published by
Lamadie et al., using charge-coupled device (CCD) camera for the
purpose [3]. Lamadie et al. applied the method at nuclear facilities
at various phases of the nuclear fuel cycle, and also, the characterization of gloveboxes was demonstrated by Mahé from the same
group [12]. The imaging detector technology itself has been
rigorously developed by Cousins, Ingrig, and others with the focus
on security applications [4,6]. Additionally, Chichester et al. have
addressed the topic for nuclear safeguards [13] while Feener and
Carlton have studied the potential of radioluminescence imaging
in nuclear warhead veriﬁcation [8]. It is evident that the camerabased detection methods have potential users throughout the
whole nuclear ﬁeld, and the decommissioning of old facilities will
further emphasize the need for efﬁcient alpha-screening practices
in the future. Still, more research and development are needed to
facilitate the adoption of optical techniques into widespread use
since the method is limited to dim environments.
This work presents the ﬁrst side-by-side comparison of the most
promising camera technologies for imaging alpha-particle-emitting
materials. The camera technologies selected are an electronmultiplying (EM) and an intensiﬁed (I) CCD, both known to perform
well in low-light imaging. Additionally, the conventional CCD readout
option is compared with the EM ampliﬁer of the EMCCD camera. To
test the true in-ﬁeld capability of the techniques, the experiments
were conducted at a nuclear facility where complete darkness could
not be guaranteed. The radioactive samples illustrating the method
include mixed-oxide (MOX) nuclear fuel pellets and plutonium nitrate,
whereas the quantitative investigations were conducted with wellcharacterized alpha emitters.
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Fig. 1. (a) Quantum efﬁciency curves of the cameras. The most intense radioluminescence emission is observed in the gray-colored area, at 300–400 nm wavelengths. (b) Transmittance of the glovebox plexiglass and interference ﬁlter
(Semrock, 334/40). The main nitrogen emission bands are illustrated with gray
bars [9].
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technique was applied for the analysis of nuclear material in a
standard plexiglass glovebox that was not speciﬁcally designed for
the purpose. The only modiﬁcation done was the replacement of
one glove with a quartz window (Sico Technology GmbH, SQ1).
This ensured that at least 90% of the alpha-particle-induced UV
light is transmitted through the window. The imaging could also
have been conducted through the plexiglass, but this would have
attenuated the signal by 80%. The transmittance of the plexiglass
was measured with a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV-3600)
and it is presented in Fig. 1b.
The light shielding of the glovebox was conducted by using
black rubberized fabric (Thorlabs, BK5). A very thorough approach
was needed to minimize leaks in the shielding and at least two
layers of fabric were required to suppress light from penetrating
the fabric. Given that the laboratory had to have some ﬂuorescent
lights on all the time, and photons could penetrate the fabric,
darkness was not totally ensured. Still, it can be stated that all the
images presented here were acquired in a very dark environment.
The radioactive samples imaged during the ﬁeld experiments
included two MOX pellets, one dried Pu nitrate powder sample, a
2 kBq calibration source (Pu-239, Am-241, Cm-244) and a collection of thin planchettes prepared by evaporation of aliquots of
Pu-239 solution. The weights of the MOX pellets were 6.4 g and
6.8 g, consisting mainly of UO2 and PuO2 with a U to Pu mass ratio
of 25.5. The total alpha activities of the pellets were 4.0 GBq and
4.3 GBq at the time of experiments. The Pu nitrate powder was
prepared from 80 mg of Standard Reference Material NBS SRM 946
(NIST) by dissolution in HNO3 and evaporation in a borosilicate
glass tube. This sample had a total alpha activity of 0.52 GBq and
had a powdery consistency, yielding the brightest radioluminescence emission observed in this work. The surface emission rates
of these highly active emitters are not well known because of their
thickness, but it is understood that only surface layers can emit
alpha particles into air. Hence, the quantitative experiments were
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conducted using planchettes which had a thin layer of Pu-239
evaporated on them. The activities of these emitters, veriﬁed by
alpha spectroscopic measurement in vacuum, were 106 kBq,
280 kBq, 515 kBq, 2.79 MBq, and 5.15 MBq.
2.3. Image processing and analysis
The main steps of image processing are the preparation of UV
image and superimposition with conventional photograph. First,
all pixels saturated by interactions with gamma and cosmic rays
are corrected in the UV image. These pixels are detected with local
standard deviation analysis and replaced with intensities equal to
their nearest neighbors. Then, a circular averaging ﬁlter (diam.
7 pixels) and Gaussian ﬁlter (σ ¼ 5) are applied to the UV image in
order to smoothen the pixel ﬂuctuations. Finally, an adequate
threshold value is selected and exceeding pixel intensities are
presented over a grayscale image with a color map that shows the
UV intensity. A good threshold value for the minimum color map
encoding is usually one to ﬁve times the median of all pixels in the
UV image, depending on the exposure time and camera parameters. The process is currently automated to a high degree with a
Matlab script.
The SNR analysis is done with a method similar to one that is
used by Lamadie et al. [3]. In the initial step, the baseline added by
the camera software is removed, and signal and no-signal areas
are selected from image under investigation. The signal is measured straightforwardly as mean of pixels in the signal area, but
the noise ﬁgure is extracted through a two-step process. First, a
Gaussian-ﬁltered (σ ¼5) image is subtracted from the original to
leave only high frequency pixel variation present in the image
matrix. Then, the standard deviation of all pixels in the no-signal
area of the resulted matrix is selected to represent noise. The ratio
of these numbers is the deﬁnition of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
All calculations are performed using original data and the aforementioned smoothing techniques are used only for illustrative
purposes.

3. Imaging results

Fig. 2. (a) Scintillation bubble of a 50 kBq Pu-239 emitter imaged under nitrogen
purge with 3 h exposure time. (b) The UV signal intensity as a function of vertical
distance from the emitter surface, along the dashed line in (a). (c) The energy loss
of simulated alpha particle tracks is shown in the vicinity of a 13 mm diameter
emitter. The modeled intensity proﬁle in (b) is based on a 2D projection of this
energy loss point cloud. (d) Bragg curve of 5.1 MeV alpha particles [14]. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

In order to visualize the air scintillation in the vicinity of an alpha
emitter, a thin 50 kBq Pu-239 sample was imaged with the EMCCD
camera before ﬁeld testing, as shown in Fig. 2a. The electrodeposited
sample was placed on top of a steel pole so that the alpha particles ﬂy
into the hemisphere just above. The image was acquired in total
darkness with a total 3 h exposure time using an EM gain of 50. In
addition, a nitrogen purge was used to increase the light emission.
The graph paper behind the pole provides a size reference and was
removed before the UV exposure. The optically observed range of
particles is approximately 38 mm, which is consistent with the range
of the 5.1 MeV alpha particles in air. The contours in the image
represent UV intensity with an exponentially growing step. Despite
the fairly large size of the scintillation bubble, the brightest area is
rather small with a radius of 10 mm. The slight elongation in the
horizontal direction is due to 13 mm diameter of the emitter active
area. Therefore, only the vertical direction is selected to illustrate the
relation of UV intensity and distance from the source in Fig. 2b.
The intensity distribution of the experimental UV image was
also conﬁrmed by simulating the alpha particle energy loss in the
hemisphere above the emitter. The model of random alpha particle
tracks is presented in Fig. 2c, where each point has a color
encoding that represents the energy transfer of a particle at that
point, in accordance with the Bragg curve of Fig. 2d. In order to
produce the modeled intensity proﬁle, a 2D projection was
calculated from the energy loss point cloud. The proﬁle is similar
to experimental result and differs signiﬁcantly from the Bragg
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Fig. 3. Images of alpha emitters with EMCCD camera. Left: original images acquired in darkness. Center: same images after processing. Right: superimposition of daylight
image and processed UV image. The emitters imaged here are MOX pellets (1), Pu-nitrate in a test tube (2) and 2 kBq alpha calibration source (3). (a) MOX pellets imaged in
darkness with 30 s exposure and EM gain of 1000. (b) MOX pellets, Pu-nitrate tube and 2 kBq alpha emitter imaged simultaneously. An EM gain of 300 was used for 100 s
exposure. The pellet in the plastic bag (1n) is clearly visible but the 2 kBq alpha emitter is not resolved. (c) Pu-nitrate tube imaged with 0.5 s exposure and EM gain of 1000.

curve due to the higher number of alpha particle tracks per unit
volume close to the source. Overall, these observations verify that
the imaging technique enables pinpointing of alpha emitters with
a spatial resolution better than one centimeter.
3.1. Glovebox imaging
The demonstrative EMCCD imaging of alpha emitters in a
glovebox is shown in Fig. 3, together with all major steps of image
processing. In the raw images, the small white dots are pixels
saturated by interactions with gamma and cosmic rays. These are
removed and the smoothing ﬁlters are applied to create visually
pleasant UV images. Finally the images are superimposed to a
conventional photograph for visual presentation of alpha activity.
In Fig. 3a, the MOX pellets are imaged with a 30 s exposure and
1000 EM gain. The light creation close to the pellet surface is
brightly visible. Small intensity ﬂuctuations are noticeable because
of the high gain and short exposure time used. To demonstrate the
dynamics of the method, the plutonium nitrate powder sample
was imaged together with the MOX pellets in Fig. 3b. One of the
pellets was placed in a plastic bag and the 2 kBq calibration source
was added to the area. The UV image was acquired using an EM

gain of 300 for the single 100 s exposure. This yielded an image
which is clearly smoother than the previous image with pellets
only. The signal intensity of the Pu-tube was 73% of the pixel
saturation level. However, the overlaid UV color map presents only
25% of the maximum intensity over the Pu-tube to highlight the
details of other emitters, but the intensities can be compared in
the UV image. The peak signal of the pellets is 10% of the pixel
saturation level, and both are clearly visible in the image. As
expected, the low-activity emitter is not resolved at all, since the
Pu-tube overwhelms the nearby surfaces with scattered photons.
In practical work, the strongest emitters should be removed before
signiﬁcantly weaker sources can be detected. In Fig. 3c, the test
tube is imaged alone using a short exposure time of 0.5 s and
maximal EM gain. This shows that strong alpha emitters can be
revealed very rapidly and safely with a suitable camera.
The setting of Fig. 3c was used to compare the conventional and
EM readout options available in the EMCCD camera. Numerous
images were captured and three different exposure times (1 s, 10 s
and 100 s) are shown for both readout modes in Fig. 4. Additional
exposures are included in the presented SNR curves. The gain was
set to 300 for the EM ampliﬁer. The net signal of an image consists
of values greater than 100 counts, which is the baseline added by
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the camera software to mitigate negative pixel values. Visual
examination shows that the emitter is barely visible even in the
1 s image with the conventional readout. Yet the beneﬁt of EM
ampliﬁer is evident and even more so if weaker emitters are to be
investigated, which is also conﬁrmed by the SNR calculations.
The interactions of high-energy gamma rays with the camera
sensor create unwanted signal spikes which need to be corrected
for the ﬁnal image, as was done in Fig. 3. The number of the spikes
is more pronounced under elevated gamma background and
therefore, it can be beneﬁcial to acquire images by summing a
number of frames to a single image. This approach reduces the
need for post-processing, since frames with saturated pixels can
be rejected on-the-ﬂy. Moreover, the summing should not signiﬁcantly affect the SNR, since the contribution of sensor read
noise is low for optimally conﬁgured EM- and ICCD cameras. The
accumulation of frames is demonstrated in Fig. 5, where (a) and
(b) represent images with EM- and ICCD cameras, respectively.
Here, the ﬁve thin Pu-239 samples were imaged simultaneously.
The image series for both cameras consisted of one hundred 1 s
exposures. A maximal EM gain of 1000 could be used for the
EMCCD, since the average number of photons per pixel was low in
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one exposure. The MCP gain voltage of the ICCD camera was
adjusted to 3644 V out of the maximum 4000 V.
Only the 5.15 MBq and 2.79 MBq emitters were resolved from
the background after the total 100 s exposure time in Fig. 5. The
weaker emitters could have been distinguished by increasing the
total exposure time and by improving the light shielding, which
was likely the main source of background here. In order to get
quantitative information on the camera performance, the SNR of
the strongest emitter was calculated. The EMCCD camera was able
to distinguish this emitter with a SNR of 3 while the ICCD reached
14. The weaker performance of the EMCCD camera may be
attributed to its high sensitivity for visible light, which permeated
into the glovebox during acquisition. Moreover, it appears that the
1 Hz readout rate had a negative effect on the performance of the
EMCCD camera, because the SNR of a single 100 s exposure was
shown to be 6 with similar camera parameters (see Fig. 6a). These
results validate that both camera types perform well in the
experiment, but complete darkness must be ensured to achieve
sub MBq detection limits.
The same UV objective was used for both cameras in Fig. 5 and
therefore, the difference in FOV is related to the size of imaging

Fig. 4. Test tube containing plutonium nitrate imaged with conventional CCD readout (top row) and with EM gain of 300 (bottom row). The statistical quality of SNR is
dominated by gamma-ray-induced spikes especially at short exposure times.

Fig. 5. Alpha emitters deposited on planchettes and imaged with (a) EMCCD and (b) ICCD camera. The exposure time was 100  1 s in both images. The intensity of UV signal
along the dashed line is presented below both images. The graphs describe mean value of three vertically adjacent pixels along the line. The insets show the accumulation of
pﬃﬃ
SNR over time for the 5.6 MBq emitter, together with best ﬁt lines ( t dependence). Light leaks are visible on white surfaces in both images. Note that the ICCD image has
been cropped to half in horizontal direction. The activities are as follows: top left 5.15 MBq, top right 2.79 MBq, front left 515 kBq, front right 280 kBq, and center 106 kBq.
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Fig. 6. Alpha emitters imaged with the EMCCD camera and single 100 s exposure.
The UV image, when no ﬁlters are used, is shown in (a) and with a UV band-pass
ﬁlter in (b). A smoothing ﬁlter has been applied and color maps are adjusted to
present only the lower half of the full dynamics of images (a) and (b). The ﬁlter
decreases the signal level but also the pattern of backlight, visible in (a), is not
observed. Figure (c) shows the ﬁnal superimposition, when a 8-by-8 on-chip pixel
binning and the ﬁlter was used to enhance SNR. The intensity of UV signal along
the dashed lines is presented in (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

sensor. The ICCD utilizes a rectangular sensor (6.6 mm by
26.6 mm), designed for spectroscopy, whereas the EMCCD has a
square sensor (8.2 mm by 8.2 mm). The relation of sensor size and
FOV is evident in the ICCD image where horizontal span is
increased and vertical span is reduced due to the differences in
sensor dimensions. Both cameras have a smaller sensor area when
compared with the typical digital single lens reﬂex cameras. When
a large FOV is preferred for inspection purposes, the ICCD technology has the competitive edge since large sensors are readily
available. Additionally, the image area can be widened by the
selection of input optics, but often at the cost of reduced light
throughput or image quality.

and hence, the plexi walls of the glovebox operate as an additional
ﬁlter against UV background. Moreover, three main peaks of the
nitrogen emission just ﬁt to the pass band of the UV ﬁlter which
ensures sufﬁcient signal level. Fig. 6b shows the same sample
setting imaged through the ﬁlter using original acquisition parameters. Although SNR was now decreased from 6 to 3, due to the
calculation method and lower signal level, a visual examination
reveals the beneﬁt of ﬁltering. The ﬁlter suppressed the pattern of
backlight which veriﬁes that it is not scattered UV light from the
alpha emitters. This shows that interference ﬁlters can be useful
for the ﬁeld work when absolute darkness is difﬁcult to achieve.
A method to increase low-light sensitivity of a camera is to use
large pixels which collect more photons. The increased light
collection capability comes at the cost of reduced image resolution, but this is acceptable in alpha imaging, since the method is
already limited by the size of the scintillation bubble. The cameras
of this study have a clear difference in the pixel size as the ICCD
sensor has 26 μm by 26 μm square pixels and the EMCCD sensor
has 16 μm by 16 μm square pixels. The inﬂuence of this size
difference was not experimentally investigated in this work, but
instead, the binning of pixels was demonstrated. This means that
multiple pixels are read in one batch. This effectively increases the
amount of charge which is passed to the AD conversion unit and
also only one read-noise contribution is added to the total charge
collected by the pixel bin. The technique is demonstrated in Fig. 6c
where the alpha emitters are imaged with the EMCCD camera
using a single 100 s exposure, interference ﬁlter and 8 by 8 binning
of pixels. This increases the SNR of the strongest emitter from 6 to
11 and it also reveals the 515 kBq emitter in the left in front row.
When applying the method, optimal results are obtained by taking
the conventional images at maximum resolution, and large pixel
bins can be used for the UV images to enhance detection limits.
The caveats of pixel binning are the high energy particles which
render the affected pixel bin useless for alpha detection. This can
be a problem if a single bin represents a signiﬁcant part of the
image area. Moreover, a sum of pixels contains more charge and
therefore, the maximum limit of the AD conversion unit is reached
more easily. Together these issues indicate that the binning
technique works best with accumulation mode, in which the ﬁnal
image is a sum of multiple short exposures. Software methods can
only be used to ﬁlter large saturated bins if the exposure time is
short. Otherwise, they would increase the risk of false negatives.

3.2. Methods to improve signal-to-noise ratio
4. Discussion
The ﬁeld tests showed that sealing the glovebox from external
light is possible but minor light leaks may still occur. Therefore, it
is beneﬁcial to add a band pass ﬁlter to the imaging system. This
can make the acquisition process more selective for radioluminescence light since the spectrum of room illumination is intense in
the visible wavelengths and only a small part of the light is in the
UV region. The best interference ﬁlters can provide several orders
of magnitude suppression in the visible range while maintaining
high transmittance in the near UV, which can have a drastic effect
on background level in low light environment. However, using
these ﬁlters to suppress full daylight is challenging because of
required blocking level and broadness of the spectral range.
A visual example of light leaks is presented in Fig. 6a, where
patterns of backlight are clearly present. The color scaling indicates that the magnitude of faint light leaks is comparable to the
level of UV light produced by the weakest alpha emitters of the
image. Under these conditions, it is beneﬁcial to use additional
ﬁltering and here, an interference ﬁlter (FF01-334/40, Semrock)
was selected for the purpose. The transmittance curve of the ﬁlter
is presented in Fig. 2b according to vendor speciﬁcation. Importantly, the pass bands of the ﬁlter and plexiglass do not coincide

The acquired results show that the imaging of alpha emitters in
a standard glovebox can be successfully conducted at a nuclear
facility. The method can detect emitters rapidly from a safe
distance and without exposing personnel or devices to the radiation ﬁeld. With further development, the technique could be used
for streamlined generation of an alpha-speciﬁc radiological map at
a target facility. This offers new possibilities for a multitude of
decommissioning tasks, which are imminent in the near future.
The same technology could be directly applied in safety inspection
of operational gloveboxes, hot cells and buildings. Moreover,
security ofﬁcials need detection tools for crime scene investigation
involving possible radiological contamination, and ﬁrst responders
could utilize similar technology to improve situational awareness.
The radiological map can also advance the work of regulatory
authorities. The technique is sensitive to surface activity of alpha
emitters, which are hard to detect by other means because of low
gamma yields. In nuclear safeguards, an alpha particle speciﬁc
camera could be used to identify areas favorable for sampling.
Imaging could also be used to verify the operational or nonoperational status of workspaces at declared facilities to reveal
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potential discrepancies. Furthermore, stand-off detection of Pu
contamination and material hold up are prospective ﬁeld applications, as also proposed by Chichester et al. [13].
It is important to note that the existing camera technology is
suitable for the aforementioned applications, as long as complete
darkness is ensured. Therefore, attention should be paid to
decrease daylight sensitivity of the technique in the future. The
sensor response characteristics play a key role here and should be
tailored for the purpose. The so-called solar blind cameras have a
good rejection of daylight but their quantum efﬁciency overlaps
poorly with the strongest nitrogen emission bands. However,
these cameras have been demonstrated for the purpose [15]. A
novel gallium nitride (GaN) based photocathode is a very promising choice for the detection of alpha emitters since it can exhibit a
good quantum efﬁciency up to 360 nm and then drop rapidly [16].
Together with a carefully designed ﬁltering system, this sensor
could provide both high UV sensitivity and good rejection of
visible light. Currently, the ﬁrst GaN based image intensiﬁers are
commercially available [16].
It is clear that more research and development is needed before
the method can become a standard inspection tool. While it is not an
all-around solution for alpha particle detection yet, it has signiﬁcant
implications related to laboratory analysis of radioactive samples.
First of all, the optical method can deliver quantitative information on
the surface emission rate of a sample if total light shielding is
successfully implemented. Secondly, alpha particles can be detected
even under high gamma background, provided that the sensor is well
protected. Thirdly, it can do so without direct interaction with the
particles, which enables remote measurements and detection
through translucent materials. A dedicated laboratory setup could
take advantage of these features and also ensure light-tightness. This
approach suits to the analysis of medium to high surface activities
and to examination of unknown or potentially dangerous samples,
packed in UV transparent cases.
5. Conclusions
The superimposition of air radioluminescence image on top of a
visible light image is a viable technique to locate and analyze alpha
emitting radioactive sources. The method is shown to be applicable at a nuclear facility for the detection of MBq level emitters in
a standard glovebox. EMCCD, ICCD and conventional CCD camera
technologies have been successfully applied for the purpose, and
the SNR and methods to improve it have been studied. The
ﬁndings show that a sum of short exposures together with onchip binning and optical ﬁltering is a versatile method to image
alpha emitters. It is likely that the rapid development of visibleblind UV sensors will signiﬁcantly advance the applicability of the
method in the near future.
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Stand-Off Radioluminescence Mapping of
Alpha Emitters under Bright Lighting
Johan Sand, Adrian Nicholl, Erich Hrnecek, Harri Toivonen, Juha Toivonen and Kari Peräjärvi

Abstract—Remote detection of alpha emitters is achieved by
measuring the secondary radioluminescence light (air fluorescence) that is induced by alpha particles when absorbed in air.
A telescope was used to collect the radioluminescence photons to
a photomultiplier tube, which is operated in the photon counting
mode. Careful matching of photocathode response and filter passband allows the sensing of a faint radioluminescence emission
in a brightly illuminated environment, which is essential for
operative use. A minimum detectable alpha activity of 4 kBq
was reached at 1 m distance in 10 s time, when ultraviolet-free
lighting is present, and 800 kBq under bright fluorescent lighting.
These sensitivities are realized using an ultra-bialkali and cesiumtelluride photocathodes in the aforementioned environments respectively. The presented approach is a robust and affordable
solution to remotely detect and localize moderate alpha activities
in a field environment, providing a means for automated alpha
contamination mapping. Moreover, it is shown that a signal
increase of more than two orders of magnitude (150-420) can
be achieved in deep ultraviolet (close to 260 nm), if nitrogen or
argon purge are used to enhance the detection.
Index Terms—radioluminescence, air fluorescence, alphaparticle detectors, optical devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Effective detection of alpha contamination is a challenge
for nuclear safety, security and safeguards (3S). Conventional
measurement techniques require direct interaction with alpha
particles, which limits the range of detection to a few centimeters. This constraint can be overcome by utilizing the
radioluminescence light that alpha particles induce in air. The
effect has been known for more than a century now [1],
but only since 2001 it has been applied for remote detection
purposes by several research groups around the world [2]–
[11]. The development of novel, remote alpha detection technologies responds to the increased demand in the fields of 3S.
Topical examples of the need for advanced remote sensing are
decommissioning of nuclear facilities, as well as detection of
radioactive materials at crime scenes [12].
The radioluminescence light of air consists of ultraviolet
(UV) photons which are emitted by nitrogen molecules [13].
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On average, a single 5 MeV alpha particle creates 100 photons
[14] and most of them are observed at the near UV region
between 300 nm and 400 nm [13]. The strongest emission lines
of nitrogen overlap with the spectrum of sunlight and with
typical fluorescent lights, which imposes a strict limitation
to wide application of the technique. For this reason, the
most demonstrations have been performed in a dark operating
environment only. However, light-emitting diode (LED) lamps,
low pressure sodium lamps and selected fluorescent lights have
adequately low UV emission to allow optical alpha detection
in environments which are bright for the human eye. Moreover, the so-called solar blind region shows promise for the
detection under normal illumination [15]. The characteristic
feature of this wavelength region (220-280 nm) is that the
background lighting levels are extremely low. This is explained
by the absorption of solar radiation by ozone in the upper
atmosphere [16], and by glass absorption, which suppresses
deep UV emissions of common light sources.
This work presents a field-capable device that can be used
for radioluminescence mapping in an illuminated environment.
The device is constructed of commercial off-the-shelf components to achieve a high detection efficiency at a moderate
cost. As opposed to several recent alpha imaging studies,
the selected approach is to use a narrow-angle, non-imaging
configuration. This allows a high light throughput for the
optical system and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to be used as
single pixel detector. The device produces radioluminescence
maps by scanning its narrow field-of-view (FOV) over the
user-defined region of interest while recording the photon
count rate point-by-point.
II. D ETECTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The optical system is based on the Galilean telescope design
to achieve a compact length. The telescope was first designed
with a ray-tracing software (FRED, Photon Engineering LLC)
and the final assembly was optimized on an optical bench.
The objective lens has a diameter of 100 mm and all lenses
are made of UV fused silica. The telescope is optimized for
high light throughput, and to operate with standard 25 mm
diameter filters. The filters are placed between the eyepiece
lens and a focusing lens which collects the light onto a PMT
photocathode. Figure 1a shows the telescope on top of a
motorized pan-tilt head which is used for scanning. The raytracing model is shown in Figure 1b to illustrate the locations
of the optical components within the telescope.
The optimization of the filter solution is the key element in the current detector design. Optical alpha particle
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Fig. 1. a) A photograph of the alpha scanning system. The telescope is used for radioluminescence detection while the small camera records visible light
images of the scene. b) The ray-tracing model used for telescope design, directly represents the final assembly. c) The radioluminescence (RL) emission
spectrum of air excited by Am-241 alpha particles is presented [17]. The emissions below 300 nm are weak but not overlapped by normal light sources. The
measured transmittance spectra of filters are shown together with manufacturer-specified quantum efficiency (QE) curves of both PMTs.

detection requires visible light to be heavily attenuated (in
excess of 1010 ) so that the working environment can be kept
illuminated during the measurements. Yet the filter should
provide a high transmittance at selected UV wavelengths to
allow photon counting. Here, this requirement is fulfilled by
utilizing multiple consecutive interference filters to achieve
the desired rejection in the visible region while maintaining
a high transmission of UV light. Two different filter stacks
were developed for different environments. The first stack has
the transmission center wavelength at 335 nm (FF01-340/1225 and 2 x FF01-335/7-25, Semrock Inc) and it can be used
when artificial, UV-free lighting is available. The other filter
set is designed to be used under full fluorescent light and it has
the pass-band close to 260 nm (3 x FF01-260/16-25 , Semrock
Inc). The transmissions of the filter stacks were measured with
a spectrophotometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu Corp.) and they are
shown in Figure 1c. The spectrophotometer’s dynamic range
limits the measurement of stop-band blocking level to 10−6
although the actual value certainly exceeds 10−10 .
The system response depends on the combined efficiency
of the filters and photodetectors. Two different PMTs were
selected to provide a good match for the selected filter sets.

The near UV detection was performed with a novel ultrabialkali (UBA) detector (H10682-210, Hamamatsu), which has
a quantum efficiency (QE) exceeding 30 % for this wavelength
region. Since this photocathode has a high sensitivity also
for visible wavelengths, it is important that sufficient stopband blocking performance is achieved with the filter. A
cesium-telluride photocathode PMT (H11870-09, Hamamatsu)
was used for the detection in deep UV wavelengths. This
photocathode type has a minimal response to wavelengths
above 320 nm, and therefore, it is often referred as a solarblind (SB) detector. The quantum efficiencies are plotted in
Figure 1c to emphasize the relation of detector response and
filter transmittance. In addition to the photocathode material,
the selected PMTs have different size of active area. Therefore,
the SB detector (21 mm diameter) has a slightly wider FOV
of 3.4◦ (full width at half maximum, FWHM) compared to
the UBA detector (8 mm diameter) which has a FOV of 2.5◦
(FWHM), with the telescope used. The angles correspond to
areas of 28 cm2 and 15 cm2 at 1 m distance, respectively.
Both of the PMT modules produce a digital pulse once
a photon is detected. Therefore, a counter input of a dataacquisition card and a custom made LabVIEW program were
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used for data collection. The LabVIEW program also controls
the movement of the pan-tilt system.
III. R ESULTS
A. Device calibration
The performance of alpha particle detection was studied
using well-characterized alpha emitters at the Institute for
Transuranium Elements (ITU, Germany). In total, seven different alpha sources were manufactured for device calibration. The alpha emitter solutions used were calibrated by
evaporating an aliquot of the solution on a stainless steel
disk and measuring it by alpha spectrometry. Calibration of
the alpha spectrometer was done with a certified reference
source (AMR.43, Amersham, UK) in the same geometry. Five
of the samples had Pu-239 as the main active material and
two samples with the highest activity contained Am-241. The
measured activities were 0.11 MBq, 0.28 MBq, 0.52 MBq,
2.8 MBq, and 5.2 MBq for Pu-239 samples, and Am-241
activities were 13 MBq and 36 MBq.
A special chamber, originally designed for UV imaging in
darkness, was used in the calibration. The chamber is integrated to a glovebox and it has a quartz glass window (SQ1,
Sico Technology GmbH) that provides UV transmission to
below 200 nm wavelengths. Despite its good transmission, the
window causes an estimated light loss of 8 % due to reflections
at the interfaces. For the measurements, the planchettes were
positioned so that alpha particles interact with air molecules
only. The first lens of the detector was kept at 1 meter distance
and a counting time of 300 s was used for each sample.
The SB measurements were performed without light shielding,
whereas the UBA system was isolated from ambient lighting
during the experiments.
The measured count rates are shown for UBA detector in
Figure 2a and for SB detector in Figure 2b. The data points are
corrected for detector dark counts and background, which is
present in the SB data only. Moreover, since two radionuclides
with different decay energies were used in the experiments,
the count rates are scaled to equal 5 MeV alpha particles by
using average alpha particle energies for these nuclides (Pu239: 5.15 MeV and Am-241: 5.48 MeV). The scaling is based
on the linear dependance of light yield and energy loss at
these energies [14]. A weighted least-squares linear fit (lscov,
Matlab) was used for the response calibration. The analysis
shows that the sensitivity of UBA detector is 820 cps/MBq
and the measured background with empty chamber was 4 cps.
For the SB detector, the sensitivity is 3.2 cps/MBq, while the
measured background without alpha source was 2.4 cps. The
observed photon count rates increase linearly with the alpha
activity of the source and the goodness of fit (R2 ) exceeds
0.99 for both data sets.
B. Radioluminescence mapping
The presented single pixel detector can be used to obtain radioluminescence maps by moving it with the pan-tilt
mount. These experiments were performed at ITU with the SB
configuration and also at Tampere University of Technology
(TUT, Finland), where UV-free lighting is available and both
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PMTs could be utilized for scanning. At TUT, a collection of
alpha sources with activities of 4.2 kBq, 9.9 kBq, 13 kBq and
32 MBq were used in the experiments.
Figure 3a shows the glovebox-integrated measurement
chamber that was used for device calibration at ITU (section
III-A). In this Figure, the 36 MBq emitter is placed on a foam
stand for a scan demonstration shown in Figure 3b. For the
measurement, the telescope was placed at a distance of 1 m
from the source and it was programmed to scan over the alpha
source with a step resolution of one degree. This step size
allows some overlap of adjacent points since the FOV is 3.4◦
with the SB PMT. The acquisition time per point was 10 s
and the obtained average count rate (cps) is presented with
colored circles. The circles are overlaid with an image taken
with the camera of the scanner system. The experiment was
performed under bright fluorescent lighting (450 lux next to
the alpha source) and notably, the data show minimal response
to the visible light, while the alpha active planchette is clearly
revealed by the secondary UV photons.
In order to compare the performance of the selected photocathodes in radioluminescence detection, the telescope system
was utilized for additional scan experiments at TUT. The
laboratory was equipped with normal fluorescent lighting and
one yellow fluorescent light (Osram, L36W/62 Lumilux Chip
Control) was used for illumination during the measurements
with UBA PMT. This lamp emits very little light at wavelengths below 500 nm [18], [19]. The sample setup is shown
in Figure 4a, where sample 1 is a 9.9 kBq smoke detector
ionizer and sample 2 is a 5 cm long stripe containing an
activity of 32 MBq (both Am-241). The latter is placed into
a gas tight chamber which has a UV fused silica window.
Sample 3 is a diffusively reflective control surface, coated
with Spectralon [20]. It is used to confirm that the ambient
light reflected from the sources is insignificant with respect
to the radioluminescence emission. It should be noted that
these alpha sources were calibrated only by using gamma
spectrometry and they have protective surface layers which
reduce the energy of alpha particles.
Figure 4b and 4c show the scan results with SB and UBA
PMTs, respectively. An integration time of 10 s was used
at each point and the figures show radioluminescence maps,
which are created by cubic interpolation (interp2, Matlab) from
the measured points. As expected, the SB PMT is able to
detect activities in the MBq range without being sensitive to
fluorescent light (220 lux), but it does not resolve the 9.9 kBq
source from the background. In contrast, the UBA PMT offers
much higher signal count rate, but it does not tolerate white
fluorescent light. Therefore, the yellow light (50 lux) was
used for illumination. The combined effect of dark counts
and background under this lamp was 5.7 cps on average (in
the rightmost third of the scan area), which confirms that the
sensitivity for the yellow light is minimal. Moreover, this PMT
was able to detect the 9.9 kBq source, which would be better
resolved with a different color-scaling. The bright spot at (0,7) in both Figures 4b and 4c is a reflection from the high
level source. These specular reflections can be identified either
by polarizing filters or by viewing from another position, but
diffuse components may require that high level sources are
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Fig. 2. a) Photon count rate as function of source activity with the detection system using UBA PMT. The slope of the linear fit is 820 cps/MBq. The measured
detector dark count rate (4 cps) is subtracted from the data points. b) Photon count rate with SB PMT using same sources. The sensitivity is 3.2 cps/MBq
and the combined effect of detector dark counts and background lighting (2.4 cps) is subtracted.

TABLE I
R ELATIVE SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT FACTOR IN NITROGEN AND ARGON

a)

UBA (330-340 nm)
SB (250-270 nm)

b)

Argon

10
150

< 0.2
420

removed before significantly weaker can be detected.
The detection of kBq level activities was investigated in
another experiment with the UBA PMT only. The environment
and scan parameters were kept as before, but two additional
alpha sources (13 kBq and 4.2 kBq) were used instead of the
32 MBq stripe. The result is shown in Figure 5 where two
highest activities are clearly visible but the 4.2 kBq source
is at the detection limit. Also, the contribution of the room
illumination is more clearly observed in this data set.
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Fig. 3. a) A photograph of the glovebox-integrated measurement chamber
containing 36 MBq Am-241 alpha source positioned on stand. A quartz
window provides transmission for deep UV light. b) Radioluminescence scan
over the alpha source from 1 m distance with 1◦ steps and 10 s integration.
The UV count rate is visualized with the colored circles at each measured
point and the points have some overlap since the total field-of-view is 3.4◦ .
The experiment was performed under bright fluorescent lighting with the SB
PMT system.

It is widely known that the radioluminescence emission increases in the absence of oxygen and in noble gases. Therefore,
the detector response was briefly studied in nitrogen and argon,
which are affordable and used in the nuclear industry. The
32 MBq source, shown in Figure 4, was used for this purpose
since it has the required connectors and a gas-tight casing. The
source-to-detector distance was 1 m and the yellow fluorescent
light was used for illumination. The chamber was flushed with
each gas for several minutes before the measurements and
a counting time of 300 s was used with a continuous flow.
A round 10 mm aperture was added in front of the source
for the UBA detector to prevent excessive count rate. The
multiplicative enhancements of the observed net photon count
rates are shown in Table I with respect to normal air.
In nitrogen, the light emission at 337 nm is increased due
to lack of oxygen quenching [13], whereas in the 260 nm
region the signal enhancement is likely related to the emission
spectrum of nitric oxide, which arises from trace amounts of
water in the system. In pure argon, the nitrogen emission at
337 nm is not present, but some photons are still observed
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due to nitrogen impurities in the system. Although argon does
not increase the signal for the UBA PMT, its continuum-like
emission between 200 nm and 270 nm [21] is very pronounced
for the SB detector.
IV. MDA CALCULATION
The minimum detectable activities (MDAs) are presented
in table II. The calculations are based on Currie’s method
[22], when background and sample are measured with 10 s
integration time and background count rates are as in section
III-A. For nitrogen and argon, the MDAs are calculated by
combining the results of sections III-A and III-C. Although
only point sources were used for device calibration, the
response for homogenous surface contamination is estimated
by dividing the point source activities with the area of the
device’s field-of-view at one meter distance. Furthermore, the
calculations suggest that low detection limits of 1-2 Bq/cm2
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Fig. 5. a) Alpha sources imaged under yellow fluorescent light with the
scanning system camera. The samples are 13 kBq (1), 9.9 kBq (2), 4.2 kBq (3),
and a diffusely reflective reference surface (4). b) Individual scanned points
and their average UV count rates are visualized. The scan was performed
with the UBA PMT and 10 s integration. c) The raster of measured points
was interpolated with 0.25◦ grid resolution to create a radioluminescence map.

100

Fig. 4. a) Alpha sources imaged with the scanning system camera. The Am241 activities are 9.9 kBq (1) and 32 MBq (2). Sample (3) is a control surface
for reflected light. b) The above scene was scanned using SB PMT at 1 m
distance with 1◦ steps and 10 s integration per point. The scan data were
interpolated with grid resolution of 0.25◦ and the final radioluminescence
map is presented. c) Radioluminescence map with similar parameters using
UBA PMT. The 9.9 kBq source gives a weak signal at (-10,0), but it is not
well-resolved next to the three orders of magnitude more active source. A
specular reflection of source (2) is seen on the table surface at (0,-7).
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TABLE II
MDA ESTIMATES AT 1 M DISTANCE

UBA
SB

Air

Nitrogen

Argon

4 / 0.3
800 / 30

0.4 / 0.03
6 / 0.2

2 / 0.07

kBq / kBq/cm2
kBq / kBq/cm2

are within the reach of both PMTs if a long integration time
of 3 h and a suitable gas environment (UBA: N2 , SB: Ar) are
used to enhance the detection. However, the detection of low
activities is subject to stability of PMT dark count rate and
changes in ambient illumination.
V. D ISCUSSION
The results presented in this study demonstrate that faint
radioluminescence emissions can be exploited for the remote
sensing of alpha sources in a brightly illuminated environment.
The goal of the work is to seek options to adapt the technique
to the prevalent conditions at nuclear and other facilities
to advance translation into operative use. The light sources
used in this work are among the most challenging for the
technique if direct sunlight (high brightness) and dedicated UV
lamps (spectral overlap) are not considered. Importantly, white
fluorescent lights are common and they can be replaced with
yellow alternatives to obtain more sensitivity for the method.
Furthermore, the structure of the demonstration device allows
rapid adaptation to any illumination by selecting the filter and
PMT accordingly. In short, the sensitivity can be increased for
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detection in dim environments and more tolerance for visible
light can be achieved at the cost of reduced sensitivity.
The tolerance for visible light was achieved by stacking
interference filters to create sufficient blocking of out-of-band
wavelengths. However, the filter stacks are not suited for imaging due to multiple reflective layers, and therefore, they are
best used with a narrow FOV telescope. A telescope enables
high light-throughput and is well-suited for rapid inspection
of small areas and items, but screening applications require
time. The duration of a scan can be calculated by summing
the integration time and settling time of the pan-tilt head (13 s) and then multiplying with the number of measurement
points. Thus, the combination of integration time, scanning
method, and FOV should be optimized in future works.
The scanning procedure is undoubtedly slow because of
the narrow FOV of the telescope, but on the other hand, an
industrial solar blind camera (DayCor SuperB, Ofil Ltd, Israel)
has only slightly wider FOV of 5◦ x 3.75◦ than the telescope
used here (3.4◦ diameter with SB PMT). This camera was
used by Ivanov et al. [15] to demonstrate the detection of two
adjacent 50 kBq alpha sources at 3 m distance with 500 s
acquisition, but more data would be beneficial for the analysis
of detection limits. When compared with in situ measurements
at nuclear facilities with UV-sensitive cameras [4], [11], the SB
scanning system delivers similar detection performance in the
MBq range, but without time consuming light shielding efforts.
The limitation of solar blind techniques is that they can be
applied only in an open space whereas UV-sensitive scientificgrade cameras enable imaging through most materials that
provide at least some transmission of UV light.
To date, the most advanced wide-angle detector operating in near UV wavelengths is called Multi-spectral Imaging System for the Detection of Radiological Contamination
(MISDORC) [7]. It is an alpha imaging prototype utilizing
multipixel PMTs and a diagonal FOV of 34◦ . Detection of a
21 kBq alpha source has been demonstrated with this system
at 1.5 m distance in 10 s integration time with a good
signal-to-background ratio. The prototype has an absorptive
filter (UG11, Schott AG) which provides broad transmission
(275-375 nm) for several nitrogen emission peaks, but it is
also susceptible to even dim LED lighting [23]. Using the
relative intensities of nitrogen emissions [24] and manufacturer
specifications of the UG11 filter, a signal increase by a factor
of 4 for the UBA PMT can be estimated. Furthermore, by
utilizing continuous pan at 1.5 m distance with 4 cm/s speed
on target, the FOV of MISDORC (0.66 m x 0.66 m) could be
scanned with the center FOV of 1.5◦ in less than five minutes.
This ensures a minimum integration time of 1 s on every
point of the surface. Considering the enhanced transmission
of the filter and losses due to increased distance, a detection
limit of 9 kBq for point sources can be expected. The main
conclusion of the comparison is that a wide FOV is beneficial
for screening purposes but filters suited for imaging are not
readily available with desired characteristics.
The effective stand-off detection range of optical detection
systems is defined by the photon flux intensity of the radiation source, ambient optical background, and the intrinsic
background of the detector. At ground level, the atmospheric
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transmission of UV light is sufficient for long range detection
at distances of at least hundreds of meters [16]. Therefore, the
presented technique is capable of detecting alpha sources at
distances much greater than 1 m, provided that the activities
are high enough to compensate the photon flux reduction due
to geometric scaling (1/R2 ), as shown in previous studies
[3], [5]. It should be noted that the range benefit can be of
interest in the detection of other radiations too, since beta
particles and gamma rays also cause radioluminescence in the
atmosphere. However, their detection is challenging since the
energy loss per unit length is significantly smaller than that of
alpha particles. Advanced systems for long distance detection
with alpha, beta, and gamma sources are presented by Cousins
and Haslip in [5].
In the nuclear field, automated alpha scanning is well
suited for initial inspection of facilities and installations during decommissioning. Furthermore, the capability to measure through transparent materials enables alpha screening
of gloveboxes and some shielded cells from outside the
containment [25], provided that the material characteristics are
favorable for detection wavelengths close to 400 nm. For these
applications, the feasibility has to be investigated separately at
each site. Optical monitoring as described in this paper could
benefit procedures for the handling of contaminated materials
or open sources. In security applications, it could be used
for crime scene investigations and radiological reconnaissance
during severe incidents. For these purposes, integration to a
robotic system is a feasible option, since the system can be
made compact and relatively inexpensive.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Radioluminescence mapping with a scanning PMT system
is an effective method to localize alpha contamination. The
results presented in this paper show that point sources of 4
kBq, or homogenous surface contamination of 300 Bq/cm2 ,
can be detected under UV-free lighting from 1 m distance
in 10 s time. It is also shown that the solar blind region
enables detection of MBq activities under bright fluorescent
lighting with similar parameters. These detection limits can
be significantly enhanced by extending the integration time
and by applying a nitrogen or argon purge. If a reduced
spatial resolution is acceptable, the sensitivity for homogenous
surface contamination could also be improved by increasing
the field-of-view of the optical system. The demonstrated
scanning system is affordable when compared with scientificgrade UV cameras and its application is straightforward since
light shielding requirements are not stringent. Furthermore, the
number of peripheral devices is low and it can be operated with
little training.
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With conventional methods, samples containing alpha-particle-emitting nuclides are difﬁcult to detect
and characterize from distances greater than a few centimetres. One promising technique is to observe
alpha particles indirectly by utilizing alpha-induced ultraviolet (UV) photons. While absorbing in air,
the energy of alpha particles is transferred to atmospheric molecules, leading to their ionization and
excitation. In this work, UV photons generated in the relaxation of nitrogen molecules were used to
trigger a gamma-ray spectrometer. This UV approach allows the focusing of gamma-ray measurements
on a certain point containing alpha emitters. The present paper demonstrates that the new measurement principle works and has the potential to be developed for both in-ﬁeld and laboratory
applications.
& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Alpha decay primarily populates states with low excitation
energy. Therefore, the resulting gamma photons are of low
energy, and low-energy photons are easily masked by background
radiation. Reliable alpha spectroscopy requires laboratory measurements in vacuum and advanced alpha spectrum deconvolution software [1,2]. In addition, the quality of the sample is
crucial, and destructive chemical pre-processing is needed [3].
With an alpha–gamma coincidence approach, the requirements
for the sample quality can be loosened [4]. However, this
technique is also limited by the range of alpha particles in air.
As a result, these isotopes are difﬁcult to detect and identify from
distances greater than a few centimeters.
A promising technique for detecting alpha-particle-emitting
radionuclides is to measure secondary UV radiation [5]. This
radiation is produced when alpha particles are absorbed in air.
Each alpha particle generates several UV photons that travel long
distances in the air. Unfortunately, two problematic issues
remain. First, although photomultipliers provide the best sizeto-noise ratio of optical photon detectors, the dark count rate is
still relatively high, even in complete darkness [6,7]. Second, the
energy of the UV photons does not depend on the energy of the
absorbed alpha particle, making identiﬁcation of the nuclides
impossible.
In this work, we demonstrate how these problems can be overcome by combining UV detection with gamma-ray measurement.
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Initial tests for this UV–gamma coincidence technique are carried out
in both natural- and high-gamma backgrounds. For comparison, the
same measurements are repeated with a singles gamma detector,
singles UV detector and UV-gated gamma detector. In addition, the
possibility to use UV to focus a gamma measurement on a single
point in the presence of multiple alpha-particle-emitting sources is
investigated.

2. Alpha-induced UV
When alpha particles travel in air, the Coulombic interaction
with electrons leads to the ionization of atmospheric molecules.
Furthermore, part of the initial alpha particle energy is transferred
to the kinetic energy of the ionization-induced free electrons,
which in turn produce more ionization and lead to the excitation
of atmospheric molecules. Part of these excited states decay by
radiating photons, which can be observed as a faint optical
emission in the vicinity of an alpha emitter. The excitation
mechanism is very similar to that in the northern lights.
Most of the alpha-induced light is emitted in the near-UV
region between 300 and 400 nm [8]. This is due to nitrogen
molecules, the ﬂuorescence properties of which are well known
and have been investigated by several authors [9,10]. Fluorescence emission wavelengths of diatomic nitrogen are determined
by the electronic, vibrational and rotational states of the molecule. Under normal atmospheric conditions and after collisional
excitation, the 2P and 1N band systems are usually observed.
These consist of vibronic (electronic–vibrational) transitions of
neutral and ionized nitrogen, respectively. The most intense band
heads are at wavelengths of 316, 337, 358 and 391 nm [10].
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The ﬂuorescence radiation from nitrogen is effectively
quenched by atmospheric oxygen and water vapor [9,10]. Consequently, the reported ﬂuorescence efﬁciencies for alpha particles
are on the order of 10  5 in air [11]. However, if a pure nitrogen or
noble gas environment is introduced to the measurement, the
ﬂuorescence yield will be signiﬁcantly higher [7,9]. About 30–120
photons in total can be expected when a 5.5 MeV alpha particle is
fully absorbed in air [12]. It is difﬁcult to determine the ﬂuorescence yields precisely in different gaseous environments. Such
studies are underway, but they are out of the scope of the
present paper.

The number of emitted photons depends on the source activity
(a), gamma-ray emission probability (yg ) and measurement time
(t). In a singles gamma spectrum, the peak area (Ag ) is simply the
number of gamma rays emitted by the source multiplied by the
detection efﬁciency (eg ):
Ag ¼ ayg eg t g

ð4Þ

In alpha-gated gamma measurement, only those photons are
accepted that are detected simultaneously with an alpha particle.
Thus, the peak area (Aag ) also depends on the alpha-particle
detection efﬁciency (ea ):
Aag ¼ ayag eg ea t ag

3. Methods used in the analysis

Combining Eq. 4 and 5, and knowing that yag ¼ yg for nuclides
that only decay through alpha-particle emission, ea can be
expressed as

3.1. Comparison of the measurements through peak signiﬁcance
Two measurements can be compared by calculating the ratio
of the peak signiﬁcances (S). S¼1 refers to the a posteriori decision
level according to Currie [13]. An increase in peak signiﬁcance
indicates that the method is more capable of distinguishing small
peaks from the background. For two measurements (measurement 0 and measurement 1), the ratio of the peak signiﬁcances is
S1
A1 =A0
s¼
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S0
B1 =B0

ð1Þ

Here, A0 and A1 are the areas of the same peak in measurement
0 and 1. B0 and B1 refer to the background areas in the energy
domain of the peaks. Thus, to increase the capability to detect
small peaks, we must increase the ratio of the peak area to the
square root of the background area.
To compare the relative power of two different measurement
types, we are interested in the ratio of the peak signiﬁcances
when an equal acquisition time is used. This can be done even if
the initial acquisition times of the two measurements differ. To
calculate this ratio r, both Ai and Bi must be normalized with the
measurement time t i :
m
r ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
n

ð2Þ

where
m¼

A1 t 0
B1 t 0
and n ¼
A0 t 1
B0 t 1

ð5Þ

ð3Þ

Note that the ratio r deﬁned in this way only depends on the
count rates, and is thus independent of the measurement times. If
the measurements 0 and 1 are equally long, ratios r and s are
identical.
When only relative values of the peak signiﬁcance are used,
the method for determining the areas A and B is arbitrary as long
as the same method is used for each spectrum. For the gammaray measurements in this study, the peak areas A were obtained
by analyzing the spectra with Aatami radionuclide analysis software [14]. The software estimates the true peak area by ﬁtting.
The background area B is simply the number of counts at a
1.5–3.0 FWHM distance from the peak center i.e. the sum of
counts between 56.0–57.8 keV and 61.3–63.1 keV for a 59.5 keV
Am-241 peak.
3.2. Detection efﬁciency from coincidence measurement
By using the coincidence technique, the detection efﬁciency
for an alpha-particle measurement can be calculated from the
peak areas in an alpha-gated gamma measurement and singles
gamma measurement. No knowledge of the source is required.
Therefore, the uncertainties related to the activity of the source
do not contribute to the calculated alpha efﬁciency.

ea ¼

Aag t g
Ag t ag

ð6Þ

3.3. Background categories in alpha-gated gamma-ray spectra
The background in alpha-gated gamma measurements is
caused by events in true coincidence (Btrue ) and by events in
random coincidence (Brandom ):
B ¼ Btrue þBrandom

ð7Þ

Background events in true coincidence can be further divided
into two categories (B1,2 ) and events in random coincidence into
four categories (B1,2,3,4 ) with different origins. The ﬁrst category,
B1 , for both true and random background describes the background originating from the source itself. The second category, B2 ,
is fully independent of the source, and it consists of counts caused
by the external radiation or detector noise. The categories B3 and
B4 represent the random coincidences between the signal from
the source and the signals of external origin; the B3 background is
produced when the source triggers the alpha detector and the
gamma detector instantaneously sees an external gamma photon.
B4 originates, for example, from the random coincidence of alpha
detector noise and gamma radiation from the source.
Formally, the equations for the background in true and random coincidence can be written as
Btrue ¼ caS ySag eSa eSg t þae yeag eea eeg t
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
B1

ð8Þ

B2

and
Brandom ¼ ðaS ySa eSa ÞðaS ySg eSg Þtt þ ðae yea eea Þðae yeg eeg Þtt
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
B1

B2

þ ðaS ySa eSa Þðae yeg eeg Þtt þðae yea eea ÞðaS ySg eSg Þtt
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
B3

ð9Þ

B4

Here, c is a gamma-detector-speciﬁc constant, a is the activity,
of which a portion y takes place through a particular emission,
and e is the detection efﬁciency. The superscripts S and e refer to
the source and external radiation, respectively. The subscript a in
the branching ratios (y) denotes alpha-particle emission, g
gamma-photon emission and ag alpha-particle emission followed
by a gamma-photon emission (true coincidence). In efﬁciencies,
the subscripts a and g specify the detector type. t is the
coincidence resolving time, which is proportional to the length
of the gate pulse t is the acquisitio n time.
The most dominant baseline type depends on the measurement. The external baseline typically dominates in singles gamma
measurement without a proper lead shield. In contrast, the
detection of alpha particles from external sources is easy to
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prevent in alpha-gated gamma measurement due to the short
range of alpha particles. Therefore, the background categories
depending on eea are typically close to zero (B2 and B4 ). In a gated
measurement, the baseline categories in random coincidence
(Brandom ) also depend on the coincidence resolving time t. Thus,
by using a small enough gate time, these categories become
negligible. The only category that cannot be decreased by the
coincidence technique is B1,true .

4. Measurements
The measurement setup consists of a UV- and gamma-photon
detection system. The UV detector is enclosed inside a cardboard
box (600  250  220 mm2) together with the radioactive sources.
The box is needed to shield the UV detector against external light.
During the measurements, the box is connected to a supply of
pure nitrogen providing a constant ﬂow rate of 15 dm3/min.
Before measurements, the count rates recorded by the UV
detector were monitored to verify the saturation of the nitrogen
concentration inside the box. Pure nitrogen was used to enhance
the UV signal, but the effect of room air on the signal was also
tested. The gamma detector is located outside the light shield. The
geometry of the measurement setup without the light shield is
presented in Fig. 1.
A channel photomultiplier (MH-982P, Perkin Elmer) with a
low-noise bialkali photocathode is used to detect the alphainduced UV emission. The manufacturer’s stated value for
quantum efﬁciency of this detector is 18% at 410 nm and the quartz
glass window has a high transmission down to 165 nm. The
diameter of the window is 8.5 mm. The channel structure enables
photon counting with a measured average dark count rate of less
than 2 counts per second. The collection efﬁciency of the system is
further improved with a 50.8 mm diameter lens (LA4464, Thorlabs),
which guides incoming UV rays to the photocathode with a focal
length of 60 mm. The internal transmission of this UV-fused silica
lens is better than 90% at relevant wavelengths, and reﬂection losses
of about 4% are expected on both surfaces. The photomultiplier tube
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is operated in the photon counting regime (2400 V), and after
detecting a photon, an 8 ms step signal is passed to a pulse counter
and to the gate of the gamma detection system.
The gamma detection system consists of a coaxial HPGe
detector (30% efﬁciency), preampliﬁer, linear ampliﬁer and multichannel analyzer. During the experiment, a 1.5 ms shaping time
was chosen as a trade-off between the spectrum resolution and
anomalies on high count rates. A longer shaping time also
increases the length of the gate pulse required, resulting in a
higher probability for random UV-gamma coincidences. Depending on the measurement, the multichannel analyzer is set to
record either all pulses or only those pulses in coincidence with
the gate signal.
The properties of the radioactive sources used in the measurements are presented in Table 1 and their positions during the
measurements in Fig. 1. The source S is the actual source of
interest, and it is located in the focus of the UV detection system.
Am-241 emits 59.5 keV gamma photons in coincidence with
5.5 MeV alpha particles. The gamma branching ratios of the other
nuclides present in the source S are negligible, and they can
therefore be considered as pure alpha emitters. Note that not all
sources were in use in every measurement.
The following measurements with different measurement setups
were performed:
1. Singles UV. In these measurements, the gamma detector was
not utilized; instead, the performance of the UV detection
system was tested alone. During the measurements, the cardboard box was either ﬁlled with pure nitrogen or normal room
air. The measurements were performed both with and without
the source S to evaluate the signal and the background.
2. UV–g coincidence in natural gamma-ray background. The sample
S was measured with the UV–g coincidence setup in natural
gamma background. Fig. 2b presents the UV-gated gamma
spectrum obtained in a measurement of 3903 s, and Fig. 2a the
corresponding singles gamma spectrum. The singles gamma
measurement was stopped after 702 s of acquisition, since the
59.5 keV peak of Am-241 was already clearly visible. The deadtime of the measurements was less than 1%.
3. UV–g coincidence in an increased gamma-ray background. The
measurement described above was repeated in an elevated
gamma background by adding the source G next to the gamma
detector. Fig. 3 presents the measured gamma-ray spectrum
without (a) and with (b) the UV gate. Due to the high gamma
count rate, the dead-time of the measurements was almost 10%.
4. UV–g coincidence in the presence of multiple alpha sources. To
test the ability to focus gamma-ray measurements in a single
point by using a UV gate, two extra Am-241 sources (A1 and
A2) were added near the source S. The measurement was
repeated both with and without the UV gate.
5. Blank. A singles gamma-ray measurement and UV-gated
gamma-ray measurement were also performed without any

Table 1
Activities of the sources used in the measurements.
Source

Isotope

Activity (Bq)

S

Am-241
Pu-239
Cm-244
Ba-133
Cs-137
Co-60
Am-241
Am-241

17207 130
18907 140
5927 55
 90,000
 300,000
 30,000
 10,000
 10,000

G
Fig. 1. Geometry of the measurement setup. S, G, A1 and A2 refer to sources
described in Table 1, and they were only used in some measurements. The box
used for light shielding is illustrated with transparent walls. The distances are in
millimeters with an uncertainty of 7 1 mm.

A1
A2
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radioactive sources. In these background measurements, a
10 min acquisition time was used.

is given as the total number of counts from 10 to 300 keV due to the
marginal number of counts in the gated spectrum.
5.1. Source detection with the UV detector alone

5. Analyses
Table 2 presents the Am-241 59.5 keV peak and baseline areas in
the spectra. In singles UV measurements, the signal is the recorded
number of counts minus the count rate without the source. The UV
baseline areas were obtained from blank measurements. In a blank
singles-gamma and UV-gated gamma measurement, the background

100

Counts

t = 701.6 s

Am−241
59.5 keV

80
60
40
20
0
15

t = 3903.2 s

Am−241
59.5 keV

10
Counts

5.2. Inﬂuence of the UV gate on peak signiﬁcance

5

0

According to the tests carried out with the UV detector alone,
the UV detection system clearly detected the source S. In nitrogen,
the 4200 Bq source at a distance of 157 mm from the detector
optics produced a UV signal over 150 times greater than the
background signal measured without the source. Even in air, the
signal was still clearly detectable, being over 30 times the background count rate. Chamber gas had no inﬂuence on the background signal of the UV photomultiplier tube.
Excellent alpha detection efﬁciency can be obtained by measuring secondary UV radiation. The probability of detecting a
single alpha decay with the UV detector was calculated to be
0.03670.005 in nitrogen. The calculation was performed according to Eq. (6) by dividing the count rate at the 59.5 keV Am-241
peak in the gated gamma spectrum with the rate at the same peak
in the singles spectrum. The calculated efﬁciency agrees with the
value estimated by dividing the count rate of the UV detector
with the total activity of the source. In air, the probability of
detecting a single alpha decay was estimated to be 0.006 70.001.
The high efﬁciency in nitrogen is caused by the large number of
UV photons produced per alpha decay. For comparison, the solid
angle of the lens from the source was only 0.08 sr (fractional area
0.006).

56

57

58

59
60
Energy, E (keV)

61

62

63

Fig. 2. Am-241 spectra measured in a natural gamma-ray background. (a) Singles
gamma-ray spectrum. (b) UV-gated gamma-ray spectrum. For details, see Table 2.

Table 3 compares the peak areas in UV-gated and singles
gamma measurement. In all measurements involving the UV gate,
the baseline was reduced more than the peak. Thus, the signal-tonoise ratio was always enhanced (m=n 41). This clearly shows that
the UV gate is capable of discriminating the background. On the
other hand, using the UV gate did not always increase the peak
signiﬁcance. In a natural background, the UV gate slightly reduced
the peak signiﬁcance. When the background level was increased
with external gamma-ray emitting sources and the measurement
was repeated, the use of the UV gate almost doubled the peak

6000
t = 7362 s

Ba−133
53.2 keV

Am−241
59.5 keV

Counts

5500
5000
4500
25

Counts

20

t = 7362 s

Am−241
59.5 keV

15
10
5
0

52

54

56

58
60
Energy, E (keV)

62

64

66

68

Fig. 3. Am-241 spectra measured in a high gamma-ray background generated with external sources. (a) Singles gamma-ray spectrum. (b) UV-gated gamma-ray spectrum.
For details, see Table 2.
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Table 2
Acquisition real time (t), peak area (A) and baseline area (B) in different measurements.
Sources

Measurement type

t (s)

A

A/t (1/s)

B

B/t (1/s)

S
S
S
S
–
–
S,G
S,G
S,A1,A2
S,A1,A2

Singles UV (in air)
Singles UV (in N2)
Singles g
UV–g coincidence
Singles g
UV–g coincidence
Singles g
UV–g coincidence
Singles g
UV–g coincidence

60
60
702
3903
600
600
7362
7362
604
2762

1510 739
7485 7 87
7067 43
144 713
0
0
4984 7 1994
249 721
14210 7 130
119 711

25.2 7 0.6
125 7 1
1.01 70.06
0.037 70.003
0
0
0.77 0.3
0.034 70.003
23.5 7 0.2
0.043 70.004

49 7 7
48 7 7
2 039 7 45
17 7 4
118 410 7 340
472
334 932 7 580
213 7 15
2487 7 50
10 7 3

0.8 70.1
0.8 70.1
2.91 70.06
0.004 70.001
197.4 70.6
0.007 70.003
45.49 70.08
0.029 70.002
4.12 70.08
0.004 70.001

Table 3
Ratios of different quantities between alpha-gated and singles gamma-ray
spectra: m denotes peak areas, n baseline areas, m/n signal-to-noise ratios, and
r peak signiﬁcances. The values have been calculated from the data in Table 2
according to Eqs. (2) and (3).
Measurement setup

m

n

m/n

r

Natural background
High background

0.037
0.047

0.0015
0.00064

24
74

0.95
1.9

signiﬁcance. Furthermore, the non-linear baseline caused by the
external gamma emitters reduced the reliability of the Am-241
peak area analysis in singles gamma spectrum. In the UV-gated
spectrum, the nonlinearity of the baseline stayed negligible.
The dominating baseline in UV gated measurement depends
on the intensity of the background (see Eqs. 7–9). In an increased
gamma background, the baseline categories in random coincidence (B3 in particular) dominate. Thus, the UV gate can effectively reduce the background. According to the measurements
performed without any sources, the UV gate reduces the external
random background by a factor of 30,000. In a natural gamma
background, the external background also dominates in the
singles spectrum, but is not drastically larger than the baseline
caused by the Compton continuum of the peak of interest. Since
the coincidence technique has no inﬂuence on B1,true , the UV gate
reduces the baseline more effectively in a high-gamma background than in a natural gamma background.
5.3. Source location
The source-locating capability of an uncollimated gamma-ray
detector is poor. When two extra Am-241 sources were added
next to the germanium detector, the count rate on the 59.5-keV
peak became 21 times higher. The activity of the extra sources
was about 10 times higher compared to the activity of the original
Am-241 source of interest. Thus, the gamma detector equally
measured radiation from all sources present.
The UV-gated gamma-ray detector allowed the gamma-ray
measurement to be focused on a single point. With the UV gate,
the extra sources increased the count rate on the 59.5 keV peak
only by about 20% compared to the measurement performed
without the extra sources. The random coincidence rate is
estimated to be 0.02 c/s by using B3 in Eq. (9). This upper limit
estimate has been obtained by using the length of the gate pulse
as the coincidence resolving time (t ¼8 ms), and it corresponds to
an increase of about 60% in the Am-241 peak area. Therefore, the
random coincidences between the alpha particles from the source
of interest and gamma rays from the extra sources fully account

for the detected increase on the 59.5 keV peak count rate in the
UV-gated spectrum.

6. Enhancement of the setup
The measurement setup used in the experiments was far from
optimal. In particular, the background signal could be reduced in
various ways. First, the gate time was longer than required. With
the very same equipment, the gate time could be reduced from
8 ms to 1 ms without affecting the peak resolution or the risk of
losing real pulses. Second, since the calibration source S contained
three different isotopes (see Table 1), only about 40% of the alpha
particles triggering the gate originated from Am-241. Therefore,
using a pure Am-241 source would result in a lower background.
These two changes alone would cut the most dominant background category (B3 ) by a factor of 20. Consequently, the peak
signiﬁcance of a gated spectrum may become over four times
higher.
By using different measurement equipment, the background
level could be further decreased. A germanium detector with
larger peak-to-Compton ratio would reduce the B1,true background
that cannot be inﬂuenced by the coincidence technique. Using a
photomultiplier with a lower dark count rate would only have a
minor effect, since the pulse rate caused by the dark counts was
already low compared to the pulse rate caused by the source.
The total signal level could be easily improved by increasing
the UV detection efﬁciency (see Eq. (5)). With a larger lens and
photomultiplier tube with a larger entrance window, the UV
detection efﬁciency could be easily improved by a factor of ﬁve.
On the other hand, the quantum efﬁciency of the photomultiplier
tube was only 18%, which is about half of the quantum efﬁciency
of the best tubes on the market [15]. Since the UV signal
measured in nitrogen was about 5 times higher than the UV
signal measured in air, these changes would allow the peak
signiﬁcances now measured in nitrogen to be achieved in normal
room air. Note that the equipment required to achieve these
improvements is available off-the-shelf. Although the gamma
detector used was not efﬁcient for Am-241 gamma rays, it has
no inﬂuence on the relative results presented in this article, since
it equally affects the singles and gated measurements.

7. Discussion and conclusions
The UV gate focuses the gamma-ray measurement on a single
point, rejecting gamma radiation coming from other sources in
the surroundings of the detector. Triggering the gamma detector
with UV photons was shown to reduce the gamma-ray background. In the presence of a high gamma background, the peak
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signiﬁcance for alpha-particle-emitting radionuclides was larger
in a UV-gated gamma-ray spectrum than in a singles gamma-ray
spectrum measured with the same geometry. Therefore, the use
of the UV gate helps in detecting small activities.
Even though the measurements were performed in complete
darkness and in pure nitrogen, the technique has the potential to
be developed for practical applications. Calculations showed that
comparable performance could also be achieved in normal room
air. In addition, by ﬁltering the wavelength of the recorded UV
radiation, the measurements could also be performed in dim LED
lighting. An ideal optical alpha-detection ﬁlter would transmit the
most intense emissions of nitrogen ﬂuorescence spectrum at 316,
337 and 358 nm. Furthermore, this ﬁlter should have a superb
blocking in the visible region. Suitable ﬁlters are commercially
available off-the-shelf (for example Semrock FF01-320/40) or can
be ordered custom made. This opens up the possibility to build
portable devices relying on this technique.
Because the number of counts per second remains low in the
coincidence measurement, the method is better suited for source
characterization than for searching. On the other hand, when no
isotope-speciﬁc information is needed, alpha detection based on
UV alone works well. Thus, the UV signal could ﬁrst be used to
ﬁnd locations containing alpha-emitting isotopes. Then, when
these locations are found, the UV–gamma coincidence technique
could be used for detailed analysis of the isotopes. The analyses
can be performed in normal air pressure, simplifying both
laboratory and in-ﬁeld measurements.
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Fluorescence-Assisted Gamma Spectrometry for
Surface Contamination Analysis
Sakari Ihantola, Johan Sand, Kari Peräjärvi, Juha Toivonen, and Harri Toivonen

Abstract—A fluorescence-based alpha-gamma coincidence
spectrometry approach has been developed for the analysis
of alpha-emitting radionuclides. The thermalization of alpha
particles in air produces UV light, which in turn can be detected
over long distances. The simultaneous detection of UV and
gamma photons allows detailed gamma analyses of a single spot
of interest even in highly active surroundings. Alpha particles
can also be detected indirectly from samples inside sealed plastic
bags, which minimizes the risk of cross-contamination. The
position-sensitive alpha-UV-gamma coincidence technique reveals
the presence of alpha emitters and identifies the nuclides ten times
faster than conventional gamma spectrometry.
Index Terms—Alpha-induced UV, coincidence technique, focused gamma measurement.

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

SOTOPES emitting alpha radiation pose a special safety
and security concern in the proliferation of nuclear
weapons, reactor accidents or through their direct criminal
use [1]–[3]. Conventional techniques for the detection of alpha
emitters are usually inefficient for two reasons. First, alpha
particles are difficult to measure and analyze. Due to the
short range of alpha particles in air, either the alpha detector
must be very close to the source (around 1 cm) or a sample
must be taken and measured in a vacuum. Distinguishing
isotopes such as 239 Pu and 240 Pu is challenging, even in
laboratory measurements for chemically prepared samples [4],
[5]. Second, the gamma radiation produced in the decay is
often weak and mainly of low energy. The detection of freshly
purified materials cannot rely on progenies emitting intense
gamma radiation. Low-energy gamma spectrometry is further
complicated due to the presence of photons originating from
other unstable nuclides.
These complications can be partly overcome by using an
alpha detector to trigger a gamma measurement. In this alphagamma coincidence technique, only those gamma photons
that are detected simultaneously with an alpha particle are
recorded. The alpha-gated gamma spectra are almost free
from external background, i.e., the gate rejects the gamma
rays originating from beta-active isotopes in the source or
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surroundings. Thus, gamma rays with the smallest yields are
also detectable [6]. The alpha-gamma coincidence technique
is not restricted to chemically prepared samples. However, the
large stopping power of alpha particles in media between the
contaminated surface and the detector limits the geometry of
the conventional alpha-gamma technique.
In the present work, we resolve the alpha-particle range
issue by using UV radiation to trigger the gamma measurement. The general principle of this UV-gamma coincidence
approach has been presented in Ref. [7]. When absorbed in
air, each alpha particle generates several UV photons within
a time interval of 5 ns. These UV photons can be detected
over long distances (see also [8]–[12]). The only criterion is a
line-of-sight from the UV detector to the air where the alpha
particles are absorbed. The fluorescent light is mainly emitted
by molecular nitrogen at wavelengths of 316, 337, 358, 380
and 391 nm [13]. The energy of these UV photons does not
depend on the energy of the alpha particle. The number of
UV photons produced is generally considered to be directly
proportional to the energy absorbed in air [10].
II. E XPERIMENT
A. Measurement setup
The UV-gamma coincidence setup is presented in Fig. 1.
Unlike in the earlier experiments conducted in total darkness
and in nitrogen surroundings [7], all measurements in this
work were performed in dim red LED lighting and in normal
room air. The LED lights enabled untroubled operation in the
laboratory, and also the photograph in Fig. 1 has been taken
in this lighting. The temperature and pressure of the air were
not monitored during the experiment, but the conditions were
close to SATP (25 ◦ C, 100 kPa).
The optical photons used for the detection of alpha particles were collected with an objective and recorded with a
channel photomultiplier (PMT, MP-1982P, Perkin Elmer). The
objective consisted of two UV fused silica plano-convex lenses
(75 mm & 50 mm, Thorlabs) and a broadband UV-transmitting
filter (UG11, Schott Glass). This detector-filter combination
maintains a good sensitivity in the near-UV region while
suppressing most of the visible light. The discrimination level
of the photomultiplier was optimized for photon counting, and
it exhibited only few dark counts per second due to the low
noise characteristic of the channel structure. The last part of
the optical detection system was a gate generator that was
triggered upon the detection of a photon to produce a 1.0 µs
gate signal for the gamma detector.
The gamma detection system consisted of a broad-energy
germanium detector (HPGe, crystal diameter 70 mm and
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thickness 20 mm), a preamplifier, a linear amplifier and two
multichannel analyzers. During the experiments, the amplifier
shaping time was 1.0 µs. One multichannel analyzer (MCA)
was set to record all gamma pulses, whereas the other MCA
accepted only those pulses in coincidence with the UV signal.
The UV-gate technique was investigated by measuring a
weak 241 Am source (50 Bq) in high gamma background. The
active area of the 241 Am source had a diameter of 5 mm, and
it was located in the focus of the UV detection system. The
distance from the source to the closest lens of the UV detector
and entrance window of the gamma detector was 100 mm. It
should be noted that the range of 241 Am alpha particles in air is
only about 40 mm. To generate an elevated gamma background
typical of safeguards measurements, a 133 Ba source of 76 kBq
was set to a distance of 80 mm from the germanium detector.
B. Analyses
The analyses were based on measurements of 40 h performed both with and without the 241 Am source. Measurements without the source were performed to determine the
background level. Due to the high gamma background, the
extra background caused by the 241 Am source was negligible. The gamma spectrum analyses were based on the
59.5 keV gamma photons of 241 Am emitted in coincidence
with 5.5 MeV alpha particles. For the analyses, the number
of counts at an energy range 1.25 times the peak’s FWHM
(Full-Width at Half-Maximum) was summed. The peak area
within this range covers 85.9% of the full peak.
The statistical detection limit analyses were performed with
Currie’s method [14]. In the analysis, a 5% risk level for
type I (false positive) and type II (false negative) errors was
used in the calculation of Currie’s critical limit (Lc ), peak
significance and the minimum detectable activity (MDA). The
peak significance is determined as the ratio of the peak area
to Lc .
III. R ESULTS
A. Singles UV measurement
Even though the LED lighting caused a significant background level of 58 counts per second (c/s), the UV detector
alone was capable of detecting the 241 Am source. The source
increased the signal by 2 c/s. This figure, together with the
activity of the source, suggests an alpha particle detection
efficiency of about 4%. The alpha particle detection efficiency
was more accurately determined by dividing the area of the
59.5 keV 241 Am peak in the gated gamma-ray spectrum
with the area of the same peak in the singles spectrum. The
resulting alpha detection efficiency of the UV detector was
3.9% ± 0.3% (see Table I).
For comparison, the geometrical detection efficiency of a
conventional alpha detector having the same geometry as the
UV collection lens would be 3.2%. However, no single alpha
particle would be detected in these experimental conditions,
since they would not reach the detector surface. The measurement was also successfully repeated for a sample inside
a transparent plastic bag; 75% of the UV photons penetrated
the bag.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF UNGATED AND UV- GATED GAMMA MEASUREMENTS

Peak area (counts)
Background area (counts)
Curries Lc (counts)
Signal-to-noise ratio
Peak significance
MDA (Bq)

Ungated

Gated

35100 ± 1600
639600 ± 1600
1316
0.047
22.9
3.8

1375 ± 74
43 ± 13
11
27.5
109
0.88

B. UV-gated gamma measurement
The UV-gated gamma measurement was more sensitive to
small 241 Am signals than a singles gamma measurement. The
59.5 keV gamma-ray peak of 241 Am is negligible in the
gamma spectrum measured without the UV-gate (Fig. 2a) but
clearly visible in the UV-gated spectrum (Fig. 2b). Analyses
of the spectra (Table I) reveal the reason for the increase in
sensitivity; although the UV gate greatly reduces the photopeak signal, the reduction in the background is over 500 times
more intense. For example, an acquisition time of 40 h is
required to reach an MDA of 3.8 Bq without the UV gate,
whereas with the UV gate, the same MDA can be reached in
less than 4 h (see Fig. 3 for MDA versus measurement time).
The X-ray part of the spectrum, even though it only contains elemental information, is important for the detection of
plutonium. 239,240 Pu and 241 Am decays produce comparable
amounts of L X-rays, but the gamma yields for Pu are several
orders of magnitude lower than for 241 Am. The detection of
these X-rays is only possible in low background achieved
with the UV gate (Fig. 2b). The L X-rays of plutonium have
energies in the range of 12-20 keV, and these can be separated
from 241 Am X-rays [6].
The possibility of using the UV gate to focus the gamma
measurement in a single spot was investigated by moving a
241
Am source (activity of 1.9 kBq) perpendicular to the focal
axis of the UV detector. The detection efficiencies as a function
of the offset are illustrated in Fig. 4. When moved aside, the
distance to the germanium detector also changed, causing a
slope in the gamma efficiency curve. As can be seen, the UV
efficiency will fall below one tenth when the source is only
50 mm off focus of the UV detector.
IV. D ISCUSSION
Even though the power of the UV-gamma -coincidence
measurement is demonstrated with 241 Am, the results are valid
for various nuclides decaying through alpha particle emission.
Energies of the emitted alpha particles are typically above 4
MeV. This is the case for many nuclides that play a critical
role in nuclear safety and security, such as 239 Pu, 240 Pu and
235
U. Therefore, the number of UV-photons generated in air
is reduced by only some tens of percents as compared with
241
Am. This has only a minor influence to the MDA compared
to the advantages provided by UV gating. Consequently for
plutonium and uranium, the UV-gated measurement remains
superior to singles gamma measurement, even if the alpha
detection efficiency is slightly lower than for 241 Am.
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The coincidence method does not depend on the age of the
material, since the measurement is focused on the plutonium
or uranium nuclides themself, not on their progenies. The
progenies of these isotopes that emit most intense gamma
radiation decay through beta emission. Because the UV gating
efficiently blocks the gamma photons that are not in coincidence with alpha particles, these progenies have practically no
contribution to the gated spectra.
The UV-gated gamma measurement has obviously some
limitations under specific conditions. The method is inefficient
if alpha particles are not absorbed in air or if the visibility to

the air where the alpha particles are absorbed is blocked, for
example, by an aluminum foil. Even painting over the source
may be enough to absorb the alpha particles and prevent the
formation of the UV photons. On the other hand, the capability
to measure only the activity directly on the surface may be a
great advantage in some cases. This distinction is especially
important for the radiation safety, since surface contaminations
pose a higher health risk than sealed sources. Determining the
fraction of the alpha activity directly on the surface is possible
by analyzing both the singles and UV-gated gamma spectra.
As with all coincidence methods, the UV-gamma coinci-
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where advantages are obtained is rather minutes or hours than
seconds (see Fig. 3 for more details).
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efficiency. εG and εUG are measured efficiencies whereas εU is calculated
by εUG = εU εG .

dence approach increases the MDA the most when the sourceto-detector distance is short. Far from the source, the detection
efficiency in a singles gamma measurement is inversely proportional to the distance squared (x2 ). In a gated measurement
instead, the efficiency is inversely proportional to the distance
to the power of four (x4 ). A higher alpha efficiency is easily
achieved by improving the UV collection with larger lenses.
However, enhancing the MDA with the coincidence method is
complicated if the source-to-detector distance is more than a
meter.
Additionally, since the gate reduces the background to the
detriment of the efficiency, UV-gating is better suited for
long measurements in high gamma background than for short
measurements in low background. A typical acquisition time

Triggering a gamma detector with UV photons induced by
alpha particles is a major step forward in the stand-off detection of actinides and other alpha emitters. The method allows
the analyses of isotopes decaying through alpha-particle emission from distances greater than the range of alpha particles in
air. Together with a UV-transmitting filter, a photomultiplier
tube can be operated for alpha detection in LED lighting.
Because UV radiation penetrates many transparent materials,
the method is also suited for the analysis of samples inside
closed packings.
UV-gated gamma spectroscopy enables the positionsensitive detection and identification of alpha emitters even in
a highly contaminated environment. The gate efficiently rejects
the gamma photons from alpha sources further than 50 mm
off from the measurement focus. The gated spectrum is also
almost free from gamma photons not in coincidence with alpha
particles. Due to the low background, the achievable MDA in
a UV-gated measurement is lower than in a singles gamma
measurement.
UV-gamma coincidence can be further optimized for various
applications. An obvious usage is screening of contaminated
surfaces. Especially decommissioning of nuclear facilities and
crime scene investigation would greatly benefit from the
detection and analysis of alpha contamination at a stand-off
distance. Compared to the strict geometry requirements in a
direct alpha measurement, the UV technique offers significant
flexibility. For example, even an alpha contamination on the
inside wall of a steel drum could be analyzed by looking inside
the drum through the lid with a UV detector.
UV-gamma coincidence is also suited for the detection and
identification of fissile materials inside a glove box through a
closed plexiglass. The feasibility of UV-imaging has already
been demonstrated in this environment [9]. A further increase
in the UV signal can be achieved by replacing the air in
the glove box with some other gas, such as pure nitrogen,
which produces a UV signal several times larger than the
signal in room air [7]. In general, the random coincidences
caused by the UV photons from lighting can be prevented by
performing the measurements in darkness. In darkness, the UV
filter, which absorbs part of the fluorescent signal, is also not
required.
A further potential application for UV-gamma coincidence
is the analyses of swipe samples without opening the sealed
plastic bags or other transparent packings. This is especially important in nuclear safeguard and forensics, since it
guarantees the integrity of the samples and prevents crosscontamination [15], [16]. It should be noted that the alpha
particles from a sample in a closed plastic bag would not
produce any signal in a gas proportional counter, since they do
not penetrate the plastic. The swipe samples typically contain a
large amount of non-radioactive dust, which may also contain
materials that absorb alpha radiation and emit fluorescent
light [17]. The alpha detection efficiency can be drastically
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improved by placing the sample in a closed chamber with
reflecting surfaces.
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An optical radon detection method is presented. Radon decay is directly measured by observing
the secondary radioluminescence light that alpha particles excite in air, and the selectivity of
coincident photon detection is further enhanced with online pulse-shape analysis. The sensitivity of a
demonstration device was 6.5 cps/Bq/l and the minimum detectable concentration was 12 Bq/m3 with
a 1 h integration time. The presented technique paves the way for optical approaches in rapid radon
detection, and it can be applied beyond radon to the analysis of any alpha-active sample which can be
placed in the measurement chamber.
Radon gas is released in soil as a result of radioactive decay of uranium and thoron series. As a radioactive noble
gas, radon emanates easily through porous ground to housings and is responsible for 42% of the annual radiation
dose of population in the world1. It is widely observed that exposure to radon leads to increased risk of lung cancer2,3. Radon and some of the daughter atoms decay by emitting alpha particles which have short range in air but
high damage potential if absorbed in living cells. Radon progenies are easily adhered to surfaces and therefore, the
upper respiratory tract is exposed to the highest radiation dose. Due to its carcinogenic nature, radon monitoring
is required in risk areas.
Radon levels are typically measured by leaving a piece of special film in a room for a fixed period of time, and
the number of alpha particles incident on the film is later counted in a laboratory analysis. This approach provides
a reliable and low-cost estimate of the average radon level in the premises but it is not suited to online monitoring
applications. In contrast, a fast response is required in the fields of mining industry, uranium exploration, and
in verification of radon repairs. Continuous radon monitoring can also be used as a warning system for earthquakes which are known to increase radon levels shortly prior to the event4,5. Currently, detectors employing
ionisation chambers, semiconductor sensors, or zinc-sulphide scintillation (Lucas) cells are often used for these
applications3.
The absorption of alpha particles in air induces secondary radioluminescence light which can be utilized for
remote detection of alpha decay6. The light is generated by radiative relaxation of nitrogen molecules, excited
by secondary electrons. The conversion efficiency from kinetic energy into optical radiation is 19 photons per
each MeV of energy released in air7. This corresponds to approximately 100 photons when a single 222Rn nucleus
releases all of the 5.6 MeV decay energy into air. Most of the photons are observed in the near UV region between
300 nm and 400 nm8. The increased range and multiplication of signal carriers are the key benefits of an optical
alpha particle detection method.
This work presents the principle and first results of an optical radon measurement. The feasibility of the technique is proven using a demonstration device which is applied to a step-response test and to a longer field test
to observe daily variation of radon concentration at an office property. Furthermore, the optical detector is calibrated against an established commercial detector. The technique enables direct radon detection with exceptionally large active volume and high efficiency.

Method

The optical radon measurement is based on simultaneous detection of multiple secondary photons from the
same decay event. Since the photons are generated along the alpha particle track and emitted isotropically, it is
beneficial to a have a measurement volume with highly reflective walls. This enhances detection probability of a
single photon by allowing multiple reflections before absorption. The ideal shape of the volume is a sphere since it
has the greatest volume-to-surface-area ratio, which minimizes absorption of alpha particles into walls. For these
1
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Figure 1. Optical radon detection setup. A pump (P) forces air into the detection volume through a filter
which removes radon progenies from the incoming air. The sample leaves the detector through the PMT ports.

reasons, an integrating sphere was used in the measurement setup. The sphere selected for this work (SPH-8-3
AdaptaSphere, Labsphere) has a diameter of 20 cm and it is coated with Spectraflect, which is a BaSO4 -based
diffusive reflector. It has an estimated reflectance of 97% for the nitrogen emission.
A pump was used to continuously circulate air through the sphere with a measured flow rate of 1.4 l/min. A
HEPA (high efficiency particulate) filter was placed between the pump and the sphere to remove radon progenies
and dust from the inlet air. This ensured that the ambiguous radon-daughter equilibrium could not interfere with
signal level. Since only radon could enter the detector, it is assumed that all 222Rn decays in the sphere are followed
by two additional alpha decays of the two short-lived daughter atoms, namely 218Po and 214Po. The detection efficiency for daughter decay is limited to 50%, provided that they are adhered to the sphere surface and scintillation
properties of BaSO4 are negligible.
The coincident detection of the secondary photons was conducted with two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
(9829QB, ET Enterprises). They were selected to provide a high detection efficiency with the large domed windows (46 mm diam. active area), which were sandblasted to further enhance sensitivity. The PMTs were operated
in the photon counting regime with a gain of 107, at voltages specified by the manufacturer. A schematic representation of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1.
A fast digitizer (DT5751, Caen) was used to record the events in list mode with 1 ns time-stamp resolution.
The device features an online coincidence detection system and a software package for pulse shape discrimination
(PSD), which is typically used for neutron-gamma discrimination9. This is based on charge integration in two
time windows of different lengths. The PSD figure is calculated from the integrated charges with equation
PSD =

Qlong − Qshort
Qlong

.

(1)

Both of the integration windows start 1 ns after the trigger signal (threshold 19.5 mV, coincidence window 32 ns)
which is the minimum allowed gate offset of the digitizer. The length of the short integration window was set to
7 ns, while the long integration window was 50 ns throughout this work. The values were selected to give clear
separation of alpha particles from background events.
The key concept of pulse shape discrimination is that one PMT can detect several secondary photons from the
same alpha decay event, when an integrating sphere is used as detection volume. Importantly, the photons will
arrive at different times since they are emitted at different times and they can travel long distances in the sphere
before detection. The flight time of an alpha particle is approximately 5 ns10 and most of the photons are emitted
within few ns after excitation due to short lifetime of the excited states8. However, the most significant pulse
stretching arises from the random path length that photons travel in an integrating sphere. The flight time of a
photon can be estimated from the sphere multiplier11 (M) and average path length12 (L) in the sphere
t=

1
1
ρ
2
⋅M⋅L= ⋅
⋅ d.
c
c 1 − ρ(1 − f ) 3

(2)

Here, c is the speed of light, ρ is the average sphere reflectance for nitrogen emission, f is the fraction of port
area to sphere surface area (0.031), and d is the diameter of the sphere. By substituting the relevant values, and
assuming that the absorption of near UV light is negligible in air, the equation shows that the average lifetime of
a photon in the sphere is 7 ns.

Results

The optical radon detector was applied to several tests in the ground floor of a university building in Tampere,
Finland. The property is ventilated during extended office hours only, which leads to a significant rise in radon
levels during nights and weekends. This natural radon occurrence and its daily variation was utilized in this work.
The UV signal is categorized on the basis of pulse-shape. The PSD values of coincident PMT signals are presented in a two-dimensional histogram in Fig. 2a, which contains all events that were recorded during a two week
measurement period. Notably, the histogram reveals that pulses accumulate in four main regions, which are
named ABCD. Each of these regions responds to changes in radon concentration but the signal-to-background
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Figure 2. (a) Distribution of coincident pulse shapes over two week measurement period. Radon events
accumulate to regions BCD while type A signals are mostly single photoelectron pulses. The peak value in
region A is 45 000. (b) Time difference of subsequent coincidence events. The fitting verifies that the half-life is
164.3 μs, as expected for 214Po.

ratio is the best for type D signal. In this region, both PMTs detect several photons so that 40% of total charge is in
the short integration window. These pulses can reduce to regions B and C if one detector captures only one photoelectron or if multiple photons arrive simultaneously. Type A signals consist of single photoelectron events related
to random coincidences, beta particles and gamma rays, which have a lower light yield than alpha particles. Here,
BCD signals are selected to represent radon events.
The transient response of a radon detector can be limited by the two alpha-emitting daughters (218Po and
214
Po) following radon in the uranium series. The first daughter atom after radon decay is 218Po and it reaches
secular equilibrium with 222Rn within minutes (T1/2 of 218Po is 3.1 min13). However, 214Po requires several hours
before equilibrium is reached and therefore, it should be separated from the previous two to achieve the best
possible time response for the detection.
The current design enables the measurement of 214Po contribution by observing the successive beta and alpha
emission of 214Bi and 214Po. In this decay chain, a beta particle of 214Bi is followed by an alpha particle of 214Po, with
a half-life of 164 μs14,15. Using temporal and pulse energy discrimination, the decay of 214Po can be reliably identified with an efficiency of 2.5%. This is verified with a histogram representing the distribution of time differences
of consecutive coincidence events in Fig. 2b. The data set allows the determination of 214Po half-life with a high
precision and the obtained value of 164.3 μs is in agreement with a recent result of 164.2 (6) μs, also measured
using the latest digital electronics15.
The step response of the detector was investigated during a high radon level (weekend) in the laboratory, using
radon-less artificial air as a zero reference. The experiment was started with a two-hour baseline measurement
with artificial air, as shown in Fig. 3a. Then, the detector was supplied with an ambient radon sample (870 Bq/m3
on average) for four hours to allow equilibrium formation. Lastly, the flow of artificial air was restored for six
hours. The acquired step response is shown with and without the contribution of 214Po to highlight the necessity
of 214Po subtraction in rapid measurements.
The experimental data is accompanied by modelled response curves in Fig. 3a. The model is based on the
half-lives of radon progenies and it is fitted to the total BCD count data using the detection efficiencies for radon
and daughter atoms as free parameters. The calculation shows that a good match is achieved when the detection
efficiency of radon decay is 0.7 while both alpha emitting daughter atoms are detected with a reduced efficiency
of 0.4 due to absorption into the sphere walls. The results were verified with a Monte Carlo model which showed
that exactly the same fractions of radon and daughter alpha particles are fully absorbed into air in a detector of
this size and geometry.
The performance of the optical detector was evaluated with a side-by-side test with an AlphaGuard
radon monitoring system (Saphymo GmbH), which is based on detection with an ionisation chamber16. The
AlphaGuard was set to record the radon concentration in the laboratory with 1 h integration cycle and the data
were used for the calibration of the optical detector. It also logged temperature, humidity and pressure data
which were close to 22 °C, 20% and 1000 mbar during the time of measurements. The calibration points were
selected to be during late afternoon and early morning hours, when the radon concentration is at its most stable.
The observed radon activities varied from below 20 Bq/m3 up to peak levels exceeding 1000 Bq/m3, which were
reached during the nights. Using the obtained reference points, a calibration curve for the gross coincidence
counts of BCD type signals was acquired, and one additional calibration was performed for the same data where
the contribution of 214Po was subtracted. The gross sensitivity of the device was 6.5 cps/Bq/l, while 222Rn and
218
Po alone yielded 4.9 cps/Bq/l, as shown in Fig. 3b. The respective detection limits were calculated using Currie’s
method with a confidence level of 95%17. The minimum detectable concentration (MDC) under stable background conditions can be expressed as
MDC =
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Figure 3. (a) Step response test with artificial air and ambient radon concentration of 870 Bq/m3. The start and
end of the radon air feed are indicated with vertical lines. The modelled response is shown with a dashed line
for both cases, and the experimental data points are averaged for 5 minutes. (b) Calibration of the UV detector
with an AlphaGuard radon monitor in steady radon concentrations. The signal of 214Po is multiplied by a factor
of 50 to enhance readability. (c) The evolution of UV signals during the in-field experiment. The observed radon
signal follows the schedule of the ventilation system, which is active only during extended working hours. The
radon concentration is logged with the AlphaGuard and the UV signal of 222Rn and 218Po is calibrated using the
data of AlphaGuard. The results are presented with a 1 h integration time.

where Rb is the background count rate, ts is the sample counting time, and ε is the detection efficiency of decay
events per becquerel of radon in one cubic meter (i.e. the slope of linear regression in Fig. 3b). The determined
MDC value for one hour measurement was 12 Bq/m3 for the gross signal and 15 Bq/m3 for 222Rn and 218Po alone.
The reliability of the radon detection is further verified in Fig. 3c where the data of the AlphaGuard and the
calibrated UV signal of 222Rn and 218Po are in excellent agreement. It can be also noted that the hour-to-hour
fluctuation of the UV signal is minimal.

Discussion

The main difference between the presented and established techniques is that a very high signal count rate can
be achieved. Therefore, the method is not limited by statistical uncertainty of signal, which is the case with many
radon detection techniques. However, the background signal is higher than in carefully designed Lucas cells
and ionisation chambers and therefore, the full potential of the large active volume is not unveiled, when very
low radon concentrations (below 12 Bq/m3) are of interest. Although the detection limits of leading commercial
techniques (1–2 Bq/m3)16,18 were not currently reached, the performance is already more than adequate for online
monitoring of radon. Secondly, the slowly changing signal of 214Po can be omitted to achieve readings without
waiting for equilibrium formation within the detector, which is the prevalent approach with Lucas cell designs.
For these reasons, the technique shows promise for applications where radon needs to be measured rapidly with
small relative uncertainty. It should be also noted that the maximal measurable radon concentration can be at
least several MBq/m3 since air is a very fast scintillator and the secondary photon burst of an alpha particle is
shorter than 100 ns even in a large integrating sphere.
The presented device can also be applied beyond radon to surface activity determination of alpha- or
beta-emitting samples by placing them into the measurement chamber. The obtained 1 h detection limit of 12 Bq/m3
for radon equals to an alpha activity of 0.05 Bq in the detection volume, which suggests that the typical definitions
of alpha contamination (0.4 Bq/cm2 for low toxicity emitters and 0.04 Bq/cm2 for all others19) are within reach
of the presented detection technique. As a practical example, clinical swab samples could be screened down to
0.4 Bq level within a minute with the current device, and by scaling the design, even hand-held tools could be
rapidly checked for surface contamination. This could extend the capabilities of current small item monitors20 to
include alpha detection, which would be of interest to the nuclear industry. The benefits of the optical approach
with respect to conventional techniques are that an integral measurement is performed within the detection
volume while no direct interaction with an alpha particle is required for the detection. These factors enable alpha
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contamination screening of objects with complex geometries in specifically designed chambers, as long as sufficient photon detection efficiency is ensured with large area photon counters.

Conclusions

A method to directly detect radon decay via radioluminescence photons of air is reported. A demonstration
device was developed and its performance was bench-marked with an established commercial detector. The
obtained results show that the characteristic optical pulse shape of a radon decay in a highly reflective enclosure
can be used to achieve a reliable radon detection in indoor conditions. Additionally, the detection of beta particles was verified and utilized in the identification of 214Bi - 214Po decay to enhance the response for rapid changes
in radon concentration. In conclusion, the optical approach is attractive for real-time monitoring, since a large
active volume can be used with high efficiency for direct detection of radon decay in air.
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